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“FOOD A S SUME S ENORMOUS IMPOR TA NCE IN PRISON: FOR M A N Y PRISONERS IT CONDITIONS THEIR 

L IFE IN CUS TODY A ND, IN M A N Y RE SPEC T S, IS S Y MBOL IC OF THE PRISON E X PERIENCE.” 

— CATRIN SMITH, 'PUNISHMENT AND PLE A SURE: WOMEN, FOOD AND THE IMPRISONED BODY '1 

“ THE FOOD IN THE WORK HOUSE WA S HORRIBL E. AC TUA L LY, IT WA S DISGUS TING. I WOUL D SIT A ND 

WA IT FOR LUNCH OR DINNER, HUNGRY A S HEL L , A ND THE Y WOUL D BRING ME SOME GREENISH-

BROWN IRIDE SCENT CHUNK S FLOATING A ROUND IN A WATER L IQUID… A ND TH AT N A S T Y-LOOK ING, 

FOUL-SMEL L ING S TUFF TA S TED MUCH WORSE TH A N IT LOOK ED. THE PL ACE WA S INFE S TED WITH 

FL IE S A ND SO WA S THE FOOD. I L I V ED OFF THE NU T S A ND C A NDY I BOUGHT FROM THE COMMIS S A RY 

A ND THE FRUIT M Y FA MILY BROUGHT ON V ISIT S.”

— A SSATA SHAKUR, DESCRIBING THE FOOD AT THE MIDDLESE X COUNT Y JAIL, NEW JERSE Y, IN 1973; 

A SSATA: AN AUTOBIOGR APHY2 

“ME A L S WHICH A RE WHOL E SOME, NU TRITION A L LY A DEQUATE, WEL L PREPA RED, A MPL E IN POR TION, 

A ND SERV ED AT RE A SON A BL E INTERVA L S A RE E S SENTI A L TO THE HE A LTH, BEH AV IOR, A ND MOR A L E 

OF INM ATE S. ME A L S MEE TING THIS DE SCRIP TION WIL L WORK TO MINIMIZE A M A JOR SOURCE OF 

COMPL A INT WHICH COUL D ULTIM ATELY L E A D TO DISCONTENT, DISORDER, A ND COS TLY L ITIGATION. 

IT IS EQUA L LY IMPER ATI V E TH AT SERV ICE S A S SOCI ATED WITH MEE TING THE DIE TA RY NEEDS OF 

INM ATE S BE S A NITA RY A ND S A FE.”

— MARYL AND COMMISSION ON CORRECTIONAL STANDARDS; ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

STANDARDS MANUAL 3 

“ TERRIBL E, TERRIBL E, TERRIBL E. I ME A N, IT IS HORRENDOUS. A ND TH AT 'S ON A DA ILY B A SIS. IT 'S 

NOT L IK E IT 'S SOME TIME S YOU GE T A PRE T T Y GOOD ME A L NOW A ND THEN. NO, THIS IS CONSIS TENT. 

THIS IS A N E V ERY DAY SITUATION. A ND THE K ITCHEN —THE FOOD, THE WAY IT 'S PREPA RED... MICE, 

R AT S, RODENT S. I DON' T THINK THE Y ' V E E V ER PA S SED A N INSPEC TION. BEC AUSE OSH A WOUL D 

CLOSE THE PL ACE DOWN. TH AT 'S HOW B A D IT IS. ROACHE S A ND MICE A ND OTHER INSEC T S A ND 

S TUFF CR AWL ING A L L OV ER THE PL ACE. SO THE Y PREPA RE YOUR ME A L S IN FILTH, B A SIC A L LY.... 

TH AT 'S DEFINITELY INHUM A NE. BU T WHO C A N YOU COMPL A IN TO? A ND A S I S AY, I 'M ONE OF THE 

FOR TUN ATE ONE S. BEC AUSE I REFUSE TO L E T THEM K IL L ME.”

— J. G, FORMERLY INCARCER ATED DURING COVID-19 AT MARYL AND CORRECTIONAL TR AINING CENTER
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Glossary

ABOLITION: From Critical Resistance: “PIC abolition is a political vision with 
the goal of eliminating imprisonment, policing, and surveillance and creating 
lasting alternatives to punishment and imprisonment.”4  
 
In addition to eliminating the physical buildings we call prisons, abolition 
also extends to all structures, spaces, and institutions that are designed to 
confine, exploit, oppress, harm, and kill primarily non-white people both 
within the United States and throughout the world. The abolition of prisons and 
policing means the abolition of capitalism, of imperialism, of statism, of white 
supremacy, of ableism and sanism, and of heteropatriarchy. Abolition, in its 
positive sense, is about world-building.  

COMMISSARY: A store within a prison—or, if privatized, outsourced to a 
corporation—that sells goods, hygiene products, and food items to incarcerated 
individuals. Commissary services in Maryland state-run prisons are managed 
by Keefe Group. 

DEHUMANIZATION: “Dehumanization, which marks not only those whose 
humanity has been stolen, but also… those who have stolen it, is a distortion 
of the vocation of becoming more fully human.” — Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed5

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES (DPSCS): 
One of the largest state agencies in Maryland, responsible for operating the 
state’s prisons, pretrial detention in Baltimore, and parole and probation. 

FOOD SOVEREIGNTY: “The right of peoples to healthy and culturally 
appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable 
methods, and their right to define their own food and agriculture systems. It 
puts the aspirations and needs of those who produce, distribute and consume 
food at the heart of food systems and policies rather than the demands of 
markets and corporations.” — Declaration of Nyéléni, the first global forum on 
food sovereignty, Mali, 20076 

GLOSSARY
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KEEFE GROUP: A multi-billion dollar corporation, owned by H.I.G Capital, 
responsible for managing commissary services in all Maryland state prisons. 

MARYLAND CORRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES (MCE): The prison industry arm 
of the Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services. MCE 
exploits the labor of incarcerated individuals to provide a range of goods and 
services to state agencies such as furniture manufacturing; the production of 
license plates, traffic signs, and apparel; meat processing; and print services.

PRISON-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX: "The prison industrial complex (PIC) is a term 
we use to describe the overlapping interests of government and industry that 
use surveillance, policing, and imprisonment as solutions to economic, social 
and political problems.” — Critical Resistance7

 
 
In order to protect the identity of the formerly and currently incarcerated 
individuals in this report, we use a combination of pseudonyms, names, and 
initials to refer to tolks depending on their preference. Specific prisons are not 
listed at times to further protect confidentiality and prevent identification and 

retribution. 

GLOSSARY
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INTRODUCTION

In early 2015,  the multi-billion dollar  
correctional food ser vice corporation Trinity Ser vices Group lost its existing 
contract to provide meals to the 5,700 individuals incarcerated across nine 
prisons in Baltimore City.8 The winning contractor—Cr ystal Enterprises, Inc.—
underbid Trinity by $51 million, claiming to be able to supply food for just 
$1.43 per meal per adult.9 However, only a few weeks later Cr ystal asked the 
state for $6.6 million in additional emergency funding.10 Cr ystal alleged that 
the conditions in which Trinity left the prisons justified the pay increase: in 
the words of Cr ystal’s CEO, “The facilities that were handed to us by Trinity 
were overrun with rats, roaches, mice and birds. During our walkthrough, 
we witnessed meals being prepared under grid ceilings which were covered 
with rat droppings.”11

What happened next was a series of events that led Peter Franchot, 
Mar yland’s Comptroller at the time, to declare the disaster as “the most 
troubling item that I’ve seen brought before the [Board of Public Works].”12 
Trinity denied Cr ystal’s allegations and fought to regain control of the ver y 
contract it lost; Cr ystal forced their emergency contract through the Board 
by threatening to stop all food ser vice provision in prisons completely; and 
Governor Larr y Hogan, declaring that “we can’t wake up tomorrow morning 
and not ser ve food to the prisoners and have a riot on our hands,” turned the 
matter over to the Attorney General for investigation.13 

What was predictably lost in the dispute between these two corporations 
was a larger interrogation of food conditions and the role of food itself in 

Baltimore and Mar yland prisons. A s of 
2018, the state of Mar yland incarcerates 
approximately 18,000 adult individuals 
across 21 correctional facilities run by 
the Department of Public Safety and 
Correctional Ser vices.14 Food ser vices 
in these facilities are not managed by 
private corporations—Cr ystal’s contract 
was terminated in 2015—but directly by 
the state itself. Given that the average 
length of confinement for adults in 
Mar yland is about seven years, the state 
thus ser ves over 7,500 meals to a person 
over the length of their incarceration, and 

A NOTE ON L ANGUAGE: 

WHILE WE REFER TO 

PRISONS A S CORRECTIONAL 

FACILITIES THROUGHOUT 

THIS REPORT, WE 

RECOGNIZE THAT THE TERM 

"CORRECTIONAL FACILIT Y " 

ITSELF IS OPPRES SIVE, 

PAR ADOXICAL, AND 

ROOTED IN STATE VIOLENCE.
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over 19.5 million meals to all incarcerated adults in one year.15   

This report, “I Refuse to Let Them Kill Me”: Food, Violence, and the Maryland 
Correctional Food System, uncovers the experience of eating while 
incarcerated and the hidden implications of food provision in Mar yland’s 
prisons. In 2019 and 2020, the Mar yland Food & Prison Abolition Project 
(formerly the Farm to Prison Project) conducted individual inter views and 
dialogue circles with over 80 currently and formerly incarcerated people 
across the state to determine the true impact of food in confinement. 
Our findings are divided into six sections, each describing a different 
aspect of correctional food ser vice. The contents of each section are 
simultaneously expected yet devastating—bringing to light both the central 
role of food inside prison as well as its implications outside of bondage 
for those working toward food sovereignty, and, more broadly, communal 
self-determination. Through our conversations, individuals currently or 
formerly under state control systematically detailed how food in prison 
ser ves three fundamental functions: as an ever yday mechanism of control, 
dehumanization, and punishment; as a site of exploitation and profit for 
private food ser vice corporations; and as a form of violence and premature 
death due to long-term impacts on individuals’ physical and mental health. 
From insects, maggots, and rat droppings in meal trays; to food that is 
routinely described as “unfit for animals, much less human beings”; to the 
manufacturing of perpetual hunger as a source of financial extraction for 
commissar y providers; the people we spoke with characterized Mar yland’s 
correctional food system as nothing short of a public health and human 
rights crisis.

Currently and formerly incarcerated folks characterized correctional 
food as just one feature of the larger tapestr y of violence that undergirds 
ever y aspect of prison. A s opposed to a source of nourishment, prison 
food operates as a relation of power within an institution that itself is 
a technology of racial, economic, and political oppression. Ultimately, 
the characterizations of prison food uncovered in this report uproot 
any notion that correctional food provision can be gradually reformed 
to create a “kinder, gentler ” institution truly able to “meet the needs” of 
those held in captivity. Instead, we find that the weaponization of food as 
a tool to dehumanize and control further evidences how prisons cannot 
be transformed into anything beyond what they are—a warehouse of 
majority Black and brown bodies, brutalized and deemed disposable by the 

INTRODUCTION
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intersecting crises of anti-Black violence, racial capitalism, ableism and 
sanism, queer/transphobia, and heteropatriarchy that constitute the roots 
of carcerality itself.16 

Prison Food and Correctional Food Systems: A Brief History

The histories of prison food and correctional food systems are a product 
of larger processes that shaped the development of carceral institutions 
themselves. In the United States, the origins of prison as a “penitentiar y” 
began as a reform of corporal and capital punishment in the late 18th 
centur y. During this period, as renowned scholar and prison abolitionist 
Angela Davis outlines in Are Prisons Obsolete?, the role of prison 
transformed from a detention center, temporarily confining those deemed 

“criminals” before their true punishment was enacted, into the actual site 
and form of punishment as influenced by the religious, moral, and social 
values of the time.17 Enlightenment-era intellectual tendencies, the rise of 
industrial capitalism, and movements led primarily by Protestant reformers 
coalesced to remodel prison as a place for labor and silent penitence. The 
food ser ved to those incarcerated was thus a reflection, in part, of the 
emerging “corrective” ideology governing prisons. Meals were meager and 
designed principally to sustain the energy required for a day of hard labor: 
historical documents show that incarcerated individuals were ser ved mostly 
bread and gruel, an unseasoned porridge mixture made from flour and 
boiled in milk or water.18 

With the supposed abolition of slaver y in the United States came another 
structural transformation of the function and racial composition of prisons. 
The Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution infamously abolished slaver y 
except as a punishment for crime; as a result, former slave states passed 
legislation known as the “Black Codes” designed to regulate, exploit, and 
criminalize the behavior and labor of previously enslaved Black people.19 
The racial composition of prisons in many states thus rapidly shifted from 
majority white to majority Black. Once incarcerated, people were legally 
sentenced to “penal ser vitude” on plantations, railroads, mines, and 
other industries requiring cheap and dispensable labor through a system 
of genocide known as convict leasing. During this time, former slave 
plantations such as Parchman Farm in Mississippi and Angola in Louisiana 
were converted directly into state-run prisons, further cr ystallizing the 
connection between slaver y, prison agriculture, and correctional food 

INTRODUCTION
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ser vice. A s Angela Davis notes in Are Prisons Obsolete?, individuals were 
sometimes incarcerated and forced to labor on “the ver y plantations that 
previously had thrived on slave labor ”—only now operating under the 
authority of the state.20    

The horrific food conditions under convict leasing, in part, have led some 
scholars to deem the system as “worse than slaver y.”21 Compared to slave 
owners, convict lessors such as private plantation owners and corporations 
were even less concerned for the safety or sur vival of the individuals leased 
to them. People were so brutally punished, overworked, and abused that, as 
David Oshinsky writes, “not a single leased convict ever lived long enough 
to ser ve a sentence of ten years or more.”2 2 It was the responsibility of a 
lessor to provide food, housing, clothing and other basic necessities to 
the individuals they leased. Evoking comparisons to the prison-industrial 
complex today, lessors were solely incentivized to minimize costs and 
maximize profits by extracting as much labor as possible from leased 
individuals. The consequences of these incentives on food provision were 
abhorrent. For example, an 1887 grand jur y report in Mississippi described 
the dehumanizing condition of individuals leased to one company as 
follows: “[Prisoners] are lying there dying, some of them on bare boards, so 
poor and emaciated that their bones almost come through the skin; many 
complaining for the want of food. We believe they are fed improperly…. 
These poor creatures get their beef in water and meal for soup, as we are 
informed, with coarse meat and cabbage—such diet they cannot eat. One 
[person] burst out cr ying and said he was literally star ving to death.”2 3 

While the underlying roots of anti-Blackness remained intact, the formal 
end of convict leasing in the early to mid-20th centur y brought marginal 
improvements to food provision in correctional institutions. However, the 
rise of mass incarceration in the 1970s onwards—and the further expansion 
of prison as a system of racial control—again caused food ser vice to 
deteriorate in many parts of the countr y. A s we’ve described previously, 
the aggressive growth of prisons during this time “correlated to crises 
in racial capitalism caused in part by deindustrialization, globalization, 
and automation.” A s the United States began to shift toward a neoliberal 
position, “the loss of jobs in many cities, combined with the dismantling of 
the welfare state, led the state to turn to prisons as a means of warehousing 
a racialized ‘surplus population’—individuals cut out of the modern economy 
and thus deemed disposable.”24

INTRODUCTION
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Prison populations began to grow rapidly in Mar yland and throughout the 
countr y. In Mar yland alone, the number of people in jails skyrocketed by 
258% from 1970 to 2015, and the number of people incarcerated in state 
prisons surged by 80% from 1983 to 2015.25 With exploding populations and 
shifts in penal ideologies came a turn toward industrial food production 
and challenges of scale. Prison administrators began feeding growing 
numbers of people on austerity budgets, outdated equipment, and limited 
staff. The reaction to these crises was predictable: many state correctional 
departments privatized and outsourced food provision to transnational 
corporations such as Aramark and Trinity Ser vices Group, broadened and 
standardized their policies and practices to meet capacity demands, and 
overall cut costs to feed as many people on as low of a budget as possible. 

Mirroring shifts in industrial agriculture and the development of the 
neoliberal food regime, correctional food ser vice became increasingly 
disconnected from local food systems, industrialized, and a source of 
profit for companies across the supply chain.26 Food conditions predictably 
worsened on almost all levels of the production and distribution process. 
For example, the quality of meals deteriorated significantly; portion sizes 
decreased; fresh produce was substituted for canned or ultra-processed 
foods; the adoption of standardized and wide-scale preparation practices 
led to bland and nearly inedible meals; and any nutritional goals were 
replaced with empty caloric requirements and a mentality to simply 
keep people alive. In addition, the expansion of Mar yland Correctional 
Enterprises—the “prison industr y” arm of the state—allowed the industr y to 
obtain a virtual monopoly on meat products, using prison labor to produce 
meats of such degraded quality that folks refer to them as “Rottweiler… 
because it looks like dog meat.”27 In short, the dehumanizing character of 
prison food evolved with and adapted to the rise of mass incarceration, the 
entrenchment of food ser vice in the prison-industrial complex, and the ways 
in which food systems under racial capitalism continue to structure food 
conditions both inside and outside of prison today.    

INTRODUCTION
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The Maryland Correctional Food System Today

This brief histor y of food in confinement helps to contextualize the 
contemporar y state of the Mar yland correctional food system. Given the 
evolution of modern-day prisons from historical systems of racial and 
economic oppression, the material conditions in correctional facilities today 
reproduce the same logics of dehumanization and disposability utilized 
by their predecessors. For many currently imprisoned individuals, their 
experiences with food in prison is the defining aspect of their incarceration. 
A s Rebecca Godderis writes in 'Food for Thought: An Analysis of Power 
and Identity in Prison Food Narratives,' the act of eating is essential to our 
identity as human beings.28 The correctional food system severs this form of 
identity by removing control over the process of preparing and eating food—
and thus intentionally estranges a person’s sense of self from their own 
body. Ultimately, by using food as a tool to “control, discipline, and shape 
[incarcerated persons’] bodies,” prisons weaponize food provision to wield 
power and transform an individual into an “inmate”—a “subject” able to be 
controlled.29  

In Mar yland, the experience of 
eating while incarcerated can var y 
significantly based on factors such 
as the geographic location and 
security classification of a prison, 
a person’s medical condition 
or dietar y restrictions, access 
to commissar y, and how long a 
person has spent in confinement. 
Our conversations with formerly 
and currently incarcerated 
individuals thus aimed to capture 
a wide range of food-related 
perspectives and experiences 
across all of Mar yland’s 21 state-

run correctional institutions. This report walks through all aspects of the 
day-to-day reality of eating in prison—and how statewide policies and 
regulations, institutional practices and procedures, and a larger mentality 
toward the role of food and punishment in prison come together to form an 
experience rooted, at its core, in dehumanization. 

INTRODUCTION

“BEC AUSE FOOD IS SUCH A 
CENTR A L PA RT OF THE DA ILY 

PRISON ROUTINE A ND BEC AUSE IT 
ACT S A S A POWERFUL SY MBOL OF 
IDENTIT Y, THE CONSUMP TION OF 

FOOD IS A N E XCELLENT ME A NS 
TO E XPRE S S POWER IN PRISON.”

— REBECCA GODDERIS, ‘FOOD FOR 
THOUGHT: AN ANALYSIS OF POWER 

AND IDENTIT Y IN PRISON FOOD 
NARR ATIVES’
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Part 1 and Part 2 of this report describe 
the ever yday experience of eating in prison. 
These sections cover, in part, the ways 
in which food is stored, prepared, and 
ser ved; the hostility and abuse folks face 
in the prison dining hall; the poor quality 
and quantity of meals, leading to nearly 
constant feelings of hunger; the rarity of 
any fresh produce; the dual function of the 
prison commissar y as a site of financial 
extraction and sur vival; and the experience 
of incarcerated dietar y workers in preparing 
meals for hundreds or thousands of 
people three times a day. In these sections, 
we demonstrate the appalling ways in 
which prisons deny individuals of one of 
their basic rights, and how food-related 
institutional policies and practices fail to 
provide adequate care for those in their 
custody. 

Part 3 of this report details the impact of prison food on individuals’ 
physical, mental, and emotional health and well-being. Regardless of their 
health status, an incarcerated person will almost certainly leave prison in 
worse health than when they entered. We demonstrate in this section how 
correctional food provision not only exacerbates any underlying health 
issues a person may have such as diabetes, hypertension, and chronic heart 
conditions, but oftentimes is their root cause. For example, due to factors 
such as the nutritional bankruptcy of institutional meals, prisons’ reliance 
on cheap and empty starches in order to meet caloric requirements, and 
forced eating times, many individuals we spoke with felt the impact of 
prison food on 
their health after 
just one meal. In 
fact—as Prison 
Policy Initiative 
explains—research 
indicates that “just 
four weeks of 

INTRODUCTION

THIS REPORT WALK S 

THROUGH ALL A SPECTS OF 

THE DAY-TO-DAY RE ALIT Y 

OF E ATING IN PRISON —AND 

HOW STATEWIDE POLICIES 

AND REGUL ATIONS, 

INSTITUTIONAL PR ACTICES 

A ND PROCEDURES, AND 

A L ARGER MENTALIT Y 

TOWARD THE ROLE OF FOOD 

A ND PUNISHMENT IN PRISON 

COA LESCE TO FORM AN 

E XPERIENCE ROOTED, AT ITS 

CORE, IN DEHUMANIZ ATION.

CORRECTIONAL FOOD PROVISION NOT ONLY 

E X ACERBATES ANY UNDERLYING HE ALTH 

IS SUES A PERSON MAY HAVE SUCH A S DIABE TES, 

HYPERTENSION, AND CHRONIC HE ART CONDITIONS, 

BUT OF TENTIMES IS THEIR ROOT CAUSE.
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eating an unhealthy, high-calorie diet can lead to long-term increases in 
cholesterol and body fat.”3 0 Instead of ser ving as the physical and emotional 
sustenance needed for “rehabilitation”—a dehumanizing and illusor y goal 
that the criminal justice system no longer even claims to promote—prison 
food constitutes a form of long-term punishment that individuals can 
struggle with years after their release. Furthermore, the psychological harm 
inflicted through the experience of eating in confinement can also change 
an individual’s ver y relationship to food from one of joy to trauma. Formerly 
incarcerated individuals thus bear the consequences of incarceration 
long after they return home. Through weaponizing the act of eating, food 
provision in prison can damage a person’s physical and mental health for the 
rest of their life.  

This potential lifelong collateral consequence of incarceration—ultimately 
constituting a form of “slow and premature death”—has even greater 
significance when contextualized within larger struggles for food justice 
and food sovereignty.31 In Baltimore, residents in neighborhoods with some 
of Mar yland’s highest rates of incarceration are at the same systematically 
denied access to affordable, nutritious, and fresh foods.3 2 Many individuals 
thus find themselves trapped in a cycle between prisons—where food is 
a proven public health crisis—and their home communities, where access 
to fresh foods is again a form of structural oppression.3 3 Although such 
spaces are often referred to as “food deserts,” a term that dehumanizes 

INTRODUCTION

FOOD APARTHEID 

IN BALTIMORE
INCARCER ATION 

R ATES IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore Cit y Healthy Food 
Priorit y A reas (Baltimore Cit y 
Depar tment of Pl anning, 2018)

‘ The Right Investment?: 
Correc tions Spending in 
Baltimore Cit y ’ (JPI and PPI, 2015)
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and pathologizes individuals caught within its parameters, the framework 
of “food apartheid” more accurately captures the forms of economic 
oppression and systemic racism that shape food systems in predominantly 
Black and low-income communities. A s in prison, the conditions of food 
apartheid have significant negative impacts on health outcomes. For 
example, as Dara Cooper, a co-founder of the National Black Food and 
Justice Alliance, explains: “[Lack of healthy] food is a deep-rooted form 
of violence. Junk food is concentrated in Black communities, and fast food 
industries are concentrated there, too. We have research saying kids need 
nutrition to develop proper brain functions, and when they don’t have 
access to food with nutrients, that ’s violence. We see high heart disease in 
our communities, and that ’s by design.”3 4 In this way, the lived realities of 
food apartheid constitute another example of scholar and abolitionist Ruth 
Wilson Gilmore’s framing of racism: “the state-sanctioned or extralegal 
production and exploitation of group-differentiated vulnerability to 
premature death.”3 5 

The ideologies and structures shaping material food conditions in both 
prisons and communities under 
food apartheid thus stem from the 
same roots of racial and economic 
oppression. Examining systems 
of food production through this 
lens reveals how carcerality 
extends beyond the walls of 
confinement through the use of 
food as a tool for control, power, 
and subjugation—a form of spatial 
organization that Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore frames as “carceral 
geographies.”3 6 An inequitable 
distribution of fresh and nutritious 
foods is not just an unfortunate 
byproduct of our food system; 
our food systems depend on 
exploitation and dispossession 

to sur vive, from prison agriculture and correctional food provision, to the 
oppression of Black and brown farmers and farmworkers, to communities 
bearing the effects of hypersegregation, over-policing, and supermarket 
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“ THE MODERN PRISON IS A CENTR A L BUT 
BY NO ME A NS SINGUL A RLY DEFINING 

INS TITUTION OF C A RCER A L GEOGR A PHIE S 
IN THE UNITED S TATE S A ND BE YOND… THE 

CH A LLENGE IS TO K EEP THE ENTIRE T Y 
OF C A RCER A L GEOGR A PHIE S — R ATHER 

TH A N ONLY THEIR PRISON OR E VEN L AW-
ENFORCEMENT A SPECT S — CONNECTED, 

WITHOUT COLL A P SING OR REDUCING 
VA RIOUS A SPEC T S INTO E ACH OTHER.”

— RUTH WIL SON GILMORE, 
 'ABOLITION GEOGR APHY AND THE  

PROBLEM OF INNOCENCE'
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redlining. By reframing prison and spaces of food apartheid as two 
formations on the same landscape of “premature death,” it becomes clear 
that the fight for food sovereignty must also necessarily incorporate the 
abolition of the wider conditions giving rise to prisons. 

Part 4 of this report discusses changes in correctional food ser vice in 
Mar yland across time and space. A s detailed above, mass incarceration 
exploded Mar yland’s jail and prison population from 17,130 individuals 
in 1983 to over 30,000 individuals in 2015.37 The nature of food provision 
had to adapt during this time to meet the growing numbers of people in 
confinement. In the 1990s, food conditions continued to decline in part due 
to the industrialization of food production, ever-shrinking state budgets, 
an increasing dependence on private contractors, and policy changes 
reflecting racialized “tough on crime” ideologies. State correctional 
departments thus developed nutritional standards for prisons to feed—not 
to nourish—as many people on the cheapest budget possible. Part 4 further 
discusses how federal and state governments simultaneously made it 

significantly more difficult for 
incarcerated people to legally 
protest the dehumanizing 
conditions of confinement 
through the passage of the Prison 
Litigation Reform Act.3 8 In other 
words, changes in prison food 
ser vice from the 1980s onward 
reflected the larger ideologies, 
laws, policies, regulations, and 
material conditions entrapping 
thousands of people in Mar yland 
into bondage. Part 4 highlights 
three key time periods as 
lifted up in our conversations 
with currently and formerly 
incarcerated individuals: the 
1980s to 2008; 2008 to 2015; and 

2015 to present. We also address the lasting impact of crises such as the 
2007-2008 financial crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic on food ser vice. 

Part 4 of this report further discusses how the experience of eating in a 

INTRODUCTION

WE PL ACE THE WORDS "GUILT Y," 

"CRIME," AND "INNOCENT" IN 

QUOTATION MARK S A S THE 

CRIMINAL IN JUSTICE SYSTEM'S 

CENTERING OF INNOCENCE IS ITSELF 

IS A HARMFUL CONSTRUCT USED 

TO LEGITIMIZE AND REIF Y FORMS 

OF CARCER AL OPPRES SION. FOR 

FURTHER RE ADING, WE RECOMMEND 

JACKIE WANG'S ES S AY "AGAINST 

INNOCENCE: R ACE, GENDER, AND 

THE POLITICS OF S AFE T Y."
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Mar yland prison changes based on where a facility is located in the state. 
Mar yland’s 21 operational correctional institutions can be roughly divided 
into five regions—Baltimore, Jessup, Cumberland, Hagerstown, and the 
Eastern Shore.39 In addition to differences across regions, food conditions 
can var y drastically between prisons in the same part of the state—and 
even between two institutions less than a mile apart. This section primarily 
highlights the singular experience of eating in a Baltimore correctional 
institution as compared to prisons in any other Mar yland region. Due to 
an combination of factors such as overcrowding, chronic understaffing, 
paltr y institutional food budgets, limited production capabilities, outdated 
kitchen equipment, and corruption—
undergirded by the deep anti-Black 
racism at the core of Mar yland’s 
carceral project—correctional food 
ser vice in Baltimore is significantly 
worse in almost ever y single aspect 
compared to facilities around the state. 
Furthermore, most Baltimore facilities 
are used for transitor y purposes such 
as pretrial detention, where people 
are confined while awaiting trial 
without being yet proven “guilty” of a “crime." Worsened food ser vice in 
such facilities contribute to an overarching sense of disregard for human 
life—for, even though a person may be legally classified as “innocent” in 
the eyes of the law, the food ser ved to them can permanently damage their 
physical, emotional, and mental health regardless if they are ever formally 
convicted.4 0 

Part 5 of this report covers how food in prison is used as a direct form of 
violence, punishment, and dehumanization by transforming a person’s most 
basic need for nourishment into a mechanism of control. We explore in this 
section how hunger caused by inadequate institutional meals contribute 
to increased instances of violence; how correctional staff use food as a 

means to exercise power over 
the people in their custody; the 
historical use of “prison loaf ” to 
punish individuals in disciplinar y 
segregation; and how differences 
in access to commissar y can 

INTRODUCTION

THE U.S PRISON REGIME IS NOT ONLY 

RELEGATED TO FORMAL INSTITUTIONS 

OF CONTROL, SURVEILL ANCE, AND 

CONFINEMENT SUCH A S PRISONS AND 

JAIL S, BUT FUNCTIONS A S A BROADER 

REL ATION OF POWER THAT SHAPES 

E VERY A SPECT OF SOCIAL LIFE.

A S OF 2015, THE STATE OF MARY L AND 

A LONE SPENDS NE ARLY ONE BILLION 

DOLL ARS ON CORRECTIONS  

(PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE, 2015).
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preclude opportunities for solidarity and resistance through restructuring 
social relations. We also discuss how prisons in Mar yland, the United States, 
and others throughout the world respond to certain forms of resistance 
to correctional food—whether formal, through grievances or litigation, or 
informal, through hunger strikes or daily practices of refusal—with even 
greater forms of violence. Ultimately, Part 5 details how institutions 
weaponize food provision in order to meet their legal mandate to keep 
incarcerated individuals alive while simultaneously reproducing modes of 
domination and subjugation.         

In this way, the correctional food system is another example of how prisons 
and carceral institutions cause more harm than they claim to resolve. In 
addition to tracing the racialized origins and evolution of prisons from 
slaver y and convict leasing, abolitionists such as Ruth Wilson Gilmore 
and Angela Davis demonstrate the absence of any significant correlation 
between reduction in crime and increased rates of incarceration.41 Instead, 
prisons divert billions of public dollars away from systems of support 
such as schools, healthcare provision, food-related infrastructure, and 
housing; destabilize communities and social relationships; disorganize 
social movements as tools of political repression; and ser ve as containers to 
manage the perpetual social, racial, and economic crises that are inherent 
to racial capitalism. Furthermore, an array of institutions and social 
ser vices ostensibly separate from incarceration—schools, mental health 
facilities, the foster care system, and mandator y drug treatment centers, 
for example—in reality extend and reproduce the logics of prison by relying 
on similar technologies of control. In their book Prison by Any Other Name, 
Maya Schenwar and Victoria Law refer to these various manifestations 
of incarceration as the “prison nation,” capturing the “system’s vastness 
and its embeddedness within the ver y fabric of this countr y.”4 2 The U.S 
prison regime is thus not only relegated to formal institutions of control, 
sur veillance, and confinement such as prisons and jails, but as described 

INTRODUCTION

INSTE AD OF ADVOCATING FOR “KINDER, GENTLER” PRISONS, 

WE A SK HOW ADDRES SING THE ROLE OF FOOD IN CONFINEMENT 

CA N ADVANCE AN ABOLITIONIST VISION THAT BUILDS 

COMMUNAL POWER AND HELPS TE AR DOWN THE PRISON-

INDUSTRIAL COMPLE X IN ALL OF ITS MANIFESTATIONS.
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by carceral studies scholar, organizer, and abolitionist Dylan Rodríguez, 
functions as a broader relation of power that shapes ever y aspect of social 
life.4 3 

The predominant tendency of scholars, administrators, health practitioners, 
and researchers addressing food in confinement—even among those more 
critical of mass incarceration—has been to treat the dehumanizing reality of 
prison food, on the one hand, and the dismantling of the “prison nation,” on 
the other, as distinct projects. A s a result, solutions are generally geared 
towards improving policies and practices by individual institutions or states 
in a well-intentioned effort to better prison food in the short-term. Such an 
approach, however, can instead reify the ver y structures that created and 
perpetuate these mechanisms of state violence in the first place. Simply 
put, prisons cannot be reformed. In the same way that “prison gardens” in 
Mar yland are used to legitimize the fictitious “rehabilitative” capabilities of 
prisons—all under the dehumanizing or myopic rhetoric of providing skills 
for employment post-release or mitigating “aggression”—improving prison 
food is often framed as a common-sense approach to reduce correctional 
healthcare costs and maintain better control of the prison environment.4 4 
For example, as stated by a policy director at the ACLU, "We want to 
make sure [incarcerated individuals] are in an environment that supports 
their rehabilitation, and that's not going to happen in a place where 
there's constantly chaos and people fighting over food. It's smart to make 
sure these people are treated humanely while incarcerated."4 5 Framing 
correctional food ser vice in this way treats the dehumanizing reality of 
eating in prison as separate from the innate logics of control, exploitation, 
and disposability giving rise to prisons themselves. 

Our intent is not to say that improving material food conditions in prisons 
is not of crucial importance—especially as prison food can shorten the life 
of a person ever y single time they eat a meal in captivity. However, instead 
of advocating for “kinder, gentler ” prisons—even in the short-term—we ask 
how addressing the role of food in confinement can ultimately advance 
an abolitionist vision that builds communal power and helps tear down 
the prison-industrial complex in all of its manifestations. Borrowing from 
Critical Resistance: “Abolition is both a practical organizing tool and a 
long-term goal… Because the [prison industrial complex] is not an isolated 
system, abolition is a broad strategy. An abolitionist vision means that 
we must build models today that can represent how we want to live in the 
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future.”4 6 It is under this framework that we present our recommendations 
for change in Part 6 of this report. Our recommendations are divided into 
two sections: first, we outline ways to mitigate the harm intrinsic to the 
experience of eating in a Mar yland state-run correctional institution. 
Second, we provide a set of “non-reformist reforms”—or “measures that 
reduce the scale, scope, power, authority, and legitimacy of criminalizing 
institutions”—that address the larger intersections between carceral 
food systems and our food system as a whole.47 Given the shared roots 
between prisons and carceral food systems, food apartheid, and all forms 
of food and land-based oppression that contribute to the development 
of an fundamentally inequitable global food system, Part 6 of this report 
discusses how the struggle for food sovereignty must, at its core, be 
an abolitionist endeavor. Instead of isolating the inherent violence of 
correctional food ser vice from interconnected structures of oppression—
namely capitalism and anti-Black racism—we ask in this section what prison 
food can reveal about such structures that deprive racialized communities 
of self-determination through the exploitation, expropriation, and 
dispossession of food, land, and labor.

In connecting carceral food systems to broader struggles for self-
determination, addressing food in confinement must also center agency 
and the use of food as a means of resistance both inside and outside of 
prison. In other words, as opposed to approaching the consumption of 
prison food through a lens of scarcity or pathologization—where folks are 
merely objects, passive beings, or consumers of poor food provided by 
the correctional food system—we ask how food can and has been used as 
a tool to advance Black food sovereignty and build communal power. To 
do otherwise mirrors trends in food studies work, where, as critical food 
studies scholar and abolitionist A shanté Reese describes, scholarly interest 
in low-income Black communities tends to “look for what is wrong instead of 
what is happening, pathologizing Black people in the process.”4 8 In framing 
prisons as sites of food apartheid, looking for “what is wrong”—and doing so 
devoid of an anti-racist, anti-capitalist, and anti-imperialist analysis—leads 
to outcomes that relegate communities of color, as Robin D.G. Kelley writes 
in Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination, to “objects of white 
liberal ideology, not agents pursuing their own vision of freedom.”49 The 
material and ideological conditions governing correctional food systems 
today are deliberate: orientations that fail to recognize intent generally 
attempt to “raise awareness” about the harm that predominantly Black, 
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brown, and low-income folks in confinement face in order to convince those 
in power to act benevolently on their behalf. A s A ssata Shakur writes in her 
autobiography, “nobody in the world, nobody in histor y, has ever gotten 
their freedom by appealing to the moral sense of the people who were 
oppressing them.”5 0  

From the Attica prison rebellion in 1971, sparked in part due to a demand 
for a “healthy diet”; to the 2018 National Prison Strike protesting state 
abuse, political repression, and dehumanizing conditions of confinement 
in institutions throughout the countr y; to ongoing hunger strikes in prisons 
in the United States and across the world; to ever yday forms of food-based 
resistance and refusal in captivity; to forms of creativity, sur vival, and 
communal care practiced in prison in the face of a carceral food system 
that devalues life itself; to Black urban and rural farms, cooperatives, and 
organizations fighting for Black land and food sovereignty in the face of 
food apartheid and the exploitation of land and labor; to revolutionar y 
movements struggling against the capitalist and imperialist domination 
of what and how we eat in communities over the world; Black and brown 
communities have utilized food as a tool of resistance, liberation, and 
imagination against U.S empire for generations. Shifting conversations 
around correctional food from advocating for “softer ” prisons to an 
interrogation of carceral food systems and the larger forms of oppression 
they enable/are enabled by allows us to build power—to understand the 
potentialities and limitations of using food as a mechanism to tear down all 
forms of carcerality and create new institutions that are rooted in communal 
self-determination.

What new terrains for struggle are opened in analyzing carceral food 
systems in this way? Acknowledging relationships between interconnected 
systems of harm, as Angela Davis argues in Abolition Democracy, “is a 
necessar y first step in developing strategies to oppose and abolish the 
institutions and their underlying causes.”51 She continues: 

“In thinking specifically about the abolition of prisons using 
the approach of abolition democracy, we would propose the 
creation of an array of social institutions that would begin to 
solve the social problems that set people on the track to prison, 
thereby helping to render the prison obsolete. There is a direct 
connection with slaver y: when slaver y was abolished, black 
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people were set free, but they lacked access to the material 
resources that would enable them to fashion new, free lives. 
Prisons have thrived over the last centur y precisely because 
of the absence of those resources and the persistence of some 
of the deep structures of slaver y. They cannot, therefore, be 
eliminated unless new institutions and resources are made 
available to those communities that provide, in large part, the 
human beings that make up the prison population.”5 2

Access and ownership over the food we eat is one of our most basic rights. 
The creation of a world where we all have power over food that physically, 
spiritually, and emotionally sustains us, heals us, and nourishes us cannot 
exist while prisons and all structures of violence and oppression still stand. 
It is from this understanding we invite you to read this report.

INTRODUCTION
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PART 1: THE PRISON EATING EXPERIENCE

THE PRISON EATING EXPERIENCE

The first part of this report explores the day-to-day experience of eating while 

incarcerated in a Maryland state correctional facility. Incarcerated and formerly 

incarcerated individuals across all institutions and regions in Maryland 

consistently describe food in prison as “one of the worst parts of [their] 

incarceration.” What are the factors that contribute to such poor food conditions 

in prisons? Or, more pointedly: in what ways do state correctional facilities 

use food as a mechanism of visible and invisible control exercised through the 

bodies of individuals in their custody?

Through examining an intersecting web of factors such as horrendous food 

quality, grossly inadequate portion sizes, limited budgets, and abusive eating 

environments, currently and formerly incarcerated individuals paint a picture 

of what it means to eat in confinement that details the myriad ways in which 

food acts as an often covert, constant form of violence and control inside of a 

prison. As Mark, who was formerly incarcerated in a Baltimore prison, put it: “I 

wouldn't wish this [food] on my worst enemy.”

“MY DOG, I SWE AR TO GOD, E ATS BET TER THAN THE FOOD 
IN THERE. I WOULDN'T E VEN SERVE THAT TO MY DOG.”

— J., FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN A JESSUP PRISON

PART
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FOOD QUALIT Y

In addition to a scarcity of fresh produce, low palatability, and “childlike” 
portion sizes, the poor quality of meals in prison is a major reason why 
individuals commonly describe institutional food as “unfit for human beings.” 
Correctional food ser vice in Mar yland state facilities is self-operated, in 
contrast to management through private corporations such as Aramark or 
Trinity. Thus, state-level administrators and correctional dietar y managers in 
each prison or region are responsible for functions such as the procurement 
of food items, managing contracts with vendors, and food preparation and 
provision. Food conditions across regions—and oftentimes across facilities in 
the same region—can var y based on an array of factors such as kitchen capacity, 
the number of individuals held at the facility, and institutional security levels. 
An institution’s food ser vice budget, however, is one of the most important 
determinants of the quality of food ser ved to incarcerated individuals. 

" YOU HAVE TO MAKE DUE. THE MA JORIT Y OF THE 

FOOD YOU'RE GIVEN IS NOT EDIBLE, BUT YOU HAVE 

TO MAKE DUE. YOU E AT OR YOU STARVE."

— ANDREW, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN A BALTIMORE PRISON

Correctional Dietar y Budgets  
“At home, if my mom cooks fish, I ’ll have an allergic reaction. I have bad 
reactions to fish. [In prison] I can be around it, I can eat it... so I don’t really 
think the fish in here is real.” 

— T., currently imprisoned in a Jessup correctional facility

A s of 2018, Mar yland state-
run correctional institutions 
spend on average $3.83 per 
day on raw food costs to feed 
an incarcerated person for all 
three meals.5 3 This averages to 
about $1.28 for food supplies 
per person per meal. However, 

SOME MARYL AND FACILITIES SPEND 

A S LIT TLE A S $2.40 PER PERSON PER 

DAY FOR ALL THREE ME AL S — OR JUST 

80 CENTS PER ME AL.
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some Mar yland facilities 
spend as little as $2.40 
per person per day—
or just 80 cents per 
meal.5 4 Such budgets 
are not circumstantial: 
they ser ve as a direct 
reflection of society’s 
larger views toward 
individuals in prison; a 
product of the neoliberal 
prison budget as a 
whole, where massive 
state spending on 
corrections goes toward 
staffing, custodial 
care, construction, and 
privatized healthcare 
as opposed to ser vices 
or programming for 
incarcerated folks; and 

an intentional mechanism of control by the state. Such paltr y dietar y budgets are 
also not unique to Mar yland: Connecticut ’s Department of Corrections spends 
$2.95 per person per day on food costs; New York’s Department of Corrections 
spends $2.85; and Virginia’s Department of Corrections spends $2.10.5 5  

In order to procure food items on such a limited budget, Mar yland correctional 
dietar y staff substitute fresh, high quality foods for cheaper and highly processed 
alternatives. The images on the following page, created from a 2019 menu from a 
prison in Central Mar yland, are representations of what incarcerated folks might 
encounter on a meal tray on any given day.

A photograph of a meal tray taken by an incarcerated per son in a Mar yl and 
state prison (2012)
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“For lunch, you get a bag, and ever ything in the bag 
tastes and smells the same. You get a juice box. You 

get a sandwich, which is two pieces of bread, some 
cheese, and a slice of meat. The meat is bad. They 
call it sweaty meat, because lunch meat sweats, it 

gets the oily skin on it or stuff on it and then it turns 
white. You al so might get a piece of fruit and a pack 

of cookies, but ever ything tastes the same. It tastes 
like the sandwich. And that ’s lunch.”

— Mark, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore  
and at Eastern Correctional Institution

LUNCH

DINNER
“... The first night I stayed there, it was some type of 

turkey, I want to say, that didn't look nothing like turkey, 
almost like some type of processed meat. Hard, soggy. 
It was disgusting. And it had grav y and they had mashed 
potatoes. They had three little cookies when I was there. 
They had milk and a juice, and they had some green 
beans. And the green beans were so disgusting. It's like 
they washed them with dish soap or something. It was 
disgusting. I didn't eat the whole time I was in there.”

— Y., formerly incarcerated in Baltimore City

“Breakfast you can get, you might get fake eggs, 
artificial beef and gravy, and artificial pancakes. I 
could tell that some of the eggs wasn't real. It was 
horrible. I mean, breakfast could al so be some 
oatmeal, boiled eggs, some fake bacon, or whatever 
they want to call it. Some rubber y stuff. It could be a 
bowl of dr y cereal, no orange, no milk, stuff like that.”

— Shirome, formerly incarcerated  
in six prisons across Maryland

BRE AKFA ST

NOT DEPICTED:
Blended juice (4 oz.) ; Margarine (2 tsp.)

NOT DEPICTED:
Bread whole/wheat (2 ea.); Margarine (1 tsp.)
1% milk (½ pt.); Cookies (2 ea.)

Bread (2 sl.)

Coffee w/ sugar substitute   

(1 C.)

1% milk (½ pt.)

Plain grits (8 oz.)

Egg omelet (4 oz.)

Plain green beans (4 oz.)

Mashed potatoes

Blended juice (4 oz.)

BBQ turkey  (4 oz.)

Bread (3 sl.)

Blended juice (4 oz.)BLT - turkey bacon 

(3 sl.)      1% milk 

       (½ pt.)
Cinnamon apple slices 

(4 oz.)

Mayonnaise 

(1 oz.)

Lettuce/tomatoes 

(1/2 C/2 sl.)
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Scarcity of Fresh Produce 
“Oh my god—I completely forgot that blueberries exist. I ’ve been in 
here for so long and haven’t seen or eaten a blueberr y that I didn’t even 
remember they were a fruit.”

— J., currently incarcerated in a Jessup prison

The vast majority of fruits and vegetables ser ved in Mar yland state 
correctional facilities are canned. Although the availability of fresh 
produce varies by region of incarceration—with Baltimore prisons ser ving 
little to no fresh produce at all—receiving real produce in confinement is 
considered a “gift” or “luxur y” due to its rarity. For example, in one facility, 
folks described how a helping of fresh vegetables—consisting of just two 
sticks of carrots and celer y—is ser ved barely two or three times in an entire 

month. In other facilities, people may receive 
an apple, pear, or orange a handful of times per 
week depending on the time of year. A s Reggie, 
who was formerly incarcerated in a number of 
Mar yland prisons described: “ We rarely got 
fresh vegetables. We got ever ything in a can. 
And we had to beg for fruit…fruit was like a 
hot commodity or luxur y that you can’t get on a 
normal [basis].”  

In addition, whenever prisons actually do ser ve 
fresh produce, people across institutions pointed 
out that portion sizes tend to be tiny and the 
produce itself is often bruised, spoiled, or rotten. 
Two currently incarcerated participants in a 
dialogue circle explained: 

K: “There are two kinds of pears. They give you the canned ones and 
then they give you the actual fresh fruit ones. But the fresh fruits 
ones have holes in the sides or they're rotted in certain areas." 

M: “I had one with holes in it like a worm just came out of it or went 
through it.”

K: “ Yeah. You know how you have the little dark holes through. 
That... they're all over. Or they're bruised.”

“ YOU' V E JUS T GOT TO 

E AT WH AT THE Y GI V E 

YOU... WILTED LE T TUCE 

A ND ROT TEN A PPLE S, 

OR SOME THING TH AT 

RE A LLY SHOULD H AV E 

BEEN IN THE TR A SH. SO 

WH Y NOT FEED IT TO THE 

A NIM A L S, SO TO SPE A K?"

— LYNN, FORMERLY 
INCARCER ATED IN A 

JESSUP PRISON
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Some individuals also subscribe to health or religious-based diet plans, 
known as special diets, solely to gain greater access to fresh fruits and 
vegetables—although the same folks emphasized that these diets still 
consist mainly of canned produce. To compensate for the lack of fresh 
fruits and vegetables, Mar yland prisons turn to fortified beverages—known 
informally as “base”—to provide incarcerated individuals with the nutrients 
needed for the institution to adhere to its dietar y guidelines. Base is not only 
incredibly high in sugar and generally a ver y poor substitute for actual fresh 
produce, but is also a dangerous substance due to its toxicity and ability to 
physically stain surfaces it comes in contact with. 

Outside of cost, correctional staff often cite a number of irrational reasons 
to explain why fresh produce is so rarely ser ved in confinement. While we 
explore the contradictions behind these reasons in Part 5 of this report—
including heightened “security risks” due to the creation of prison wine, 
and “health risks” due to supposed greater instances of food poisoning—we 
note here that such rationales are rooted in forms of cultural and racial 
pathologization that undergird the heart of mass incarceration itself. A s 
Jackie Wang explains in Carceral Capitalism, during the expansion of the 
U.S carceral state, structural analyses of urban poverty were discarded 
in order to frame Black communities as “deser ving of punishment.”5 6 A s 
she outlines, “The conversion of poverty into a personal moral failure was 
intimately tied to the construction of black Americans as disposable and 
subject to mass incarceration.”57 Such forms of pathologization extend 
outside of incarceration to spaces of food apartheid—where Black and brown 
communities are often stereotyped and blamed for their food choices in the 
face of an inequitable food system that denies them access to nutritious 
and affordable foods. In prison, administrative staff again point to the 
lack of fresh produce as a matter of poor individual choice—claiming that 
incarcerated folks are not interested in fresh produce in the first place—thus 
shifting the blame of a nutritionally bankrupt correctional food system onto 
personal moral failures.
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Inedible and Tasteless Meal s 
“Sometimes we used to joke about, this is the stuff that they pick up off 
the floor after they got ever ything else they got. But this is what we get. 
This is what the prisons get. The stuff on the floor. We're not eating for 
taste.”

— Roderick, incarcerated in multiple Mar yland state-run prisons

Most, if not all, of the food ser ved on a tray in confinement lacks sensor y 
appeal–specifically, taste, smell, and sight. Due to a variety of factors such 
as meal times, preparation practices, lack of seasoning, and insufficient 
training for staff, food is often described as cold, tasteless, and inedible. 
A s Roderick explained: “ You wolf [the food] down, so you don't taste it. 
Because the way that it looks, it would turn you off if you sat there and 
thought about it long enough.” 

To better describe the low palatability of food, currently and formerly 
incarcerated folks use a different set of terminology to characterize the 
meals ser ved to them through correctional food ser vice. A s Kenneth, who 

was incarcerated in Jessup, explained, “ Whatever 
it looked like, that's what we called it. So we 
came up with our own language when it comes to 
the food that they feed us in there.” For example, 
folks refer to one meal as “shit on a shingle,” 
described as “bread with gravy and little bits of 
supposedly beef… but definitely not actual beef.” 
Other examples included “slop night,” which are 
nights where prisons ser ve a combination of rice, 
stew, and beans, and “Rottweiler ” to describe the 
terrible quality of meat.

“ THE WAY [THE FOOD] 
LOOK S A ND THE 

CONSIS TENCIE S... H AVE 
YOU SEEN WE T DOG 

FOOD OUT THE C A N A ND 
IT 'S GOT WEIRD LIT TLE 
CHUNK S IN IT? TH AT 'S 

SOME OF OUR FOOD. THE 
WAY TH AT IT LOOK S.”

— A ., CURRENTLY 
INCARCER ATED IN A 

JESSUP PRISON
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Constant feelings of hunger are, for many imprisoned individuals, 
the defining aspect of their time spent incarcerated. In fact, out 
of all the currently incarcerated individuals we spoke with, not 
one single person said they were able to feel full through eating 
institutional food. The reasons for hunger are complex and varied—
beyond being ser ved portions “not enough to feed a baby,” currently 
and formerly incarcerated individuals point to poor nutritional 
content, illogical and inconsistent meal times, and restrictions on 
the movement of food as to why, as one person put it, “[people] 
just wake up and go to bed hungr y.” Furthermore, as Part 5 of this 
report describes, insufficient food also contributes to increased 
instances of violence in facilities due to the mental and physical 
effects of constant hunger. A s Anthony Hatch frames it in his essay 
'Billions Ser ved: Prison Food Regimes, Nutritional Punishment, and 
Gastronomical Resistance,' “raw star vation is not a major problem 
in U.S prisons, but well-designed hunger is.”5 8 

HUNGER
“I WA S INCARCER ATED FOR EIGHT YE ARS. I DID WORK IN 

THE KITCHEN… THE BEST THING OVER THERE WA S THE 

CHICKEN, AND E VEN THEN IT WA S TOO DAMN LIT TLE. I WA S 

HUNGRY OVER THERE, MAN. HUNGRY. THE Y DON'T SERVE 

YOU TOO MUCH OF A BIG PORTION. YOU DO BE HUNGRY. IF 

YOU DON'T HAVE NO COMMISSARY OVER THERE, YOU UP 

SHIT ’S CREEK… IT WA S TERRIBLE. SOME DAYS I COULDN'T 

SLEEP. YOU'D BE IRRITABLE. IT AFFECTED ME PRET T Y BAD.”

— G., FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE AND JESSUP
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“Childlike” Portions of Food 
“My grandchildren couldn't live off a portion of that. I mean a child couldn't 
eat that and be filled up.”

— L., currently incarcerated in a Jessup prison

Menus for correctional institutions operated by the Mar yland Department 
of Public Safety and Correctional Ser vices are constructed on a state-wide 
basis by the Director of Correctional Food Ser vices, a registered dietician 
responsible for menu creation across all state institutions, in conjunction 
with Regional Dietar y Managers who adapt menus to meet the needs of 
institutions in their respective regions. The content, nutritional value, 
caloric amounts, and portion sizes of meals are influenced by standards set 
by the American Correctional A ssociation and the Mar yland Commission on 
Correctional Standards—further described in Part 2 of this report.59

Although the official caloric quantities of meals are purportedly nutritionally 
adequate for adult individuals in custody, the reality is that for most folks 
portion sizes are not nearly sufficient enough to keep them full. A s Kenneth 
put it, “Basically, after you eat any one of your trays, at least two hours after 
that you'll be hungr y again. So, if you was to have all three meals at one 
time of the day and expect to be full the rest of the day, you wouldn't. You'll 
be quite hungr y, unless somebody helps you out or you are able to bring 
something back to your cell or anything like that, but it was not filling.” And, 
as another person clarified: “[The food] wasn't filling. It was just enough to 
make sure that you didn't star ve.” 

People also expressed distrust at institutions’ portion control policies. 
“They say they give you four or eight ounces, but it ’s just half of ever ything,” 
L., who is currently imprisoned in Jessup, told us. “And then when you get 
your vegetables, they count the juice in that ounces.” In addition to juice, 
multiple people we spoke with also stated that correctional dietar y officers 
oftentimes added water while cooking to thin food out—both decreasing the 
actual quantity of food ser ved, and contributing to overall poor palatability.
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No Seconds  
“You will never get seconds. Even when you sincerely say that this is not 
enough, I'm really hungry. No.”

— T., currently incarcerated in a Jessup prison

Despite being fed portions, as one participant said, “maybe enough for 
children in school,” Mar yland state correctional institutions prohibit 
incarcerated persons from receiving additional ser vings of food aside from 
bread. In fact, many institutions ser ve four to six slices of bread per meal to 
compensate for a lack of adequate fruits, vegetables, or protein on a tray. 
This leads some people still experiencing hunger after a meal with little 
choice but to fill up on starch, significantly impacting their physical and 
mental health—further discussed in Part 3 of this report. 

Furthermore, instead of ser ving seconds, currently and formerly 
incarcerated kitchen workers described how institutions routinely waste 
food instead of providing extra portions. “Instead of just saving the food and 
letting people have extra if they want, we dump ever ything ever y night,” J. 
said. Sometimes it might be four or five pans because people didn't come to 
dinner.” Another incarcerated dietar y worker, C., added: “A s much food as 
[staff] throws away, it's sad that they don't let you get more. For people that 
don't actually get commissar y and have to rely on these meals, it's messed 
up that they give them nothing. Like they'll just say, ‘Just get your state 
portion and keep moving.'"

Meal Times.  
“The managing official shall have a written policy and procedure… Ensuring 
that three meals a day are served, with not more than a 14-hour interval 
between the evening meal and breakfast.”

— Code of Maryland Regulations, Commission on Correctional Standards, 
Section 12.14.04.036 0

The timing of meal ser vices—though varied across institutions—plays 
a significant role in creating and fostering feelings of hunger. In some 
Mar yland prisons, breakfast is usually ser ved anytime between 3:30am 
to 5:00am; lunch is ser ved around 11:00am; and dinner is ser ved around 
4:00pm. Between dinner and breakfast—an 11-hour gap—institutions do 
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not provide any additional food. A s such, if incarcerated individuals do not 
have access to commissar y, their only state-sanctioned option is to remain 
hungr y for the remainder of the night.

In addition to long gaps between meals, institutional food ser vice can also 
be frequently inconsistent, leading to even greater periods of time between 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Reasons for changes in meal timings can var y—
due, for example, to staff shortages, alterations in menus, prisons being 
on lockdown, or other general challenges with industrial food production. 
In prison, many folks also use meal ser vice as a way to mark time and get 
through the day; such changes can disrupt routines and similar forms of 
sur vival individuals create to cope with the realities of confinement. A s 
R., an individual formerly incarcerated in a number of facilities across 
Mar yland elaborated: “Early on when you first come in [to prison], that's 
how you make it through the day. ‘It is breakfast time. It is lunchtime.’ This 
is basically how you're telling time throughout the day… setting your day 
around meal times.”

Multiple people we spoke with also discussed the conflicts they experience 
or experienced with breakfast in prison. Although breakfast is known to 
be the most edible meal in an institution, the fact that breakfast is ser ved, 
in some places, between 3:30am to 5:00am prevents people from actually 
going to the dining hall to eat. In addition, folks sometimes have to choose 
between attending breakfast or a time slot for a morning shower. A s K. 
described: “Mainly when they call [for breakfast] I'm in the shower. I'm not 
going to choose between shower or breakfast. Shower comes first.” Missing 
breakfast inevitably exacerbates hunger, as Donté explained: “4:00am is too 
early, you feel me, to wake somebody up for breakfast. Then, if you don't get 
up, they leave you. You feel me? How you supposed to eat all day?” 

The origins of prison meal timings can be traced back to the origins of 
prison itself—and extending meal times can also be a form of food-related 
punishment exercised by correctional or administrative staff. K., another 
participant who was formerly incarcerated in Baltimore and Jessup, 
described: “[Correctional staff] might ser ve food a little bit later. So, if 
you're expecting to get your lunch between 12:00 and 1:00, you might not get 
it until 3:00, right? Then, if they want to be a little bit more shady, an hour 
later, they might feed you dinner. So, for 11 to 12 hours, you got to wait until 
breakfast.”
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Nutritional Quality.  
Beyond the physical scarcity of food, the 
poor nutritional content and quality of 
meals in prison contributes significantly to 
incarcerated individuals’ persistent feelings 
of hunger. The links between hunger, 
nutritional content, and malnutrition are 
well established: as described by World 
Hunger Education Ser vice, “ When a 
person has hunger for a sustained period 
of time, [they] can develop malnutrition”—defined as a “deficient, excess, 
or imbalanced intake of nutrients for proper tissue and organ function,” 
and encompassing “both overnutrition and undernutrition.”61 Meals in 
Mar yland correctional facilities are devoid of fresh produce; real foods are 
frequently substituted for highly-processed alternatives due to cost; and 
institutions rely heavily on starch and other empty calories to meet dietar y 
requirements or simply to keep a person alive. Hunger is thus an inevitable 
consequence of eating the food ser ved in correctional facilities. Antoin, 

a formerly incarcerated 
person and the founder 
of H.O.P.E. Baltimore—
an organization that 
empowers men and women 
to make the transition from 
incarceration to community 
successfully—summed it up 
well: “A lot of that [food] 
is crap, so your stomach 
is telling you that you're 
still hungr y, while all that 
shit is just sitting because 
it's crap. If it's quality, it's 
going to hold and fill and do 
what it's supposed to do.” 

IN 2013, THE FORMER SHERIFF OF M A RICOPA 
COUNT Y, A RIZON A —JOE A RPA IO — A NNOUNCED 

TH AT HE WOULD BE SERV ING “A N Y INM ATE S 
WHO DEFACE OR VA NDA LIZE THE A MERIC A N 

FL AG” A DIE T CONSIS TING ONLY OF BRE A D 

A ND WATER FOR 30 DAYS. 6 2 A RPA IO, K NOWN 
INFA MOUSLY FOR HIS INHUM A NE TRE ATMENT 

OF INC A RCER ATED PERSONS A ND HIS 
RUTHLE S S QUE S T TO LOWER CORRECTION A L 

COS T S, INTRODUCED THIS DIE T A S PA R T OF 
HIS “PATRIOTIC JA IL S” INITI ATIVE—WHERE 
A MERIC A N FL AGS WERE PL ACED IN E VERY 

INC A RCER ATED INDIV IDUA L’S CELL . WE TA LK 
MORE A BOUT THE USE OF FOOD A S A TOOL OF 

PUNISHMENT IN PA R T 5 OF THIS REPOR T. 6 3 

WE DELVE FURTHER INTO THE 

IMPACTS OF CORRECTIONAL 

FOOD SERVICE ON A PERSON’S 

PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HE ALTH 

AND EMOTIONAL WELL-BEING 

IN PART 3 OF THIS REPORT.
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Commissar y in prison is akin to a store—incarcerated individuals can spend 
money to buy items such as snacks, noodles, hygiene products, beverages, 
and miscellaneous goods such as stamps and pencils. Given the failure of 
Mar yland correctional institutions to provide meals of adequate quality, 
quantity, and nutrition, the majority of imprisoned individuals we spoke 
with rely heavily on an institution’s commissar y to meet their basic needs 
for food. In certain institutions, incarcerated individuals are also able to 
prepare and consume foods purchased off commissar y outside the dining 
hall in their housing area.

Commissar y ser vices in all Mar yland state facilities are managed by 
billion-dollar private corporation Keefe Group, which is responsible for 
determining goods available for purchase, setting prices, and managing 
deliveries for institutions without a physical commissar y in the prison 
itself.6 4 Incarcerated individuals can place an order for commissar y ever y 
week or two, depending on the institution, and can collect their purchases 
on an institution’s “commissar y day.” Nationally, as Prison Policy Initiative 
estimates, private commissar y providers such as Keefe and Trinity rake in 
about $875 million in sales per year through the forced extraction of profit 
from the millions of people held in captivity.6 5  

Addressing the high costs of food products, the lack of nutritious options, 
and the ways in which correctional institutions manufacture hunger to 
create dependencies on commissar y, currently and formerly incarcerated 
folks described the core contradictions of commissar y in prison—a source 
of sur vival on the one hand, and another form of control, extraction, 
and exploitation for private profit on the other. In this way, commissar y 
replicates the dismantlement of the social welfare state and the 
privatization of public ser vices outside of prison—a process that tracks poor 
communities of color into prison in the first place—by outsourcing the state’s 
cost of feeding people in bondage onto the people themselves.

THE PRISON COMMIS S ARY
“AND I JUST THANK GOD THAT I'M BLESSED TO 

HAVE COMMISSARY. SOME PEOPLE ARE NOT.”

— S., CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN A JESSUP PRISON
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Commissary as a Primary Source of Food 
“Like I said, if you don't have commissary, you'll die on them.” 

— Gregory, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore City

Of the formerly imprisoned folks we spoke with, individuals who could 
afford it consumed 70% of their daily caloric intake on average from foods 
purchased through commissar y. For many people in prison, commissar y is 
their key to sur vival. A s Mayetta, who has been incarcerated in Baltimore 
and Jessup, explained, “I was messed up if I didn't have commissar y... 
Commissar y was necessar y. Mentally, too, because, when you see hair in the 
[institutional] food and things like that, it turns you off.” Mayetta continued: 
“If you didn't have any money to go to commissar y, you're definitely going 
to lose weight… A lot of people who'll be in there without the commissar y, 
they're going to be small, staying frail.”

Common foods purchased 
through an institution’s 
commissar y include instant 
noodles, peanut butter, 

chips, candy bars, canned tuna fish, and dr y cereal. Individuals use a 
combination of foods from the commissar y and the kitchen to create “hook-
ups”—a mashup of foods like noodles, tuna fish, and cheese purchased from 
commissar y and green peppers and onions taken from the kitchen, usually 
cooked together in a microwave. The act of preparing and eating foods 
outside of what the institution provides can be a means to express agency, 
refusal, and resistance in an environment whose purpose is to deprive a 
person of any form of individual identity, autonomy, or self-expression. 

Besides using commissar y food items to offset hunger, individuals also 
pointed to the lack of taste in institutional meals, their questionable quality 
and hygiene, and poor preparation practices as to why they preferred to eat 
commissar y food they could prepare themselves. For example, Andrew, a 
formerly incarcerated person we spoke with, described hook-ups as “the 
best meals you can get [in prison].” He continued: “For one, you cook it 
yourself. Number two, you know what you want in it, and ever ything you 
want in it is in there, and it's going to be actually done opposed to things like 
the hotdogs with no color they give you.”

FOR M A NY PEOPLE IN PRISON, 

COMMIS S ARY IS THEIR KE Y TO SURVIVAL.
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Nutritional Value 
Food items available for purchase in commissar y are generally not 
nutritious. Snacks such as cupcakes and muffins are high in sugar, and 
other highly-processed foods such as noodles, chips, and canned tuna fish 
contain excess amounts of sodium, fat, or refined carbohydrates. Given the 
forced dependency on commissar y induced by unpalatable and insufficient 
institutional meals, such foods contribute directly to the creation and 
exacerbation of chronic health conditions for many incarcerated people—
further discussed in Part 3 of this report. 

Recent calls to address the overall low nutrition of food in prison either by 
increasing the availability of healthy foods in commissar y or by “educating” 
incarcerated folks on eating “healthfully” tend to misconstrue the role of 
commissar y in prison. The symbiotic relationship between institutional food 
ser vice and commissar y is one of control—in many cases incarcerated folks 
turn to commissar y as means to sur vive, escape the prison environment, or 
exercise agency. Increasing the amount of nutritious options in commissar y 
may certainly be a positive step, but this step must be contextualized 
in terms of the larger role of institutional food ser vice—specifically the 
violence of prison enacted through food—as a whole.

Exploitation  
Commissar y in prison is not free—far 
from it. When examining the contours 
of the prison-industrial complex—
specifically, the ways in which private 
corporations profit from supplying 
food to imprisoned individuals—
private commissar y management 
contractors are key sites of financial 
exploitation alongside food ser vice 
providers such as Aramark and Trinity, 
telecommunications, healthcare, and 
the thousands of other corporations 
that profit from human bondage. 

Many incarcerated individuals depend heavily on commissar y to combat 
hunger caused by meager institutional budgets for raw food costs, 
insufficient portion sizes, and poor quality. Thus, as state facilities turn to 

PRIVATE COMMIS S ARY 

CONTR ACTORS ARE KE Y SITES 

OF FINANCIAL E XPLOITATION 

ALONGSIDE FOOD SERVICE, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, AND 

HE ALTHCARE PROVIDERS, A S 

WELL A S THE THOUS ANDS OF 

OTHER CORPOR ATIONS THAT 

PROFIT FROM HUMAN BONDAGE.
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private companies such as Keefe Group to outsource their failure to meet the 
basic needs of those in their custody, commissaries present—as outlined by 
the Prison Policy Initiative—”yet another opportunity for prisons to shift the 
costs of incarceration to incarcerated people and their families.”6 6 

The exploitation of 
incarcerated individuals 
constitutes the underlying 
relationship between the 
neoliberal carceral state, 
capitalism, and privately 
run commissaries. A 
fundamental aspect of 
this relationship is visible 
in the wages paid to 
individuals for their labor 
compared to the prices of 
commissar y commodities. 
Through employment at 
the Mar yland Division of 
Corrections, incarcerated 
folks are paid between 
90 cents a day to $2.75 
a day for their work.67 
Further eliciting blatant 
comparisons to slave 
labor, sharecropping, 
and the “company store,” 
individuals are then 
expected to spend their 

earnings on overpriced necessities from commissar y such as food and 
toiletries.6 8 For example, powdered milk from one institution’s commissar y 
costs almost $4 a can—or anywhere between a day and a half to four and half 
days’ worth of labor. A s Lawrence, who has been imprisoned in Baltimore 
and Hagerstown, explained: “Some of the guys that were working for $1 had 
to save up just to get $5 to order a pack of noodles or something, because 
the noodle prices were so high.” 

In short, private companies such as the Keefe Group have found a profitable 

Mar yl and Depar tment of Public S afet y and Correc tional 
Ser vices Commis sar y Menu (DPSCS , May 2021)
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market by commodifying state-induced feelings of hunger experienced by 
many incarcerated individuals on a nearly constant basis. The additional 
commodification of nearly ever y aspect of prison life forces incarcerated 
folks to choose between spending money on basic necessities such as food 
items, soap, healthcare, stamps to write letters, and phone calls to speak 
to their loved ones. Part 4 of this report describes the threefold increase 
in commissar y prices when the Mar yland Department of Public Safety and 
Correctional Ser vices contracted commissar y ser vices out to the Keefe 
Group in 2012.69 A s one formerly imprisoned individual put it, “[commissar y] 
makes them money. This is nothing but big business.”

Solidarity Networks, Care, 
and the Commissary Black 
Market

Given the high dependency on 
food items and other commissar y 
commodities, incarcerated individuals 
have to rely on wages from their labor 
and/or funds from friends or family 
members to help meet their basic 
needs. However, not all individuals 
have jobs in prison or loved ones 
who are able to send them funds. 
Furthermore, many of the people who 
lack commissar y access suffer from 
heightened hunger due to experiences 
with drug addiction or struggles with 
houselessness prior to incarceration. 

A s a result, individuals in multiple 
institutions we spoke with pointed to 
the creation of  “commissar y black 
markets” and solidarity networks 

to navigate the lack of equal access to food. In these informal markets, 
incarcerated persons either sell foods “stolen” from the kitchen or purchase 
commissar y foods for others at a fee, charging buyers “interest” to be 
paid back at a later time in the form of additional goods. A s B. described: 
“[Unequal access] created a black market for people to have commissar y 

“ WH AT A LOT OF PEOPLE DON’ T 
RE A LIZE IS TH AT COMMIS S A RY A ND 

COOK ING IN PRISON IS ACTUA LLY 
A FORM OF SOCI A LIZ ATION. WH AT 

H A PPENS IS TH AT DUDE S A RE 
LOCK ED UP AT 18, 19 Y E A RS OLD 

A ND THE Y IN THERE FOR 10 Y E A RS, 
15 Y E A RS, A ND WHEN THE Y COME 

OUT, A LL TH AT THE Y K NOW HOW 
TO COOK IS WH AT THE Y LE A RNED 
ON THE INSIDE. NOODLE S, HOOK-
UP S, A LL TH AT... A ND THEN THE Y 

GO TO THE CORNER S TORE, A ND 
THEN THE Y M A K E THE S A ME THING 

FOR THEMSELVE S, THEIR FA MILIE S, 
TH AT ’S WH AT THE Y FEED THEIR 

K IDS. HOOK-UP S. BEC AUSE THE Y 
NE VER LE A RNED NOTHING EL SE.” 

— ANTOIN QUARLES-EL
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hustle. Like, ‘Hey, I’ll give you a noodle, you give me two back later. You get 
two, you give me three back.’ They was able to create stores on the tiers. I 
squandered a lot of money just visiting these stores… because for me to wait 
until breakfast, I'm like, ‘Man, my stomach is feasting on itself.’ I said, ‘I've 
got to eat something.'” More popular forms of payment accepted by folks 
who operate informal commissar y stores include noodle packets, stamps, or 
goods prisons designate as “contraband.”

In addition to black markets, individuals experiencing hunger also rely 
on the care of others and informal solidarity networks within facilities 
for commissar y food. For example, oftentimes individuals who can afford 
commissar y give away their food to others in their housing unit who may not 
have access to food outside of designated mealtimes. J., who is currently 
imprisoned in Jessup, explained: “If you're coming in without any money 
then you don’t have anything. It's hard to get a job. You have nothing for you. 
So we tr y to help people that doesn't have anything… we just take some of 
our stuff and we donate it to them to make sure they have their hygiene and 
food that they need.” Such forms of care can also extend beyond individual 
relationships to the creation of informal networks—organized, for example, 
across housing units or religious affiliation. A s M., who was formerly 
incarcerated in Jessup, told us: “If a new Muslim brother came in, a lot of us 
would join together and go ahead and set a bag up for somebody… But there 
were other people that come in too and if you didn't have anything, and we 
seen it, 'Are you okay? Are you hungr y?' There are guys that are in prison 
that will look out for you.”

Along with cooking and preparing meals from commissar y items, solidarity 
economies and informal markets also constitute forms of resistance on 
the inside. A s James Kilgore explains in a conversation with Ruth Wilson 
Gilmore on prison labor, “just like its counterpart in the community, the 
prison informal sector is a way to sur vive in a brutal economic, social, 
and health environment. Since they are against the rules, these economic 
activities are also a form of informal resistance to an oppressive system—
way for people to assert their humanity and claim their right to improve 
living conditions inside an institution that aims to grind them into the dust.”70

The Role of Commissary in Struggle 
Food-based modes of resistance in prison—such as the 2013 California 
Prison Hunger Strike that protested the state’s use of long-term solitar y 
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confinement—are one of the few ways individuals can exercise agency 
in confinement through the use of their own bodies.71 In Mar yland, 
incarcerated individuals periodically refuse to consume institutional 
meals to protest dehumanizing food conditions, and instead rely solely on 
commissar y for sur vival. Antoin, an advocate for incarcerated persons and 
the founder of H.O.P.E. Baltimore, described: “ What we would do is that 
the whole housing unit would not go to eat. This would cause [the state] to 
potentially waste money on food, and make them open up to discussions 
with us.” However, due to COVID-19, reliance on commissar y during protest 
is no longer possible: “Given the conditions prisons are in right now, there’s 
no major way we can do anything anymore.” 

On a broader scale, state correctional institutions rely on commissar y not 
just to provide a means for people to combat hunger induced by the state 
itself, but as a tool to maintain order and mediate against larger potential 
struggles such as prison riots. Antoin continued: “ Without commissar y, riots 
are definitely going to happen more. People are hungr y. Commissar y is one 
of the main things that keeps a population calm.” In addition, incarcerated 
people across the countr y have staged strikes directly in response to 
companies such as Trinity that engage in price-gouging—for example, 
marking up a case of soup from $4 to $17.72 Reorienting commissar y in 
prison as another means of physical, mental, and emotional control can 
open up new ground in terms of thinking of additional sites of resistance in 
prison.
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When prisons are not on lockdown, incarcerated individuals in the 
majority of Mar yland’s state correctional institutions are called to 
eat at a facility ’s chow hall three times a day for breakfast, lunch, and 
dinner. In a handful of institutions in Baltimore, however, meal trays 
are ser ved to people directly in their cells through a slot in their cell 
door. A s opposed to being a time of socialization, communal bonding, 
and nourishment, the experience of eating in prison ser ves as another 
form of sur veillance, control, and dehumanization. This section 
details how institutional policy and correctional staff convert what 
could be a marginally positive experience—the act of sharing a meal 
in an environment fundamentally designed to reproduce brutality and 
violence—into an experience that again reinforces the underlying notion 
that persons who are incarcerated are, ultimately, less than human.

 Verbal Abuse 
“You try eating with a Correctional Officer yelling at you, 'you got three 
minutes left, you got five minutes left'… You could be eating and trying to 
chew your food, and they're screaming at you, get out! Get out!”

— A., currently imprisoned in Jessup

Institutional policy outlined by the Mar yland Department of Public Safety 
and Correctional Ser vices dictates that incarcerated persons have 20 
minutes to eat their food, starting from the minute they walk into a dining 
hall to the minute they are required to leave.73

THE PRISON E ATING ENVIRONMENT
“IT'S SO HOT IN THERE, I ME AN, YOU SIT TING IN HERE 

MAN, JUST SIT TING RIGHT HERE, BOTH OF US WOULD BE 

SWE ATING PROFUSELY. NO AIR CONDITIONING. MAN, PEOPLE 

JUST TRYING TO GET OUT OF THERE. E AT AND LE AVE.”

— ABDUL, FORMERLY INCARCERATED AT EASTERN 

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
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In reality, currently and formerly incarcerated individuals explained that 
the actual time to eat a meal is much less. For example, A. outlined how 
“[correctional officers] say you have 15 or 20 minutes, but they rush you 
out in six.” Reasons for this var y—sometimes correctional staff are running 
behind schedule with meal preparation; sometimes individuals at the back 
of the chow line only have a handful of minutes left to eat by the time they 
actually sit down; and other times, correctional officers simply want to 
exert their authority by verbally abusing folks tr ying to finish a meal. A s 
such, incarcerated folks we spoke with most often describe the eating 
environment in prison as “rushed, tense, and unpleasant.” 

For many correctional officers, the dining hall is another opportunity to 
exercise power and control. These officers see mealtimes not as a means 
for people to connect with others through the act of eating, but for folks to 
simply to “eat and get out.” A s K., who is currently incarcerated, explained, 
“Most officers will explicitly say that the chow hall is not social meeting 
time. The officers will walk around and yell at you for talking because you 
have to utilize all your time to eat the food.” A s a result, it ’s common for 
incarcerated folks to have their trays actually taken and thrown away by 
correctional staff mid-meal. A s two incarcerated participants in a dialogue 
circle discussed: “ We eat while we’re going up to the trash can. Some 
officers will just take your tray and throw it in the trash… I’ve heard them 
say, ‘ You're not even going to get to eat. It's going in the trash. I don't care. 
Get out.’” This led another person to add: “ You have to scarf your food down. 
You don't even get to taste it. That's why I'm just like, forget it, it ain't even 
worth coming up here and going through all that.”  

Seating Arrangements and Food Service 
In facilities that ser ve meals in institutional dining halls—as opposed to 
tossing a tray or bag through a cell door—incarcerated folks are generally 
not allowed to sit wherever and with whomever they want. People are 
called to eat based on their housing unit, and are directed to open tables 
in the order in which they stand in the chow line. In addition to physically 
preventing socialization by separating people from those they want to eat 
with, this system further contributes to anxiety and hostility in the already 
abusive dining hall. Marcia explained: “Depending on who you're sitting 
with, it can be ver y tense. It's not a pleasant atmosphere.” The implications 
of this system on increased violence within a facility—ironically in the name 
of “security”—will be discussed in Part 5 of this report. In short, forced 
seating arrangements play a significant role in structuring social relations 
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within prison, sometimes hardening divisions around racial or religious 
lines.    

The actual ways that food is ser ved also varies from institution to 
institution. Some facilities utilize a “cafeteria-style” system in which 
incarcerated kitchen workers ser ve food directly to individuals as they come 
down the food line. Others implement a “blind feed,” where kitchen workers 
are separated from those coming to eat by a large metal wall with a small 
slot in the middle. Kitchen workers then pass meal trays through the slot to 
individuals without ever communicating. Correctional staff claim that this 
system helps prevent some folks from receiving more food than others due 
to factors such as personal relationships, gang affiliations, and race; avoids 
confrontation between a kitchen worker and an individual they might be 
tr ying to harm; and overall, allows for a more “equal” experience between 
incarcerated persons. 

However, many of the people we spoke with commented on the increased 
risks, uneven power dynamics, and heightened abilities for workers to 
manipulate food through this system. For example, as Antoin explained: 
“ With this blind feed a [kitchen worker] could do a lot of things. You ain't 
going to be able to know, because he can separate your trays from the 
others. He could have all the trays over here and have this one sitting right 
here for you. When you come to the window, like, ‘Here you go.’ You don't 
know what he did with that tray. I've seen it happen. I’ve seen people spit in 
shit, I seen them put feces and stuff in it... all that shit.”

Again, the irony of tr ying to establish a more “equal” eating environment 
through the active dehumanization of incarcerated individuals cannot be 
overstated. Instead of attempting to resolve the root causes of some of the 
above issues, certain institutions have mandated that all individuals should 
be equally subjected to the same inhumane food conditions as ever yone 
else.  

Taken as a whole—the prohibition of socialization in the dining hall, the need 
to scarf down food or else run the risk of not having enough to eat, and the 
“blind feed”—it becomes evident that the act of eating itself is used as a 
disciplinar y method to control the bodies of incarcerated persons. In their 
book Prison By Any Other Name, Maya Schenwar and Victoria Law describe 
how “the prison nation… functions by breaking down connections between 
people and dismantling the building blocks of community.”74 By transforming 
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the human need to share a meal with another person into an abusive and 
degrading experience, the state again proves how the core logics of prison 
are intended to do nothing more than dehumanize the people it holds 
captive.

Ageism, Ableism, and the Prison Chow Hall 
“Certain tables should be just for the disabled or the elderly.”

— M., currently imprisoned in Jessup

The intersections between carcerality—including state violence, policing, 
and imprisonment—abolition, and disability justice have been well 
documented by scholars, organizers, activists, and collectives such as Talila 
Lewis, Liat Ben-Moshe, and the Abolition Disability Justice Collective. 
While exploring this intersection and the roots of ableism in capitalism, 
eugenics, and anti-Blackness go far beyond the scope of this report, we 
introduce this framing in order to contextualize the violation of human 
rights and ongoing forms of discrimination that folks with disabilities in 
prison experience on a regular basis. For example, in 2017 Disability Rights 
Mar yland (DRM) investigated the “conditions for incarcerated persons with 
disabilities at North Branch Correctional Institution.”75 A s DRM uncovered, 
the Mar yland prison routinely violates the “8th Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution’s prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment; Article 25 
of the Mar yland Constitution; and the Americans with Disabilities Act. The 
violations relate to the use of segregation, inadequate ser vices, the failure 
to accommodate persons with disabilities, and discriminator y practices.”76

In our conversations, multiple formerly incarcerated individuals described 
the daily forms of ableism and ageism they experienced in prison chow halls 
due to institutional policies and informal practices by correctional staff. 
In order to expedite meal times and maintain control, certain Mar yland 
correctional institutions do not allow a person to get back up to retrieve 
any additional items once they sit down at a table. For example, individuals 
are required to carr y their meal tray, a drink, utensils, and any assistive 
technologies such as canes or walkers all in one stretch. In addition, 
individuals have no choice as to where they can sit in the dining hall. A s 
described by one participant, this policy creates clear difficulties for older 
individuals and individuals with disabilities: “Sometimes older people sit 
in tables near the front. I've seen officers yell at these people and say, no I 
don't care... you can walk, go sit somewhere else, you can't sit here. Then, 
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you have to walk with your tray and the cane. Even if you have so much stuff 
in your hand, you can't go back to get your drink.”

The physical trays on which food is ser ved also contributes to discrimination 
against older individuals and individuals with disabilities. In the past 
few years, Mar yland correctional facilities have switched from plastic 
and Styrofoam to more environmentally-friendly meal trays made out of 
recyclable cardboard. However, this ostensibly positive change has had 
adverse consequences—the trays are structurally weak, hard to carr y, 
and food tends to seep through the cardboard. A s explained by L., who is 
currently imprisoned in a Baltimore prison: “A s soon as [the tray] gets wet, 
it gets flimsy. You might as well carr y a piece of paper.” O., also incarcerated 
in Baltimore, further described: “Because these new trays are not that 
sturdy, if you have to put your soup on your tray... it ’s hard to juggle a full 
tray with a soup and your drink. You only have two hands. And if you wet it 
too much it ’ll leak. It ’ll start dripping.” 
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We raise this issue of changes in meal tray composition to highlight prisons’ 
larger mentality of disregard and dehumanization of folks in their custody. 
Such “reforms” are primarily enacted to benefit the State as opposed to 
people who are incarcerated—and done at the expense of incarcerated folks 
with disabilities. The change to cardboard trays, for example, is touted 
within the Department of Public Safety and Correctional Ser vices as a step 
toward making the department more “green,” or environmentally friendly—a 
counterinsurgent framing given the deep-rooted environmental injustices of 
mass incarceration.77 
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State-run prisons in Mar yland are required by law to provide alternative 
meals to incarcerated individuals for religious or medical purposes. A s 
opposed to a robust set of regulations, prison food is generally governed 
by case law pertaining to the First and Eighth Amendments of the U.S 
Constitution. For example, the Eighth Amendment purportedly protects 
incarcerated individuals from the deprivation of any “identifiable human 
need such as food.”78 The provision of medical diets—e.g. vegetarian and 
other specialized diets to meet the needs of pregnant individuals or people 
with cardiovascular issues or diabetes—also tends to fall under the pur view 
of the Eighth Amendment. Under the First Amendment, which protects the 
right of persons in prison to practice their religion, Mar yland institutions 
are loosely required to provide meals in compliance with religious dietar y 
restrictions—namely halal and kosher diets. For example, Mar yland 
correctional facilities formally introduced kosher diets in the spring of 2009 
to supposedly meet these requirements.79 However, as we detail in this 
section, such diets are designed not to actually honor the religious needs 
of incarcerated folks, but to comply with state and federal law in a way that 
minimizes costs and standardizes meals for all people in prison. 

The Code of Mar yland Regulations and medical and religious manuals 
developed by the Department of Public Safety and Correctional Ser vices 
address the specific policies and practices guiding the provision of special 
diets to incarcerated folks.8 0 In general, most currently and formerly 
incarcerated people we spoke with agree that the quality of food on special 
diets is an improvement—however minuscule—to regular meal ser vice. This 
leads some incarcerated people to enroll in religious or medical diet meal 
plans specifically to receive better food. However, the same individuals 

RELIGIOUS AND MEDICAL DIE TS

“ WHILE PRISONERS HAVE A CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO 

RECEIVE A NUTRITIOUS DIET IN KEEPING WITH THEIR 

RELIGIOUS BELIEFS… THE RIGHT IS NOT ABSOLUTE.” 

— ALONZO EUGENE TURNER-BEY V. GARY D. MAYNARD, 2012 
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also castigated the immense difficulties in actually accessing such diets as 
well as the ability of these diets to meet their needs. 

Incarcerated folks' negative experiences with or outright denial to accessing 
religious diets can be traced to the religious diet manual itself. A s the 
manual states, institutions are asked to “make reasonable accommodations” 
to provide persons in each correctional facility with accepted religious 
dietar y options.81 The language of “reasonable accommodation”—qualified 
by “in accordance with security needs”—is ambiguous enough to protect the 
State from almost all legal challenges from incarcerated folks, and thus 
forms the legal basis for institutions to deny persons from culturally and 
religiously appropriate meals.8 2 

In 2012, Mr. Alonzo Turner-
Bey—who was incarcerated 
at Eastern Correctional 
Institution at the time—filed a 
lawsuit against the Mar yland 
Division of Correction and 
then-Secretar y of Public Safety 
& Correctional Ser vices, Gar y 
Maynard, on the grounds of 
religious discrimination.8 3 
Mr. Turney-Bey described 
in his lawsuit how prisons 
accommodate kosher diets but 
exclude Muslims from similar 
religious accommodations—
forcing him to choose between 
“violating Islamic dietar y 
law or remaining on a strict 
vegetarian diet.”8 4 He further 
described how “the vegetarian 
diet offered may contain 
items unacceptable to him 
as a practicing Muslim.”8 5 
In response, the State 
claimed that “for the past 
two decades the DOC has 

“I BEGA N TO R A ISE IS SUE S A BOUT 
RELIGIOUS DISCRIMIN ATION BEC AUSE 
THE Y WERE GIVING KOSHER TR AYS TO 

PEOPLE OF THE JE WISH FA ITH. BUT THE Y 
WON'T GIVE THOSE OF ISL A MIC FA ITH 

H A L A L ME A L S. THE Y A RE TELLING PEOPLE, 
"IF YOU A RE ON A RELIGIOUS DIE T, E AT A 

VEGE TA RI A N." BUT THE Y WON'T TELL THE 
MEMBERS OF THE JE WISH FA ITH TH AT. 

THE Y GIVE THEM KOSHER ME A L S. THE Y 
DON’ T SERVE H A L A L IN A N Y PRISON IN 

M A RY L A ND TH AT I ’ VE BEEN TO… I TOOK 
THEM TO COURT A BOUT TH AT. I COULDN'T 

GE T NO REPRE SENTATION SO I ENDED UP 
LOSING IN THE FEDER A L COURT S. THE 
FEDER A L COURT 'S RULE IS TH AT THE Y 

DON'T H AVE TO SERVE US H A L A L INS TE A D 
JUS T GIVE US A VEGE TA RI A N ME A L A ND 

TH AT SHOULD BE ENOUGH.”

— A LONZO TURNER-BE Y, FORMERLY 
INC A RCER ATED IN A NUMBER OF 

M A RY L A ND PRISONS
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provided a vegetarian or lacto-ovo 
menu that meets Islamic religious 
requirements”—proving Mr. Turner-
Bey’s point that their specific religious 
offerings are virtually non-existent.8 6 
Shockingly, the State further claimed 
that even the kosher diets they ser ve 
are not actually kosher. They admitted 
that “the DOC does not provide 
Jewish prisoners meat slaughtered in 
accordance with Jewish dietar y laws, 
and.. that the state is unable to afford 
a diet option for any religious group 
that includes ritually-slaughtered 
animals due to cost and practical 
limitations on prison storage, cooking 
and ser ving capacities.”87 In other 
words, the DOC argued that they do 
not discriminate against Muslims as 
they are unable to meet any religious dietar y requirements at all—neither 
kosher nor halal.

The denial of religiously appropriate meals mirrors the broader 
discrimination faced by incarcerated practitioners of Islam in carceral 
institutions throughout the countr y. Earlier in 2021, Time Magazine 
published an article on the experience of participating in Ramadan in U.S 
prisons. “For many Muslim prisoners in Virginia and nationwide,” they 
detailed, “Ramadan has for years entailed not getting enough food, being 
lucky if food even arrives during a time when you can eat… as well as 
fundamental misunderstandings about key components of the faith by prison 
staff.”8 8 Muslim prisoners described having food come at the wrong times; 
being denied food outright; being ser ved non-halal meats; and having their 
food tampered with. “I’ve had frozen patties, like literally frozen patties,” 
Adnan Khan, Executive Director and co-founder of Re:Store Justice, 
described. “And I’ve worked in the kitchen before and I know that doesn’t 
happen unless there’s some form of intent behind it.”8 9

“IS SUE S A ROUND RELIGIOUS 
DIE T A RE THE MOS T COMMON 

ACCOMMODATION PROBLEM TH AT 
MUSLIM PRISONERS A LLEGED IN 

FEDER A L L AWSUIT S, ACCORDING 
TO MUSLIM A DVOC ATE S. 

THE SE GRIE VA NCE S INCLUDE 
E VERY THING FROM R A M A DA N 

ME A L S TO REGUL A R ONE S 
THROUGHOUT THE Y E A R TH AT FA IL 

TO PROVIDE H A L A L OP TIONS.”

— 'I DON’ T THINK YOU ’RE GOING TO 
BE E ATING TONIGHT.' MUSLIMS 

DESCRIBE R AMADAN IN U.S. 
PRISONS
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Accessibility.  
To be formally placed on a special diet, incarcerated individuals have to 
receive approval from an institution’s healthcare provider (for medical 
diets) or chaplain (for religious diets). The process of approval can be 
cumbersome and bureaucratic, leading to long delays and extended periods 
of time where people are ser ved meals harmful to their health or against 
their religion. Abdul, who was formerly incarcerated in the Western and 
Eastern regions in Mar yland, explained: “It's a letter grade [improvement] 
from regular meals to the diet… a D plus to a C minus. But you got to 
remember, it took me a while, it took me over a year to get on that diet. A lot 
of times you had to get on them. You just flood [administration], two and 
three times a day, you would flood it, flood it.” L., another person we spoke 
with, similarly described: “God forbid if you needed a Kosher diet. If you had 
a Kosher diet that wasn’t happening... They just didn’t ser ve it or just sent 
you through so, so much to tr y to get it.”

Medical Diets and Health Needs. 
Despite an increase in fresh fruits or vegetables, a number of participants 
expressed that medical diet plans stopped short of being nutritionally 
beneficial or well-tailored to health conditions. A s Mr. Dennis Williams told 
us: “I got high blood pressure. It's supposed to be like they're watching 
your salt, right? You're supposed to have food that's low in salt. But, the 
processed food, all of it ’s loaded in salt. In order for you to get proper 
treatment in prison, for any type of medical condition, you have to be almost 
dead.” 

On the other end of the spectrum, multiple people also described how in 
order to meet the requirements of a medical diet, meals tended to be bland, 
repetitive, unpalatable, and almost thrown together. For example, J.—a 

currently incarcerated 
person with a nut allergy—
expressed: “I'm allergic to 
peanut butter, so whenever 
they ser ved peanut butter, 
they just gave me cheese 
and some bread.” And 
another imprisoned person 
described how some 

"IN ORDER FOR YOU TO GE T PROPER 
TRE ATMENT IN PRISON, FOR A N Y T Y PE 
OF MEDIC A L CONDITION, YOU H AVE TO 

BE A LMOS T DE A D."

— MR. DENNIS WILLI A MS, 
INC A RCER ATED IN E A S TERN M A RY L A ND
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institutions merely “open up a can of plain potatoes and give us cold, plain 
potatoes right out the can.” 

Some prisons in Mar yland and throughout the United States offer “heart 
healthy” or “cardiovascular ” diets tailored for imprisoned people with 
certain heart conditions. Such diets, however beneficial they may sound 
on paper, translate in practice to inedible meals with even smaller portion 
sizes than those ser ved to the general population. Calling for an end to 
the “heart healthy diet” was a specific demand named during the James T. 
Vaughn prison rebellion in 2017.9 0 A s written in the 22-point list of requests, 
“ While a “heart healthy diet” may sound desirable to the larger public 
located outside of the prison walls, individuals incarcerated in Delaware, 
Pennsylvania, and beyond consistently report that the proportions 
associated with this “diet” as administered by the Department of Corrections 
leaves people underfed and hungr y.”91

Conclusion and Part 2

In Part 1 of this report, we have demonstrated how the day-to-day 
experience of eating in a Mar yland prison is rooted in dehumanization—
exemplified through the inhumane quality and quantity of institutional 
meals, the exploitative workings of the prison commissar y, the abuse 
incarcerated individuals face in the chow hall, and the inadequacy of prison 
medical and religious diets. 

Part 2 takes a closer look at the prison industrial food system itself. In 
the next section of this report, we detail how institutional policies and 
procedures governing correctional food provision—including how meals are 
prepared, stored, and ser ved—further compound the violence of eating in 
captivity. 
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Part 2 of this report explores the institutional policies and procedures 

that contribute to the experience of eating while incarcerated. In 

recent years, researchers and activists have brought attention to 

unpalatable and nutritionally inadequate meals in spaces outside of 

prison—such as schools and hospitals—due in part to challenges with 

industrial food production.9 2 However, when these food systems are 

met with an intentional disregard of human life, patterns of neglect, 

abuse, and violence emerge that would cause public outrage in any 

other environment. People we spoke with across almost all regions and 

institutions recounted horror stories such as routinely finding maggots 

and cockroaches in their meal trays; witnessing entire groups of people 

fall sick after being served spoiled milk; and being made to clean cooking 

supplies with the same equipment used to clean floors and walls. 

As described in the introduction to this report, the modern industrialized 

landscape of prison food is partially a product of Maryland’s exploding 

prison population in the late 20th century.9 3 Mass incarceration placed a 

"FOOD WENT STR AIGHT FROM THE FREEZER INTO THE 
OVEN. MOST OF THE TIME IT WA S HALF DONE. BLOODY. 
HAIR ON IT. YOU STILL GOT HAIR ON THE CHICKEN. NO 
THOUGHT BEHIND PREPAR ATION... NOBODY CARES. IT'S 
LIKE I SAID, [CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS’] MENTALIT Y 
WA S 'JUST GET THESE GUYS FED.' MA SS PRODUCTION. 
GET THEM FED."

— R.M, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN A BALTIMORE PRISON

THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL FOOD SYSTEM

PART
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strain on existing food service operations within pre-existing and newly 

constructed correctional facilities; in order to feed more people and 

minimize the costs of confinement, the state moved toward standardizing 

and industrializing prison food service operations. An example of this can 

be found in the centralization and expansion of Maryland Correctional 

Enterprises (MCE) in the 1980s to process, package, and distribute 

meat products to prisons in the state.94 In a 1978 study on food service in 

Maryland’s correctional facilities, published by the National Institute of 

Justice, the report’s authors concluded that conventional food provision 

in individual prisons at the time was “expensive, [produces] poor food, 

and should be replaced by a centralized processing plant.”95 Thus 

birthed the current era of MCE: the study's final recommendation was 

to implement a “meat processing program facility to serve the entire 

correctional system” and other state-run institutions.96 

Today, food provision in Maryland’s prisons is governed by a set of 

regulations, policies, and standards determined by the Department 

of Public Safety and Correctional Services, the Maryland General 

Assembly, the American Correctional Association (ACA), and a number 

of medical associations. State regulations—documented in the Code 

of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) and the Maryland Commission of 

Correctional Standards—were ostensibly created to both standardize 

food service across all state-run prisons and hold institutions 

accountable in providing “nutritional and well-balanced” meals to 

incarcerated individuals.97 Despite their outward appearance, however, 

the state correctional food system is notoriously under-regulated, 

especially compared to food provision in public schools. As described 

in a 2013 article in the Journal of Food Law and Policy, “legislatures… 

generally leave prison food regulation to the sole discretion of prison 

administrators, resulting in a 'laissez-faire approach' in the prison food 

system; an anachronism in contemporary America.”9 8 In short, Maryland’s 

prisons are solely concerned with meeting a vague set of nutritional and 

caloric requirements on as low of a budget as possible—while attempting 
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to ensure the people in their custody do not actually die.  

While delving deeper into specific regulations, standards, and food-

related compliance and enforcement mechanisms is beyond the scope of 

this report, it must be noted that the accreditation guidelines for prison 

food conditions are just that—guidelines that have no legal standing. 

Instead, receiving ACA certification is a way for correctional staff to 

demonstrate false credibility. Prisons tout their accreditation as a means 

to justify the adequacy of their food service, while in reality institutions 

are not held to any real forms of accountability or transparency. In terms 

of enforcement, Michael—who was formerly incarcerated in Baltimore 

and the Eastern Shore—summed it up well: “I don't even think the guards 

would touch the food… you have rodents running around. The state might 

come through and check the kitchen out and that's probably the only time 

[guards] do a very thorough job in cleaning it.” 

Furthermore, alongside lax enforcement, the 

state of Maryland simultaneously hinders the 

ability of incarcerated individuals to pursue 

legal recourse under the Maryland Prison 

Litigation Act—discussed further in Part 5 of this 

report. 

The day-to-day operations of food provision 

in a Maryland prison thus fall primarily under 

the purview of an institution’s warden. The 

state does hold certain high-level functions 

such as creating and modifying statewide and 

gender-specific menus; issuing bids to select 

and approve vendors; and, when contracts 

are about to expire, making modifications and 

additions to language in the request for proposal process. Wardens and 

institutional dietary staff, however, are responsible for almost all aspects 

of food service, including advocating for changes to their facility’s 

PART 2: THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL FOOD SYSTEM

MARYL AND’S 

PRISONS ARE SOLELY 

CONCERNED WITH 

MEE TING A VAGUE 

SE T OF NUTRITIONAL 

AND CALORIC 

REQUIREMENTS ON 

A S LOW OF A BUDGE T 

A S POS SIBLE—WHILE 

AT TEMP TING TO 

ENSURE THE PEOPLE 

IN THEIR CUSTODY DO 

NOT ACTUALLY DIE.
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dietary budget, managing procurement processes, and overseeing the 

preparation of meals. The power of an individual warden in determining 

what oftentimes thousands of individuals eat on a routine basis is 

unmatched—a power that is rooted in violence. 

By walking through the complexities of the prison industrial food system, 

such as the operations of institutional kitchens, the ways in which food is 

stored, prepared, and served, and the experiences of incarcerated dietary 

workers, our conversations with currently and formerly incarcerated 

individuals laid bare the systematic failings of state-run correctional 

facilities to prepare hygienically safe, palatable meals appropriate 

for human beings. As Kenneth, who had been formerly incarcerated in 

Western Maryland, put it: “It's terrible. There's no care put into the food, 

into the cooking, no care, it's thrown together for large groups of people. 

No care is put into it. It’s like they're feeding animals.”
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The process of preparing a meal in a Mar yland prison is never exactly the 
same between any two institutions in the state. While some facilities are 
equipped with extensive kitchen capabilities, allowing for a type of “scratch 
cooking” within the prison itself, others receive and reheat partially or fully 
prepared meals from a central kitchen near the facility or within another 
prison. Some central kitchens also utilize cook-chill processes—purportedly 

to increase efficiency and minimize waste—
where food is prepared in large quantities, 
frozen, and shipped to other prisons to be 
reheated. For example, the central kitchen 
in Hagerstown, Mar yland distributes several 
thousand food items to a handful of prisons in 
the region, where meals are then completed 
in an institution’s “finishing kitchen."  

Alongside the paltr y institutional budgets for raw food allocated per person 
per meal, the actual processes of preparing food contribute significantly 
to the poor quality of meals ser ved in prison. Due to a variety of factors 
such as a lack of care from correctional dietar y staff, a lack of training for 
both correctional staff and incarcerated dietar y workers, and high turnover 
rates, incarcerated individuals end up being ser ved meals that resemble—as 
one person described—”slop…like something you wouldn't even give your 
animals who love you.”

THE FOOD PREPAR ATION PROCE S S
“I DON’T E AT ANY OF THAT CR AP THAT COMES OUT OF 

THERE…THE Y ’LL DEEP FRY THE FISH AF TER THE Y DEEP 

FRIED THE CHICKEN T WO DAYS AGO IN THE SAME GRE A SE.”

— K., CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN A JESSUP PRISON

PART 2: THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL FOOD SYSTEM

M ARY L AND SPENDS ON 

AVER AGE $ 3.83 PER PERSON 

PER DAY FOR THREE 

ME A L S ACROS S ALL STATE 

PRISONS.
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Incarcerated Dietary Workers  
“Where's the jobs in prison that could help us pay to support [our families]? 
Like the shit is all a setup and a game… There's no rehabilitation.”

 — Shirome, formerly incarcerated in six prisons across Maryland

In Mar yland, all state-run correctional facilities are “self-operated”—or 
publicly managed—meaning that incarcerated dietar y workers comprise 

the majority of the labor force needed for 
industrial food production. Incarcerated 
workers are overseen by correctional 
dietar y staff, who super vise and manage 
food ser vice operations such as the 
process of meal preparation, cleaning 
and organizing an institution’s kitchen, 
storage practices, and ser ving food to 
all other individuals in the facility. The 
procedural requirements for incarcerated 
dietar y workers var y across institutions; 
for example, some prisons require all 
incarcerated individuals to first work in 
dietar y before they become eligible for 
other jobs, while others offer dietar y 
positions on a selective basis. 

On average, non-MCE 
incarcerated workers in 
Mar yland prisons are paid 
between 90 cents to $2.75 
a day for their labor.9 9 
Comparisons between 
prisons and slaver y are 
often made linking this 
“super-exploitation” of 
incarcerated individuals 
to the profit motives 
of larger multinational 
corporations.10 0 However, 
as James Kilgore and 
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THE FR AMING OF REHABILITATION REFR AMES 

THE ACTIONS OF PEOPLE ENTR APPED IN 

PRISON A S INDIVIDUAL MOR AL FAILURES —A S 

OPPOSED TO A SYSTEM ATIC UNDERSTANDING 

OF FACTORS THAT LE AD TO FORMS OF SURVIVAL 

IN A WORLD WHERE BA SIC NEEDS ARE NOT ME T 

FOR THE VA ST MA JORIT Y OF PEOPLE. SHIF TING 

BL AME FROM STRUCTUR AL OPPRES SION TO 

INDIVIDUAL CHOICE IS A WAY FOR THE CRIMINA L 

JUSTICE SYSTEM TO LEGITIMIZE ITSELF.

“ WORK ING IN JA IL ... WE USED 
TO M A K E C A NDY. WE USED TO 
M A K E S AUCE. I USED TO SELL 

TH AT. I USED TO SELL FOR 
E VEN A S TA MP, OR B AGGED 

FOOD, OR C A NNED FOOD. I 
H A D HUNDREDS OF C A NNED 

FOODS BEC AUSE I A LWAYS 
NEEDED SOME THING. I USED 

TO SELL PEPPERS, ONIONS, 
PA PRIK A , S TUFF LIK E TH AT.” 

— ANTOIN QUARLES-EL
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Ruth Wilson Gilmore note, a more accurate comparison between the 
prison-industrial complex and slaver y can be found in how both systems 
successfully reproduce themselves.101 The labor of most incarcerated 
individuals is not oriented toward private profit—and certainly not toward 
“rehabilitation”—but for the maintenance and operational work necessar y for 
the functioning of the prison itself. In notorious prison farms such as Angola 
and Parchman Farm, as James Kilgore writes, prisons “cruelly imitate the 
conditions of slaver y” to grow crops for government consumption.10 2 In 
Mar yland, incarcerated individuals are made to cook, clean, and conduct 
a range of menial tasks in order for the prison machine to prosper. For 
example, according to the Mar yland Division of Corrections F Y 2019 Annual 
Report, a total of 11,726 individuals were assigned to work positions within 
Mar yland’s prisons—or about 64% of the entire incarcerated population.10 3 
Of the total incarcerated workforce, 17% of individuals worked in dietar y 
ser vices, forming the second largest department after sanitation. Cooking 
and cleaning thus form the majority of the labor needs extracted from 
imprisoned people, with both departments comprising approximately 45% 
of all paid positions.10 4 

A s detailed in our conversations with currently and formerly incarcerated 
individuals, the experience of working in a prison kitchen is complex 
and nuanced. For some people, the kitchen is an abusive, stressful, and 
dehumanizing environment; correctional officers bark orders while workers 
are made to toil for long hours, virtually non-existent wages, and no actual 
decision-making power over the cooking process. K., a participant formerly 
incarcerated in Jessup, described: “ When you're working in the main dining 
hall, it's ver y strict… Of course the work isn't commensurate to the pay. 
You're going to make like 90, 95 cents a day. They have you sweeping, 
mopping, bussing the tables down, pulling the pans out, dumping the 
contents, pre-soaking them and then washing them, and then hanging them 
up where they belong. So the experience… was like, 'Work, boy, work.' You 
worked like a horse in those kitchens.” Another person added: “They worked 
the hell out of you though. It wasn't easy. The guard is like your boss. 
Anything they tell you to do, we had to do it.” A s described in Part 1, the 
stress of working in the kitchen is further compounded by the fact that the 
entire prison schedule often revolves around food ser vice. 

For other individuals—while the dehumanizing and abusive nature of 
working in the kitchen still constitutes their primar y experience—proximity 
to the kitchen does have advantages in the form of greater access to food. 
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“ Working in the kitchen… I was 
eating what I could, and anything 
that I wanted to eat, whatever 
I could eat, I was eating that,” 
Greg explained. “Instead of 
eating the stuff that they would 
send through for the population, 
because I had that advantage…
that's why a lot of us like to stay 
in the kitchen to where if there is 
extra stuff, we can eat it to where 
we are full.” In addition, folks who 
worked in the Officer ’s Dining 
Room—or ODR—also had greater 
access to both institutional food 
as well as the higher-quality 
meals that prisons provide for 

staff. A s Antoin described, “I could eat out of ODR when in the kitchen… 
which is where the good [food] was at. Fried chicken, hot wings, things we 
would never get.”  

Proximity to the kitchen also means that incarcerated dietar y workers can 
move food out of the chow hall or kitchen and transport it back to their 
tier or housing unit. The consequences for “stealing” food can be severe—
ranging from a pat down, to a strip search, to losing one’s job and being sent 
to solitar y confinement. Given the poor quality and quantity of institutional 
meals, however, many folks choose to risk the consequences of being 
caught instead of staying hungr y. Furthermore, transporting food from the 
kitchen also comprises a part of the informal prison economy described in 
Part 1 of this report. A s Matthew, who was formerly incarcerated in Jessup, 
told us: “Kitchen workers used to take food out of the kitchen and sell it back 
in the dorms. Ever y day. They would go down there and make pizzas… Bring 
the pizzas back up. They would sell sugar, peanut butter, jelly, whatever 
down there they can have. They even brought back chicken fingers one time. 
Anything they think they can get away with, or cook and sell, or somebody 
might want, and they know it's down there, they're selling. A cup of sugar 
would go for a dollar or two. You'd get five or 10 chicken fingers for 10 bucks. 
A big block of butter, frozen block of butter, it'd be like $2.00. Peanut butter, 
you can get almost a whole jar. They'd sell it to you for a dollar. They'd also 
give you commissar y. If it was $1.00, three noodles, they'd give you three 
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“ YOU DON'T GE T M A N Y CONDIMENT S, 
A ND SO A LOT OF TH AT S TUFF YOU 

WOULD S TA SH. I GUE S S IT 'S LIK E 
C A SH A ND CIGA RE T TE S IN JA IL , 

YOU TRE AT IT LIK E GOLD, BEC AUSE 
THE FOOD DEFINITELY NEEDS TO 

BE SE A SONED. E VERY THING WA S 
BL A ND. IT WA S THROWN TOGE THER. 

JUS T HORRIBLE.”

— MARK, FORMERLY INCARCER ATED 
IN BALTIMORE AND AT E ASTERN 

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
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noodles for the dollar.”

While the act of moving food out of “designated” areas and eating or selling 
them in housing units is criminalized by correctional staff, such acts must 
be more appropriately viewed as legitimate forms of resistance. In “The 
Hidden Food: Mealtime Resistance and Identity Work in a Norwegian 
Prison,” Thomas Ugelvik relays incarcerated folks’ theoretical and practical 
intentions driving practices of “alternative food making.”10 5 For one, bringing 
raw ingredients or prepared foods back to a cell or dormitor y is a means of 
sur vival—for example, to address one’s hunger, to share foods with others, 
to counter terrible institutional preparation practices leading to inedible 
meals, or to sell food items for income. 

Cooking in prison is also a means to express agency in an environment 
whose purpose is to deprive a person of any forms of individual identity, 
autonomy, or self-expression. Bartering or selling food items, stashing 
condiments, throwing out institutional meals, and preparing meals from 
food items purchased from commissar y allows individuals to practice 
control and refusal through one of the ver y few mechanisms that folks 
actually have at their disposal. A s Ugelvik writes: “Making your own [food] 
amounts to fighting for dignity and sense of self. If one… thinks of ever y 
meal ser ved as a tiny movement of the prison machiner y, each alternative 
meal made in a cell can be seen as a grain of sand in the cogs of the 
machine… By ever yday rule bending or breaking, [incarcerated individuals] 
position themselves as autonomous subjects able to resist the powerful 
prison, rather than docile objects of the prison’s power.”10 6

Correctional Dietary Staff  
“[Correctional staff] are feeding for a big population. So, they’re not 
particularly worried about taste or nutritious value, they’re just trying to 
get these guys fed so they can't say that they didn't eat.”

— Roderick, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland state-run prisons

In Mar yland prisons with kitchen capabilities, the actual process of 
preparing food is largely dependent on the correctional dietar y officer 
on duty. In order to convert a written item on a menu to a prepared meal—
often for thousands of individuals—correctional staff manage and direct 
incarcerated dietar y workers on all aspects of the preparation process. A s 
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such, most decision-making power is effectively removed from the hands of 
the workers themselves. 

The quality of a meal in confinement varies considerably based on the 
personal attitudes and skill levels of dietar y staff. Currently and formerly 
incarcerated individuals we spoke with pointed to correctional officers’ 
general lack of care in feeding an imprisoned population; while some staff 
members do put care into the cooking process, others either believe that 
the quality of food ser vice is genuinely adequate, or that incarcerated 
individuals are not deser ving of “good” meals as they are, after all, in prison. 
From the perspective of incarcerated dietar y workers, correctional staff are 
less concerned with palatability or nutrition and more with solely providing 
some type of food to meet institutional and legal mandates. “ When you’re 
home, you wash things, you take care of your food,” B., who is currently 
imprisoned in Jessup, told us. “They could care less back there. They're all 
supposed to taste the food… But they don't always. So like, ‘Okay, that's 
good. Just pack it up. Let's go. It's done.'"

In addition to a lack of regard for taste or quality, staff also directly 
weaponize food as a tool of punishment. Discussed in full detail in Part 5, 
examples of food as punishment range from withholding food from certain 
individuals or entire housing units as a form of retribution; letting people 
go hungr y if they sleep through a meal; changing meal times to induce 
hunger; preventing folks’ access to special diets; and sending people to 
segregation—another term for solitar y confinement—for taking food out of 
the kitchen. “There've been times that they just called for the whole place 
to go on lockdown,” Antoin explained. “Something happened between a 
dude and police and they put the whole place on lock. We were sitting there 
waiting to go to feed up when it happened… they didn’t give us the bagged 
food until like 9:30pm, 10:00pm. The dinner that was supposed to come 
at 4:00pm came at 10. The meal before that was at 10:00am or 11:00am. 
And then, bagged food for dinner was nothing but four pieces of bread, 
some lunch meat, or a small cup of tuna or peanut butter and jelly, and an 
apple.” Such forms of punishment—the denial of food as retribution, in this 
example—are exerted despite Mar yland’s formal prohibition of “the use of 
food as punishment or reward” in a correctional environment.107

Preparation Practices 
“It looks just like slop. I don't know if you've ever seen any movie and you 
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see how they stand in line and they slop it. That's exactly what it looks 
like… The first time I remember when I was locked up, it was a shock. And 
I'm like, I'm not eating that, I'll just starve.”

— Lorena, formerly incarcerated in a Baltimore pretrial institution

Ice cold meals. Half-cooked chicken patties and green, rubber y hotdogs. 
Lack of seasoning and taste. Overcooked and nutrient-depleted 
vegetables. Green beans that taste like they’ve been “washed with dish 
soap.” Compounding the poor quality of procured food items, institutional 
preparation practices ensure that foods are both unpalatable and devoid 
of any nutritional quality by the time they are ser ved to the incarcerated 
population. From adding water to foods to stretch portion sizes; to preparing 
foods straight from the freezer to the oven; to ser ving meals hours after 
they have been prepared; to meats, canned vegetables, and starches mixing 
together in a bag or tray and turning to slop, the ways that meals are cooked 
and ser ved behind bars reflect the larger mentality behind correctional food 
itself—as a tool to dehumanize individuals who are seen as deser ving of such 
punishment. 

Mar yland state prisons are legally required to provide three meals a day 
to individuals in their custody. According to the Department of Public 
Safety and Correctional Ser vices Food Ser vices Manual, two of those three 
meals must be classified as “hot”—with all meals ”provided at regular meal 
times during each 24-hour period, with no more than 14-hours between 
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“ THE QUA LIT Y A ND QUA NTIT Y [OF FOOD] DECRE A SED OVER THE Y E A RS. 
INS TE A D OF GE T TING EIGHT OUNCE S FOR THE M A IN ME A L … EIGHT 

OUNCE PORTIONS WA S REDUCED TO A PPROXIM ATELY FOUR OUNCE S. 
THE Y ACTUA LLY H A D A PROTOCOL TH AT THE Y 'RE OBLIGATED TO FOLLOW. 

I' VE WORK ED IN VA RIOUS K ITCHENS THROUGHOUT THE INS TITUTIONS, 
A ND THE Y DO NOT FOLLOW TH AT PROTOCOL . BEC AUSE IT 'S A L SO 

CONTINGENT ON HOW THE SERGE A NT FEEL S. IF THE SERGE A NT RE A LLY 
DON'T FEEL LIK E IT... HE S AYS, ‘LOOK , DON'T COOK SO MUCH. WE'RE NOT 

GOING TO H AVE A LOT OF PEOPLE COMING IN TODAY BEC AUSE OF THIS 
T Y PE OF ME A L TH AT WE'RE H AVING.’ IF IT IS A LOT OF PEOPLE, THEN 

THE Y 'LL JUS T S TA RT GIVING THEM SM A LLER PORTIONS, OR A DD WATER… 
A LOT OF TIME S THE Y WOULD A DD WATER TO S TRE TCH IT.”

— HAROLD, FORMERLY IMPRISONED IN A NUMBER OF MARYL AND PRISONS
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the evening meal and breakfast.”10 8 The language of “hot” and “cold” 
describes not just the physical temperature of a meal—as in, if a meal is 
actually hot when ready to consume—but the type of meal itself. A cold 
meal, for example, could consist of a bagged lunch—a few slices of bread, 
“sweaty” lunch meat, cookies or an apple, and a beverage. Official policy 
itself dictates the subpar criteria of bagged meals as compared to standard 

nutritional requirements: as stated 
in the DPSCS Food Ser vices Manual, 
“The dietar y manager is encouraged 
to provide a variety of bagged meals… 
meeting at least one-third of the daily 
nutritional requirements.”10 9

A hot meal could refer to a meal 
that requires some type of heat to 
prepare—even if that heat is not 
applied—such as a dinner of turkey 
hot dogs, baked beans, canned fruit, 
bread, and a drink. Regardless of 
the language of “hot” or “cold,” the 
majority of people we spoke with 
described how meals would most 
often be cold when ser ved in both a 
prison dining hall or their cell. “The 

biggest problem was the lunch and dinner trays,” Reggie told us. “They 
would pre-make those trays like three hours ahead of time, and then it 
would sit on the racks until feed up time. So of course your food would be 
freaking cold, and then pushed on the cart, so it's just going to be mixed all 
over the place.” 

In addition to cold meals, foods such as canned vegetables and meats are 
oftentimes either severely overcooked or undercooked. Beyond a lack of 
palatability, these practices have a negative impact on people’s health: 
folks are routinely ser ved meats that are nearly raw or canned vegetables 
cooked for so long that any remnant nutritional value is leached out. A s J., 
who is currently incarcerated in Jessup, described: “ You get old food, or 
it ain't seasoned, or they can't cook … It's either overcooked so it takes all 
the nutrition out, or it's undercooked and it looks nasty. How nutritious is 
canned foods anyway? How nutritious is processed foods? There's not that 
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“BRE A D, BOLOGN A IN A B AGGY BY 
IT SELF… IT WA S WE T, LIK E THE Y 

TRIED TO TH AW IT OUT— I GUE S S IT 
WA S WE T FROM IT BEING TH AWED 

OUT. BUT TH AT WA S JUS T N A S T Y TO 
ME. IF I GOT A PIECE OF BOLOGN A 

TH AT WA SN'T GREEN, SOME TIME S I 
GOT BLE S SED A ND DID GE T A PIECE 
OF BOLOGN A TH AT WA SN'T GREEN, 
I WOULD PUT A PA PER TOWEL A ND 

GE T THE WE TNE S S OFF OF IT.”

— E., FORMERLY IMPRISONED IN A 
JESSUP PRISON
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much nutrition in the foods that they give us because ever ything's either 
processed, or overcooked and ever ything's been cooked out.”

Menus in Mar yland prisons usually operate on a five-week cycle, where 
meals are repeated once the cycle is complete. While meals might look 
different on a menu from day to day—for example, “turkey ala king” might 
be listed on one day, and “turkey BBQ” the next—oftentimes the same foods 
are reused and recycled under a different name. “They had this stuff called 
turkey tetrazzini,” Jackie, who was formerly incarcerated in Hagerstown, 
explained. “It's really just the slop they throw on noodles and rice... They'll 
call it turkey tetrazzini, and then they'll call it turkey ala king, and it's 
pretty much the same thing. They just put it on rice or noodles and different 
things... Like spaghetti, stuff like that. They call it different stuff. You might 
have that three times a week. It's hard. Nobody really eats it.”

A s mentioned earlier in this report, prison menus are generally developed 
on a state-wide level by the Department of Public Safety and Correctional 
Ser vices’ Chief of Correctional Food Ser vice and standardized across all 
institutions. Given the explosion of jail and prison populations in Mar yland 
from the 1980s onward, correctional dietar y staff turned to standardization 
as an attempt to homogenize meals across institutions, feed the thousands 
of people behind bars in a uniform manner—regardless of individual choice 
and dietar y needs—and, overall, to cut food ser vices costs. Meals are thus 
constructed to meet ambiguous nutritional requirements as cheaply and 
efficiently as possible—leading to bland, flavorless meals and the majority 
of calories coming from inexpensive fillers such as starches. While prisons 
do offer “special diets'' for medical and religious purposes—including 
cardiovascular, diabetic, vegetarian, and kosher-specific meal plans—those 
diets do not drift far from menus developed for the general population. 
Special diets can also be even more bland than standard meals, are difficult 
to gain access to, and generally do not actually meet people’s health and 
religious needs. In short, the hierarchical, centralized, and standardized 
nature of menu planning and meal production almost guarantees that 
correctional food ser vice remains unpalatable ever ywhere in Mar yland—no 
matter which institution a person is incarcerated in.
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Cockroaches, rats, mice, and maggots—these are some of the vermin that 
currently and formerly incarcerated individuals we spoke with routinely 
described finding in a prison’s kitchen, cooking equipment, dining hall, and 
in their own meal trays. Such descriptions are not unique to Mar yland’s 
correctional facilities—across the United States, report after report detail 
the subhuman conditions to which people in prison are subjected.110 For 
example, in 2015 a group of 16 incarcerated individuals in New York’s 
Brooklyn House of Detention were ser ved carrot cake laced with literal rat 
poison. Although one incarcerated person noticed “green pellets” in the food 
and alerted a jail officer, the officer brushed the concern away by claiming 
they were mere “clusters of nuts and fruits”—while she herself refused to 
sample the food.111   

Rather than viewing these incidents as aberrations, the dehumanizing, 
violent, and oftentimes lethal physical conditions in prison are intrinsic 
to the ever yday logics of incarceration.112 A s the US criminal punishment 
system ser ves to disappear, warehouse, and reproduce a racialized 
“surplus” population, the prison eating environment reflects the state’s 
moral and material disregard for the humanity of those in its custody. In 
our conversations, individuals with direct experience eating and working 
in Mar yland’s prisons brought to light the specific institutional operations 
and environmental factors contributing to an overarching climate of 
dehumanization, including haphazard and unhygienic cleaning procedures, 
improper ventilation, and widespread contamination of food items. A s one 
imprisoned person summarized, “Most of the [correctional staff] think that 
we're beneath them anyway, so they really don't care what we eat. And then 
the conditions of the kitchen... make it worse.”

THE PRISON K ITCHEN
“IT MAKES YOU NOT WANT TO E AT IT BECAUSE YOU KNOW IT'S 

GOING TO CAUSE YOU TO BE SICK... FINDING MAGGOTS IN THE 

SLICER AF TER YOU'RE DONE SLICED E VERY THING THAT WE'RE 

GOING TO E AT. THE Y 'VE ALRE ADY HAD TO THROW COMPLETE 

ME AL S AWAY BECAUSE THE Y FOUND MAGGOTS IN THEIR SLICER.”

— J., CURRENTLY IMPRISONED IN JESSUP
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Rodents, Insects and Contamination 
“Regular sanitation inspections are necessary to ensure that: food 
service equipment is maintained and functioning properly; proper 
hygiene practices are followed… refuse and waste disposal practices are 
appropriate; and all areas are free of vermin and pests.”

— Maryland Commission on Correctional Standards; Adult Correctional 
Institutions113

“I basically did not eat off of those trays because roaches, mice, feces was 
in them. You were actually seeing this in these trays.”

— A.G, formerly incarcerated in Jessup

“There’s roaches in the closet. There's a drop ceiling [in the kitchen], but 
the drop ceiling is missing and you'll see the roaches. Sometimes we'll turn 
the light off and then watch them come out and then we'll turn the light on 
and watch them [go back in]. I've never said that out loud, I guess it's worse 
than what it is.”

— Christina, formerly incarcerated in Jessup

From maggots in cooking equipment, to bugs in canned food items, to actual 
vermin feces in meal trays, the state of Mar yland consistently ser ves food to 
incarcerated individuals that no human being should have to eat. Although 
some institutions are worse than others, currently and formerly incarcerated 
individuals detailed similar experiences with food contamination across all 
regions in the state. For example, as Harold, who has been incarcerated in 
multiple Mar yland prisons described: “In the Jessup Region, you see a lot 
of roaches and mice running around the kitchen. When I was in BCCC [the 
Baltimore City Correctional Center]... you see mice all the time, because we 
were right there in the city.” 

A number of people we spoke with also recounted instances where 
correctional staff ser ved food clearly contaminated by rodents to the 
incarcerated population. Shirome, an individual incarcerated in various 
prisons throughout Mar yland, stated: “It's prison. It is a mice and a rat 
infestation in the prison system. They're going to get to the kitchen, that's 
where the food at. But [staff] still ser ves food that was damaged or nibbled 
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on by a rodent.” Separately, another formerly incarcerated individual 
expressed: “I don't know if they was like cockroaches or mosquitoes or what, 
but [the food] had bugs in it… the greens. I mean, I couldn't understand it… 
They [would not] throw the whole tray away, but I think they would just... dip 

out the bug and still ser ve it.” 

In addition to rodents in the kitchen, 
many currently and formerly 
incarcerated individuals recounted 
their experiences finding rats and 
mice in their prison cells. The 
majority of Mar yland’s prisons in 
operation today were constructed 
between 25 to 80 years ago; given 

their age and generally dilapidated physical conditions, it ’s not uncommon 
for facilities to be, as asserted by Shirome, “infested” with rodents. 
Incarcerated individuals thus expressed how they see rats anywhere there 
may be food—and as they are able to store commissar y food in their cells, 
they routinely find rodents in their already-inhumane living environment. 
A s described in Part 1 of this report, the failures of institutional food 
ser vice lead many incarcerated individuals to depend on commissar y as a 
source of sur vival, escape, and agency. Although people intentionally store 
commissar y food on shelves or closets in their cells to keep rodents away, 
individuals described waking up in the middle of the night to the sound of 
rats going through their food. Abdul, who was incarcerated in an institution 
in the Eastern Shore of Mar yland, walked us through one particularly 
difficult night: “ When you open the closet… I had put [commissar y food] I 
had bought that was nonperishable up there. Mice. Sometimes you see three 
or four fighting. You know what I mean? Just all night long. And… I had a 
dream that two mice was fighting one mice. I'm going to a psychiatrist. I had 
a ner vous breakdown.” 

When the state induces hunger on multiple levels—depriving people of 
edible food through inadequate institutional food ser vice; charging people 
for food through commissar y; and then creating and maintaining the 
conditions for rats to contaminate peoples’ sources of sur vival—imprisoned 
individuals are forced to make choices that no person should have to make. 
A s L., who was previously imprisoned in a Jessup institution described: 
“Some of the food that they brought in, you didn't know whether it was 
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“COCK ROACHE S, PR AY ING M A NTIS, 
THOUS A ND LEGS… THE Y H A D 

FLE A S IN THE K ITCHEN ONE TIME.”

— A ., FORMERLY INCARCER ATED IN 
MULTIPLE MARYL AND PRISONS
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pepper or mice feces or the pellets that they drop. And then they expect 
people to eat it, but people were actually hungr y—they said they had to eat 
or die.”

Outdated Equipment and Poor Ventilation 
“Being in the kitchen for as long as I have, I've picked up on a lot of things 
that are not good in any way, shape, or form.”

— J., currently imprisoned in Jessup

A number of prisons in Mar yland were first constructed close to—or 
even over—one hundred years ago. The Metropolitan Transition Center 
in Baltimore, for example, was built in 1811 and is considered one of the 
oldest prisons in the nation.114 Another facility, the Baltimore City Detention 
Center—described by the Governor of Mar yland himself as “one of the worst 
prisons in America”—was constructed in 1801 and renovated in 1858 (and 
was ultimately cleared for demolition in 2015).115 

18 out of Mar yland’s 21 currently operating correctional facilities were 
erected during or before the mid-1990s. Thus, at the time of writing, the vast 
majority of prisons where individuals we spoke with were or are currently 
confined were constructed at least 25 years ago. With old facilities come 
outdated or broken kitchen equipment not equipped for industrial food 
production. In addition to currently or formerly imprisoned individuals, 
correctional staff also pointed to old cooking equipment as a major 
challenge in preparing meals. A s one dietar y staff member expressed, “I 
think the equipment is a big deal… It needs to be replaced. Anything over 20 
years old needs to be replaced.” 

Formerly and currently incarcerated individuals also pointed to improper 
hygiene practices stemming from the physical layout of older correctional 
kitchens. For example, in some prisons bathrooms for incarcerated 
individuals—as opposed to those for correctional staff—are located in or 
near the kitchen with no ventilation. One currently incarcerated person 
described: “The bathroom is right there next to the kitchen too, right there. 
And somebody goes in there and uses the bathroom, it smells. And that 
smell goes right out there in the kitchen where all the food is, like it's right 
there….  there's no air vent or nothing in there to take it outside. And it's bad, 
it's all just coming right into the kitchen.” 
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Although not as visible as contaminated food, issues such as a lack of 
ventilation in the kitchen bathroom reinforce the notion that incarcerated 
individuals are viewed as “lesser than” correctional staff. A simple solution 
to addressing the smell in the kitchen could be, as a participant suggested, 
for correctional staff to “let [incarcerated individuals] use the officer's 
bathroom that's down the hallway, let the officer use the one in the [Officer ’ 
Dining Room]... and close the other bathroom down.” However, making 
such a change would mean restructuring the ver y power relations on which 
prisons depend to maintain subjugation—and thus interrogating the entire 
structure and function of prison as a whole.

Cleaning Practices 
“They mix the jello in this big white tub, the same tub that they use to put 
like water and soap and to clean the floors, it's awful. They clean it but they 
don't sanitize it.  They use the same scrubber to clean the bin as they do to 
clean the walls.”

— M., currently incarcerated in Jessup

Some of the most glaring instances of neglect in prison kitchens can 
be found in institutional cleaning practices. In our conversations with 
currently and formerly incarcerated dietar y workers, individuals detailed 
how cooking equipment, canned and fresh produce, and the kitchen itself 
are cleaned—or, more appropriately, left dirty—based on the specific 
correctional dietar y officer on duty. A s Harold explained: “ With respect to 
cleanliness, it depended on who was responsible for cleaning up… A lot of 
times, and I thought this was unsanitar y, the bucket that they would use to 
wipe the tables, may be the same water from earlier, or the buckets they 
used the mop before. So when you walk in, [it] stinks. It all depended on 
who was responsible for that job, and who was responsible for following 
up on their duties.” Other folks explained the inconsistencies in cleanliness 

due to lack of accountability 
for correctional staff: “ Yeah 
I mean, you supposed to 
keep the kitchen clean. 
You sure want them to be... 
ever ybody don't care, but 
it's a job somebody got to do. 
Nobody is calling the health 
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department on you. So who is to say is it clean? ... I know [correctional staff] 
wouldn't call them on themselves. So who is it to come round and check?”

People we spoke with also 
described finding insects in 
both cooking equipment and the 
food itself due to poor cleaning 
procedures. For example, one 
currently incarcerated individual 
described: “ When they do have 
tossed salad, I don't even get 
that anymore. Because they don't 
wash it, they don't pre-wash it. 
So they just put it in there, set 
some water on it. So then by the 
time you get to that bottom you 
see all the dirt, the little bugs.” 
Additional descriptions included 
finding “maggots in the meat 
cutter," bugs in canned fruit, and 
during one especially horrifying 
instance, a “roach head… with 
little feelers” in the lettuce. 

Such experiences are common 
throughout institutions in all 
parts of Mar yland. A s K., another 
participant incarcerated in a 
different region of the state, 
detailed: “I won't eat the lettuce 
from here. Absolutely not. It's got 
bugs in it. They don't wash that 
back there. They just peel it off, 

throw it in and out it comes… I know what goes on in that kitchen. That's not 
going in me. And  I'm not saying it can't happen on the outside... But, when 
you're home, you wash things, you take care of it. They could care less back 
there.” Thus, in the rare moments where institutions do ser ve fresh produce, 
improper cleaning practices add insult to injur y by further depriving 
incarcerated individuals of access to greens and other vegetables. 
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“ THE Y HAVE MAGGOTS IN THE 
PE ACHE S. IT WA S A STINKBUG IN 

THE GREENS. LIKE I DIDN’ T E AT 
A NY OF THAT CANNED FRUITS AND 

VEGE TABLES AT ALL, E VER.”

— J.L

“ THERE ARE ROACHES IN THE 
KITCHEN, ON THE FLOOR 

A ND STUFF. SOME TIMES IN 
THE CEILINGS.” 

— J.R

“I DON'T E AT ANY CANNED FRUIT 
OR VEGE TABLES HERE, BECAUSE 

IT'S A LWAYS BUGS AND MAGGOTS 
IN IT. I DON'T E AT ANY OF THEIR 

FRUIT AND VEGE TABLES.” 

— J.R
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A side from finding insects in food items, people also recounted their 
experiences regarding cleaning meat. One former dietar y worker who 
wished to remain anonymous told us: “[We get] whole chickens—there are 
no heads and they're plucked for the most part. But the fact that there are 
feathers in there is really gross, and there's lots of feet and things that don't 
belong. So the inmates clean them, guts and they part them out because 
we're supposed to get a thigh and a leg connected. Right? Isn't that what 
it is? Supposed to be. But the inmates go through and part them, it's really 
gross. It's really gross. They throw a lot of stuff away because there's so 
many extra parts of the chickens.”

To get a sense of the general cleanliness of the kitchen, M., a currently 
incarcerated kitchen worker, walked us through their shift earlier that same 
day. They explained: “ We had to clean a lot of stuff and we found out that 
people from early in that shift claimed they cleaned the pot. And the pot... 
we finally check it and I'm like, 'Oh, wait a minute. What is this?'... there's 
stuff caked in it. So we actually had to… to clean ever ything out because I'm 
like, 'Wait a minute.' [Correctional staff] say, 'Just prep this [food]. They 
cleaned [the pot] earlier'... And I said, 'How am I cooking with this?' It was 
old.” 

Incarcerated dietar y workers have little formal agency or power when 
it comes to food production—workers are told to follow orders from 
correctional dietar y staff, regardless of how little sense those orders may 
make. While incarcerated workers do find ways to exercise agency and 
improve the cooking process, speaking up about improper preparation and 
cleaning procedures also has real consequences. For instance, people can 
lose their job—a vital source of income needed for individuals to meet their 
basic needs denied by the state—or suffer retaliation in the form of solitar y 
confinement or physical violence. For example, three currently incarcerated 
dietar y workers in a dialogue circle discussed their concerns about food 
production as follows: 

J.L: “[Handling the food] makes us not want to eat it.”
J.R: “And it makes me want to tell ever ybody not to eat it.”
J.L: “But when we do that we can lose our job and stuff, because we're 
putting it out there. So it's not good to speak up, so we just want to keep 
our mouth shut.”
M: “Because you want to stay on the low.”
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In addition to the poor quality of raw ingredients, 
overcooked and undercooked meals, and widespread 
contamination, the ways in which food is stored further 
contribute to the production of meals described as “nasty,” 
“terrible,” and “atrocious.” A s this section describes, even 
if certain food items arrive at the prison in decent shape, 
institutional practices such as continually freezing and 
thawing foods and ser ving foods beyond their expir y date 
ensure that meals are nearly unpalatable by the time they 
reach the dining hall.

The problems with prison food provision thus arise on all 
aspects of the food ser vice spectrum. A s opposed to a set of 
disparate and isolated practices, industrial food production 
in prison must be viewed as a totalizing system—a system 
predicated on negligence at best and an intentional form of 
control, violence, and premature death at worst.

S TOR AGE
“A S FAR A S THE WAY THE Y THAW THINGS OUT, OR 

THE WAY THAT THE Y… STORE STUFF, IT ’S NOT DONE 

RIGHT. IT MAKES YOU NOT WANT TO E AT IT BECAUSE 

YOU KNOW IT'S GOING TO CAUSE YOU TO BE SICK.”

— N., CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE
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Expired Foods. 
“Half the time the milk we get is spoiled before we even get it. It's nasty and 
disgusting, it's already bad.”

— J., currently incarcerated in Jessup

Given that the average per person raw food costs across all Mar yland 
prisons are grossly insufficient—amounting to less than a dollar per meal 
in some institutions—the state procures products such as canned produce, 
milk, and breads from private food ser vice companies that are generally of 
second or third-grade quality. Sometimes food items arrive at the prison 
already spoiled; other times, institutions hold and ser ve foods beyond 
their expir y date in order to avoid waste and save money. Currently and 
formerly incarcerated individuals highlighted receiving moldy, stale 
bread and spoiled milk in particular—frequently enough to the point where 
some individuals knew to check expir y dates whenever milk was ser ved. 
A s one imprisoned person told us, “For the most part, the only time that 
ever ybody's offered milk is when they're getting ready to expire. [I’m] not 
even joking. I'll come in and they'll be putting milk up and I'm like, "I bet 
they're getting ready to expire." Turn it around, it might be a day or two away 
because they got to get rid of that milk; they don't want it to go to waste.” 

In addition to institutions’ heavy reliance on bread and other starches to 
compensate for “childlike” meal portions, participants also spoke to the 
poor quality of the bread itself. A s two currently incarcerated participants, 
L. and E., explained: “[Correctional staff] gave the whole institution… 
expired bread. So instead of throwing it away, I guess they ser ved it to us.” 
E. added: “They use all the expired bread to make bread pudding. So they 
have bread pudding once or twice a week.” And in a different institution in a 
different part of the state, C.M expressed the same sentiment: “The bread... 
it ’s old… It ’s always hard. Stale. Dense. Ver y dense, almost like it has little 
to no yeast in it. Hardly any soft slices.” 

Beyond a lack of palatability, consuming expired or nearly-expired foods 
can have severe negative impacts on a person’s physical health. For 
example, a number of currently incarcerated individuals recounted a recent 
event where, in order to save money, the institution ser ved a batch of 
spoiled milk to those purportedly in its care. A s C.M portrayed: “I think it 
was three weeks ago they gave us chocolate milks that weren't completely 
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frozen. Come to find out they were bad. Ever ybody was getting sick off of 
them. But they were out of date. That's why they gave them to us frozen.” 
Such an incident is another example of prison administration prioritizing 
cost over human life; furthermore, given the atrocious state of healthcare 
in Mar yland’s prisons, individuals often have no choice but to suffer the 
effects of state-induced harm with no recourse.116

Storage Practices 
“It's really not a 'preparation'... Take it out of the freezer, throw it in the 
oven. That's it. That's how they feed.”

— Roderick, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland state-run prisons

It ’s one issue for prisons to procure largely substandard food items from 
food ser vice contractors and ser ve expired or damaged foods to the 
imprisoned population. It ’s another, however, for institutional storage 
practices themselves to consistently cause food to spoil or significantly 
degrade in quality. Stemming from previously discussed challenges that 
come with feeding hundreds or thousands of people multiple times a day—as 
well as an overarching climate of institutionalized indifference—individuals 
currently and formerly in confinement detailed practices contributing to 
unpalatable meals such as continually thawing and refreezing items and 
storing canned goods for long periods of time.   

One of the biggest issues dietar y workers raised in our conversations was 
the practice of freezing, improperly thawing, and ser ving half-frozen foods 
such as milk. For example, as two imprisoned participants told us, “They 
have to freeze [milk] in order to save it so it doesn't go bad before we get it. 
The other participant continued: “...Once it thaws out, it curdles and it's bad. 
So we get frozen milk and there's no point in having it… we can't even drink 
it. It don't taste like milk, it's horrible.” Speaking to their experience in a 
different institution, F., another incarcerated individual, similarly described: 

“[The milk] will be frozen. And one of the things, some of the milk will freeze, 
some of it won't. Then it defrosts and it goes bad that quick, but then they 
still ser ve it. Then we tr y to go back and get another one and the officer is 
just like, 'No, you already been up to get all your stuff. You can't get back up.' 
But it's bad.”

Individuals also expressed similar concerns with both canned and fresh 
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produce. Canned produce items either arrive at the prison in already-
poor condition or are held for so long that their quality deteriorates: as F. 
continued, “I don't think it's coming from the canning facility being the issue. 
I think it's coming from the fact that they sit for so long and then are ser ved 
us. What's some of the other problems we've had with them? Some of them… 
when you open them have had a really sour smell… [and] they still get mixed 
with other cans.” 

With fresh produce, people spoke to improper practices of freezing and 
thawing certain foods in order to preser ve their shelf life. In a dialogue 
circle with a group of incarcerated individuals, two participants, A. and R. 
detailed: “The problem is with the fruit that they tr y to preser ve it, and they 
don't want the rats or whatever they have in here getting into it. So they 
put it in the freezer, freeze it, and then thaw it out. That's what 90% of their 
food is like.” R. added: “And then they wondering why it's bad or it tastes 
like water.” A. and R. further expressed how the thawing process itself 
caused produce to change in consistency, leading to “mushy” and “bruised” 
fruits and vegetables. A. described: “[They]... put it in the freezer but then 
say, "Oh, we got to ser ve that so take it out, and then we're going to ser ve 
in two hours." So it's partially frozen by the time the end people get it. Now 
it's all the way unfrozen but it's mushy… It ’s not how it comes. It ’s how it 
gets after [thawing].” Such practices thus constitute yet another means by 
which correctional facilities deny individuals access to fresh produce—in 
conjunction with nearly nonexistent cleaning procedures and the scarcity of 
fresh produce to begin with.
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Over the past two decades, much 
of the attention and public outcr y 
surrounding the prison-industrial 
complex has been focused on 
the failures of private prisons.117 
The first contemporar y for-profit 
prison in the United States was 
opened in 1983 by the Corrections 
Corporation of America, now 
known as CoreCivic.118 Since then, 
CoreCivic and the GEO Group—
two of the world’s largest private 
prison contractors—have turned 
into publicly-traded, multi-billion 
dollar corporations, managing 
over 190 prisons and immigrant 
detention centers as of 2018.119 
The outcr y over privately-
operated prisons is just: beyond 

the predictably brutal conditions that come with privatizing institutions of 
control and confinement, these facilities represent what scholar Dennis 
Childs calls structures of “human commodification”—the private ownership 
of the racialized body extending from slaver y to contemporar y carceral 
institutions.120

M ARYL AND 
CORRECTION AL 

ENTERPRISE S
“SAY THE Y HAVE LIVER… [THE] LIVER IS PINK , GREEN, AND 

BROWN, AND FL AT. I CAN'T TELL YOU [WHICH ANIMAL IT IS]… 

I DON'T KNOW IF IT'S A BE AR, OR A HORSE, OR WHAT.”

— ANDREW, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE
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“MARYL AND CORRECTIONAL 

ENTERPRISES [IS] A UNIT OF THE 

DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS OF THE 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFET Y 

AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES 

THAT IS AUTHORIZED BY L AW TO 

USE PRISON L ABOR TO PRODUCE 

SUPPLIES OR TO PROVIDE 

SERVICES FOR SALE TO PUBLIC 

ENTITIES AND CERTAIN NOT-FOR-

PROFIT ORGANIZ ATIONS.”

— MARYL AND CODE OF MARYL AND 
REGUL ATIONS, SECTION 21.11.05.01 
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However, private prisons ultimately represent a small fraction of the prison-
industrial complex. In 2020, 9% of all imprisoned individuals were caged in 
private institutions; the vast majority of people were held in publicly-run 
and publicly-funded prisons and jails. The primar y actor in the prison-
industrial complex is thus the state itself. Furthermore, as noted by scholar 
and abolitionist Ruth Wilson Gilmore, the reach of prisons and policing has 

expanded dramatically since 
the 1980s, in part to replace 
shrinking social welfare 
programs under austerity. The 
local and state agencies that 
generally receive the most 
public resources are police 
and corrections: for example, 
Baltimore City budgeted $536 
million dollars for the Baltimore 
Police Department in 2020, 
more than the City allocated 
for health, human ser vices, 
and recreation and parks 

combined.121   

In the face of shrinking budgets, state agencies have turned to prison labor 
as a means to raise revenue through the development of “correctional 
enterprises,” or the industrial division of a state’s corrections department. 
In short, correctional enterprises are state-owned companies that use 
the labor of incarcerated individuals to produce a range of goods such 
as furniture, license plates, apparel, and traffic signs.12 2 The primar y 
customers of these enterprises are not private corporations but other state 
and local government agencies. Correctional enterprises exist in almost 
ever y single U.S state—in Mar yland, the division was formed in the 1940s as 
“State Use Industries,” and rebranded as Mar yland Correctional Enterprises, 
or MCE, in 2005.

Mar yland’s government departments and public institutions—including 
public universities and the Mar yland General A ssembly—are required by 
law to procure goods and ser vices from MCE as opposed to the “open” 
market, and usually at a significantly higher markup. For example, MCE’s 
website features “case studies” of universities such as Bowie State 
and the Community College of Baltimore County that have purchased 
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MARYL AND’S GOVERNMENT 

DEPARTMENTS AND PUBLIC 

INSTITUTIONS —INCLUDING PUBLIC 

UNIVERSITIES AND THE MARYL AND 

GENER AL A S SEMBLY—ARE REQUIRED 

BY L AW TO PROCURE GOODS AND 

SERVICES FROM MCE A S OPPOSED TO 

THE “OPEN” MARKE T, AND USUALLY AT A 

SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER MARKUP.
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furniture constructed using prison labor. Although the average wage for 
an incarcerated MCE worker ranges from $0.17 to $1.16 per hour, the state 
touts MCE as a key program for rehabilitation and recidivism reduction.12 3 
In 2020, MCE “employed” over 2,000 imprisoned workers over 26 plants 
or ser vice centers in state prisons; generated $55.7 million dollars in 
revenue; and extracted over 2.4 million hours of labor across the state’s 
incarcerated population.124 One especially disturbing function of MCE during 
the COVID-19 pandemic was the production of masks, face shields, and hand 
sanitizer for use outside of prisons, while the incarcerated population itself 
was facing dire shortages in personal protective equipment.125 

MCE also plays a large role in food production in state correctional 
facilities.126 The enterprise offers a number of highly processed meat and 
food products available for purchase—including turkey and beef meatloaf, 
turkey ham rolls, sliced liver, and breaded fish. If institutions are looking 
to buy food items that MCE also produces, dietar y managers are legally 
mandated to procure those items from the division itself. A s such, MCE has 
a virtual monopoly on meat products in Mar yland state prisons. The quality 
and palatability of MCE’s products tends to be much lower than external 
vendors—especially since MCE knows institutions oftentimes have no choice 
in the procurement process. In addition, if correctional dietar y staff are able 
to locate products from external vendors not available through MCE—known 
as “special buys”—MCE regularly starts producing similar food items, in 
order to force institutions to procure those items from them instead.    

Formerly and currently incarcerated individuals’ descriptions of meats 
speak to the true quality of MCE’s products. A s Harold portrayed: “Oh my 
goodness, [the turkey] was terrible. I love turkey patties, but these didn't 
resemble the turkey patties that I love… these weren't turkey burgers. It 
was a patty made out of turkey, red and green peppers, but the flavor was 
atrocious, in and of itself, not how they prepared it. That's just how the 
turkey patty tasted. No one… liked the turkey patties. Terrible. Ugh.”
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Conclusion and Part 3

From rodents and pests in the prison kitchen, to maggots in meal trays, 
to dangerous and haphazard preparation practices, Part 2 of this report 
has uncovered the policies, practices, and procedures that undergird the 
inhumane experience of eating in a Mar yland prison. 

In Part 3, we next take a look at the deadly impact of correctional food 
ser vice on an incarcerated person’s physical, mental, and emotional health 
and well-being.
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PART 3: FOOD, HEALTH, AND PREMATURE DEATH

PRISON FOOD, HEALTH, AND PREMATURE DEATH

“I ACTUALLY CONTRACTED HEPATITIS B FROM SOME 

INSTITUTION… THEY SAY YOU GET IT AND IT KILLS YOU OR 

MAKES YOU REAL SICK, OR YOU GET IT AND YOU JUST LIVE 

WITH IT. SO NOW I'M STUCK WITH THAT AND IT'S GOTTEN BY 

FECES IN FOOD. I ATE FOOD THAT HAD FECES IN IT AND GOT 

HEPATITIS B BECAUSE OF THAT. THAT'S WHAT MY DOCTOR 

TOLD ME. I DON’T KNOW WHICH INSTITUTION, THAT’S THE 

ONLY THING. IF I DID, I HAVE A LAWSUIT… I KNOW PERSONALLY 

THAT I GOT IT IN A STATE INSTITUTION, I JUST DON'T KNOW 

WHICH ONE. AND THERE'S NO WAY FOR ME TO PROVE THAT I 

GOT IT FROM THERE.”

— RAYMOND CEGELSKI, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN 
MULTIPLE MARYL AND PRISONS

PART

In Parts 1 and 2 of this report, we detail the day-to-day experiences of eating in 

confinement—covering in part the constant, deliberate, and extensive forms of 

dehumanization exerted through the use of food—as well as the web of formal 

and informal policies, practices, and procedures governing and shaping the 

prison industrial food system. We next turn our attention to another critical 

facet of food in Maryland’s prisons: the impacts of correctional food provision 

on an individual's body and mind, both during and after their time in captivity. 

Instead of functioning as a source of nourishment and nutritional value, prison 

food has short- and long-term consequences on a person’s physical and mental 

health and well-being that can last for the rest of their life.   81
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In 'Abolition Geography and the Problem of Innocence,' scholar 

and abolitionist Ruth Wilson Gilmore describes criminalization as a 

“complicated means and process to achieve a simple thing: to enclose 

people in situations where they are expected, and in any way compelled, 

to sicken and die.”127 Under this lens, the food served in correctional 

institutions constitutes a clear example of this process through its ability 

to induce slow—and ultimately “premature”—death. Indeed, studies in 

prisons across the country point to the relationships between prison 

food, public health, and chronic disease.128 For example, a 2017 report 

by Prison Voice Washington describes how the diet in Washington state 

prisons “leads to increased healthcare expenditures on preventable 

diseases such as diabetes, hypertension, and heart disease.”129 Another 

study by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention frames prison 

food as a “hidden public health crisis,” determining that incarcerated 

individuals are “6.4 times more likely to suffer from a food-related 

illness than the general population.”13 0 Additional examples of nutritional 

destruction include studies conducted in county jails in Georgia; 

prisons and detention centers in South Carolina; and, as the logics of 

criminalization are reproduced globally, correctional facilities in Europe 

and Australia.131

The root conditions and ideologies giving rise to the conclusions in these 

studies—a general societal view of incarcerated people as “lesser than” 

full humans, and thus deserving of inedible food; industrialized prison 

food systems; a predominance of highly processed and nutritionally 

deficient meals; insufficient food budget; forced dependencies on 

commissary; unhygienic and dehumanizing cooking environments; and 

poor preparation and storage practices, for instance—are the same 

ones, to varying degrees, shaping food service in Maryland’s prisons. 

Predictably, our conversations with formerly and currently imprisoned 

individuals made clear that food in the state’s correctional institutions 

has similar effects on people’s physical and mental health and well-
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being. Participants spoke of vomiting after every meal for weeks after 

first entering prison; repeatedly falling ill due to food poisoning from 

consuming expired, spoiled, or contaminated food products; and having 

painful and irregular bowel movements during the entire length of their 

incarceration.

Currently and formerly imprisoned individuals also described both the 

effects of prison food on their pre-existing medical conditions as well 

as—crucially—leaving prison with chronic diseases such as hypertension 

and diabetes that they did not have prior to confinement. As Prison Policy 

Initiative details in their article 'Food for Thought: Prison Food is a Public 

Health Problem,' “rather than using Food Services to help control both 

health problems and the costs of medical treatment, prisons exacerbate 

illnesses by serving and selling unhealthy foods.”13 2 This correlation is 

especially striking given that incarcerated individuals across the country 
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FOOD APARTHEID 

IN BALTIMORE
INCARCER ATION 

R ATES IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore Cit y Healthy Food 
Priorit y A reas (Baltimore Cit y 
Depar tment of Pl anning, 2018)

‘ The Right Investment?: 
Correc tions Spending in 
Baltimore Cit y ’ (JPI and PPI, 2015)
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suffer disproportionately from chronic health conditions—according to 

a 2012 report by the Bureau of Justice Statistics, 40% of all currently 

incarcerated individuals in state and federal prisons reported having 

a current chronic illness.13 3 In Maryland, research from the Office of 

Minority Health and Health Disparities has found that the rate of chronic 

diseases for incarcerated individuals is “more than double the rate of the 

general population.”13 4 Prisons, and the food served within them, thus 

become a means to induce and reproduce death: incarceration itself is a 

root cause of disease—especially for Black individuals—and prison food is 

one mechanism the state uses to slowly kill those in its custody.13 5 

The true extent of the violence of prison food becomes clear when 

analyzed in relationship to food conditions beyond the walls of 

confinement. As described in the introduction to this report, communities 

bearing the effects of food apartheid in Baltimore are by and large the 

same communities that are over-policed, underfunded, and hyper-

incarcerated. Given the deeply racialized and hyper-segregated history 

of the city, these communities are overwhelmingly Black and lower class. 

Food apartheid—a form of structural oppression that denies racialized 

and low-income communities of access to food and land—and food in 

prisons are thus interrelated instances of state violence rooted in the 

logics of anti-Black violence and racial capitalism. As individuals cycle 

between both spaces of carcerality, and are denied access to fresh and 

nutritious foods at each stage, the two structures of oppression work in 

tandem to deprive people of their physical and mental health and well-

being. Furthermore, in addition to worsening health, incarceration is 

also a significant driver of “food insecurity” for formerly incarcerated 

individuals.13 6 For example, compounding the immense difficulties people 

face in finding employment and housing after release, studies have 

shown that 91% of individuals reported being food insecure months after 

leaving prison.137    
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What are the implications of the creation and perpetuation of chronic 

disease among the nearly 18,000 individuals caged in Maryland’s state 

prisons today, as well as among the thousands of people released 

from prison each year? How are currently and formerly imprisoned 

individuals’ families, children, loved ones, and communities impacted as 

a result of chronic illness and hunger, brushed aside as the “collateral 

consequences” of incarceration? How does one measure the depth and 

breadth of this impact, from the labor of formal and informal caregivers 

to burdens on already fragile and deeply inequitable healthcare systems? 

Ruth Wilson Gilmore further writes in 'Abolition Geography and the 

Problem of Innocence' that prisons are, by nature, extractive: individuals 

are displaced from their communities through incarceration, and “what’s 

extracted from the extracted”—the people removed from their homes and 

warehoused in formal carceral spaces—”is the resource of life—time.”13 8 

Through the more or less forced consumption of nutritionally bankrupt 

food in prison, incarceration continues to shorten life-expectancies long 

after people are released from bondage, extracting from both individuals 

and their communities time, resources, and the very “possibility of 

freedom” itself.139 

Given the volume of studies, research, and activism addressing prison 

food—as well as general public perceptions—the findings in this report on 

the impacts of food provision on health are not singular. As a society, we 

know that prison food is generally unhealthy and is likely killing those 

sentenced to consume it. However, when the occasional concerns around 

prison food do arise, conclusions are centered on reforms that at best 

“tweak at the margins” of food provision while leaving the core content of 

criminalization intact. Approaching prison food from a myopic framework 

can thus intentionally or unintentionally support the very systems of 

violence perpetuating such forms of dehumanization. As scholar and 

abolitionist Dylan Rodríguez writes: “... in addition to being ineffective at 

achieving their generally stated goals of alleviating vulnerable peoples’ 
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subjection to legitimated state violence, reformist approaches ultimately 

reinforce a violent system that is fundamentally asymmetrical in its 

production and organization of normalized misery, social surveillance, 

vulnerability to state terror, and incarceration.”14 0 To begin to answer the 

questions posed above, it is necessary to interrogate food conditions in 

prison from a lens that goes far beyond what reform can achieve—and 

to imagine truly liberatory futures, where all individuals have access 

to systems of care for their physical and mental health and well-being, 

requires addressing the ideological and material conditions giving rise to 

prisons themselves. 
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A s discussed in Parts 1 and 2 of this report, 
the meals ser ved in Mar yland’s correctional 
facilities are far from anything considered 
nutritious. In addition to the dearth of 
state-wide regulations covering nutritional 
requirements in prisons, operational 
Food Ser vice Manuals developed by the 
Department of Correctional Ser vices and 
Public Safety refer vaguely to “nutritional 
adequacy” as a consideration in meal 
preparation.141 Prisons employ registered 
and licensed dietician nutritionists to 
oversee meal ser vice and assist in menu 
creation; however, given the multitude of 
other considerations regarding food ser vice 
that take higher priority—low budgets and 
outdated equipment, for example—ensuring 

“nutritional adequacy” on paper in no means translates to actually nutritious 
meals in practice. And as discussed in Part 2, accreditation by the American 
Correctional A ssociation and other groups for food ser vice standards ser ves 
as nothing more than a tool for misdirection and positive publicity for a 
prison.

Though beyond the scope of this report, a larger conversation remains 
to be had on the actual USDA nutritional guidelines that the state claims 
to adhere to. For example, in a 2013 article in the University of California 
Ir vine Law Review, Andrea Freeman discusses the USDA’s role in “food 
oppression”—defined as an “institutional, systemic, food-related action 

NUTRITION AL DEFICIENCY
“IT'S MORE STARCH. THAT'S WHY YOU SEE GUYS JUST BLOW 

UP, BECAUSE IT'S MORE BRE AD, RICE, NOODLES. IT'S 

NOTHING RE ALLY NUTRITIOUS ABOUT IT. THE Y TRY TO THROW 

YOU A VEGETABLE IN THERE, BUT OVER ALL IT'S JUST STARCH. 

THAT'S WHAT YOU'RE E ATING… 80% [OF A ME AL] IS STARCH.”

— R., FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE PRISONS
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“I'M RE A LLY NOT A JUNK 
FOOD E ATER, I DIDN'T 

RE ALLY START E ATING 
JUNK FOOD UNTIL I GOT 

HERE BECAUSE THERE'S 
NOT MUCH TO CHOOSE 

FROM. SO I FILL UP OFF 
OF JUNK . BUT AT HOME I 

NE VER ATE IT.”

— C., CURRENTLY 
INCARCERATED IN JESSUP
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or policy that physically debilitates a socially subordinated group”—due 
to the agency’s contradictor y position as a nutritional advisor and a dair y 
promoter.14 2 The intersections between race and dietar y guidelines in the 
United States have been well documented: although research demonstrates 
that people originating from “A sian, South American, and African descent 
have a propensity for developing lactase deficiency," the USDA nonetheless 
sponsors dair y consumption, consequently increasing and perpetuating 
health disparities.14 3 Additionally, advocates have also admonished the 
USDA’s 2020-2025 Dietar y Guidelines for Americans for failing to address 
“the systemic impacts of racism on nutrition” as well as its exclusion of 
culturally relevant foods due to its white-centric framework.14 4 Given that 
the overwhelming majority of incarcerated individuals in Mar yland’s prisons 
are Black, the state’s reliance on ser ving milk and other culturally irrelevant 
foods in its prisons thus reveals the inadequacies of state or federal 
nutritional standards.14 5 A s A., who is currently imprisoned, told us, “I'm 
lactose intolerant. I can't drink milk, I can't eat cheese, I can't eat yogurt, I 
can't eat cottage cheese. So what is my choice? I don't have a choice. I have 
to star ve sometimes. Like when they give a lunch bag, I think the dogs eat 
better than us. Because there is a rotten tuna fish, and if we eat that, what 
is going into our system? ...If I drink milk, I get sick. But if I don't drink it, 
where am I going to get my vitamins?”

The Composition of a Meal Tray. 
“A typical lunch is like sweaty meat. It's supposed to be bologna and bread, 
but everything smells the same. The milk, and then they may give me like a 
stick of carrot, a stick of celery. But everything smells the same.”

— Mayetta, formerly incarcerated in multiple Mar yland prisons
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Plain green beans (4 oz.)

Mashed potatoes (8 oz.)

Blended juice (4 oz.)

BBQ turkey  (4 oz.)
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The reasons for the lack of 
nutritional value in correctional 
foods are structural and 
intertwined: the vast majority of 
produce is canned; food items 
from both the institution and 
commissar y are ultra-processed, 
loaded with preser vatives, 
and high in sodium and 
sugar; improper storage and 
preparation practices deplete 
whatever nutrients do remain; 
and prisons depend significantly 
on starches—usually bread—in 
order to compensate for the 

inevitable hunger induced through consuming small quantities of poor 
quality, nutritionally deficient foods. A s I., who is currently incarcerated in 
Jessup, told us, “They ser ve way too many starches and carbs… noodles, 
rice, pasta, grain, bread. A lot of [incarcerated people] are low in iron, 
vitamin D, calcium. And that's why a lot of [people] look older than what 
they are. They are like almost 40 years old, or 30, and they look like 60. And I 
think the food has to do with that.” 

Contemporar y correctional institutions’ 
overdependence on carbohydrates can 
be traced back to prisons in the 1800s, 
where diet was more visibly linked to hard 
labor. According to Victorian Crime and 
Punishment, “bread was the main source 
of sustenance for Victorian prisoners”—a 
reality that persists to date due, in part, 
to prisons’ continued practices of feeding 
people for as cheaply as possible.14 6 
Retaining additional traditions from the 
18th and 19th centuries, food continues 
to be used as a source for punishment in 
prison, notably in the form of nutraloaf—
described best as “a blend of several 
different kinds of food mashed together 
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“ THE CARBS TURN TO SUGAR, WHICH 
ENDS UP TURNING TO DIABE TES 

A ND HYPERTENSION… [THE 
STAFF ’S] MINDSE T IS JUST TO KEEP 

US FULL UNTIL THE NE X T ME AL. BUT 
IT ’S NOT RE ALLY HELPING IN THE 

LONG RUN HE ALTH-WISE.”

— R., CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN 
WESTERN MARYL AND

“ WE ATE A LOT OF BRE AD. 
AND BRE AD WOULD FILL 

US, SO THE Y WOULD GIVE 
A LOT OF BRE AD. THERE 

WERE DAYS OR MONTHS AT 
A TIME THAT I WOULD E AT 

A LOAF OF BRE AD A DAY.”

— HAROLD, FORMERLY 
IMPRISONED IN A NUMBER 

OF MARYL AND PRISONS
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and baked into a flavorless, brick-like loaf.”147 Although numerous lawsuits 
across the countr y have been filed 
positioning nutraloaf as a form 
of cruel and unusual punishment, 
corrections officials claim that the 
torturous substance technically 
meets nutritional guidelines, proving 
again how guidelines do little to 
ensure that incarcerated individuals 
are provided meals that truly meets 
their needs.

Though the formal use of nutraloaf 
in Mar yland’s prisons supposedly 
ended in 2015, the scarcity of proper 
nutrition, high consumption of 
starch, and the resulting damaging 
effects on incarcerated individuals’ health and well-being continue on 
to this day. A s I. summarized, “ We've never had what you want to call 
something that's nutritious.”
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The impacts of food provision on imprisoned individuals’ physical 
health is a material reflection of the state’s transformation of the 
experience of eating into an act of dehumanization. In our inter views, 
individuals currently and formerly incarcerated in facilities all across 
Mar yland described developing a range of short- and long-term health 
conditions as a consequence of eating institutional meals—beginning 
from their first day of incarceration and continuing long after they 
are released from captivity. Given the nutritional inadequacy and 
poor quality of prison food, such impacts on people’s physical health 
are thus an inevitable outcome of incarceration. A s one currently 
incarcerated participant put it: “If you're not getting the right nutrition, 
how can you have mental or physical health? How can you be healthy?”  

THE IMPACTS OF FOOD 
ON PH YSICAL HE ALTH

“SOMETIMES I'M HUNGRY, AND I DON'T HAVE 

COMMISSARY, SO I HAVE TO E AT [INSTITUTIONAL 

FOOD]. AND THEN I FEEL LIKE, OH MY GOD, I SHOULDN'T 

E AT THAT. BECAUSE HALF AN HOUR L ATER, I'M GET TING 

SICK. MY STOMACH CAN'T HOLD IT. SO IT EITHER COMES 

OUT OR DOWN. UP OR DOWN. IT DOESN'T MAT TER 

WHERE IT GOES, BUT IT COMES OUT. I CAN'T E AT THIS.”

— I., CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN JESSUP
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Acid Reflux, Irregular Bowel Movements, and Stomach Pain 
“I had, you call it indigestion, where the food would come up, the liquid 
would come out of my nose. Acid reflux. Oh, I had it often. I was on 
medication for that."

— Aziz, formerly incarcerated at a prison on the Eastern Shore

From developing acid reflux after rushing through meals to being unable 
to use the bathroom for weeks at a time, people we spoke with detailed the 
harsh toll that eating in prison took on their bodies. For many individuals, 
the abrupt transition from eating on the outside to consuming meals in jail 
or prison had an immediate and jarring effect on their health. A s L., who was 
first confined in a Baltimore jail, recounted: “ When I first went in, first time 
I got locked up, I didn't go to the bathroom almost for like 25 days. Because 
first of all, I couldn't take the food. That was the first time I got locked up, I 
remember. And they were like what's wrong with your stomach. And it was a 
nurse who kept on calling and checking on me. I couldn't eat the food. And I 
also couldn't go to the bathroom because ever ybody was there—it was jail. 
It was 20 days… something close to 20. I couldn't make a bowel movement 
for that long.” Other individuals also described how their body physically 
rejected the change from eating on the outside to consuming prison food. G., 
an individual formerly incarcerated in a Baltimore institution told us, “Man, 
I couldn't eat for a week or two when I first went in there because I would 
vomit it right up. I mean I had to get used to it. I was eating good when I was 

home, you know, soul food… Luckily, I got 
a job. If I didn't get a job over there I don't 
know what I would have did.”

Drastic changes in bowel movements 
are a common reaction to entering the 
conditions of confinement—and as a number 
of individuals we spoke with detailed, such 
irregularities never really cease throughout 
a person’s entire time behind bars. “A lot 
of [us] can't go to the bathroom,” a person 
incarcerated in the Jessup region explained. 
“[Correctional staff] are giving people 
medication to help them go to the bathroom. 
It's because we're not getting the proper 
diet. If we was getting the proper diet and 
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“M Y STOM ACH IS ALWAYS 
UPSE T. IT HURTS. AND 

THEN YOU HAVE TO USE 
THE BATHROOM BECAUSE 

IT GOES STR AIGHT 
THROUGH YOU AND STUFF 

LIKE THAT. SO I DON'T 
KNOW WHAT THE Y DO OR 

WHAT IT IS, IT JUST GOES 
STR A IGHT THROUGH YOU.”

— DENNIS WILLIAMS, 
CURRENTLY IMPRISONED 

IN THE E ASTERN SHORE
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fiber and all that, we wouldn't have the problem, nobody would have that 
problem." K., who was incarcerated in a Baltimore prison for three years, 
similarly expressed: “[This] food would have you backed up for three or four 
days. If you want to use the bathroom, then drink some outdated milk. That's 
the only way you'll be able to use the bathroom that fast.” 

Compounding the effects of poor nutrition, the prison eating environment 
itself further contributes to negative impacts on individuals’ physical health. 
The correctional dining hall can be a tense and abusive space—incarcerated 
folks oftentimes have minutes to scarf down a meal while correctional 
staff shout orders to finish eating and stop socializing. A s a consequence 
of eating under these harmful physical and psychological conditions, a 
number of individuals we spoke with developed acid reflux—a condition 
that many participants did not have prior to imprisonment—and suffer from 
its symptoms such as vomiting, bloating, and heartburn to this day. “I have 
acid reflux, so I'll get sick more than anything,” as K., who is currently 
incarcerated, described. “And it'll feel like something's lodged in my chest. 
And I start hiccuping. It's ever ything... I start hiccuping and I can't stop. 
Before I know it I'm in the bathroom barfing up my food.” 

Foodborne Illnesses 
Given the unsanitar y nature and widespread contamination of the dining hall 
and the kitchen, deeply unhygienic storage and preparation practices, and 
the tendency of prisons to ser ve expired or spoiled foods, correctional food 
provision predictably leads to consistent outbreaks of foodborne illnesses. 
A s mentioned in the introduction to this section, a 2017 study by the Center 
for Disease Control and Prevention found that incarcerated folks suffer from 
food-related illness “at a rate of 45 per 100,000 people annually, compared 
to only 7 per 100,000 in the general population.”14 8 Consistent with this 
study, individuals across Mar yland’s correctional institutions expressed 
routinely falling sick due to consuming spoiled or contaminated foods as 
well as witnessing entire groups of people falling ill.

“It was just bad,” Gregor y told us. “It really was bad. I had got sick over 
there. My stomach was hurting, I was throwing up. And I was [defecating] 
at the same time…. it was a bad case of food poisoning. Like I said, they just 
preheat that food.... I guess they figured, oh we being punished, feed them 
what we can. We’re state property.” And S., who had been incarcerated in a 
number of prisons throughout the state, also expressed: “People got sick all 
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the time. Stomach viruses and throwing up and diarrhea—something you just 
ate from the food.”

The Center for Disease Control and Prevention study points to the most 
dangerous cause of food-related outbreaks as also the most mundane—
food simply being left out at room temperatures for too long. Currently and 
formerly incarcerated dietar y workers we spoke with in particular expressed 
obser ving similar practices in the prison kitchen. M., a current dietar y 
worker, described one instance where they fell ill from eating meatloaf. In 
their words: “I got sick from the meatloaf, and I never ate it again. That was 
before I started working here. And I started working here and I found out 
why I got sick, because it was sitting out.”

In addition to institutional food ser vice, some individuals also developed 
food poisoning from consuming spoiled foods from commissar y. And in 
certain cases, the effects of food poisoning were so severe that people 
stay away from certain foods even years after their release. A s K., who 
was formerly incarcerated in a Jessup prison, recounted, “I bought some 
sardines, and it got me scared to buy sardines today. I bought some sardines 
and it made me sick. They must have been old. I started throwing up… so 
they must have been sitting for a minute. I'm scared to eat sardines to this 
day because of that past experience.”

Weight Fluctuations.
“Before prison, I didn’t eat a lot of red meat. I would eat a lot of 
vegetables… Green, leafy vegetables. So, I eat pretty healthy. Not just 
bread... But when you go to jail, it's like I blow up. Last time I went to jail, I 
[gained] 140 pounds.”

— Leanne, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland prisons

One of the most common—and widely discussed—health impacts of eating 
in confinement is the impact of prison food on an individuals’ weight. For 
example, numerous studies point to the links between correctional food 
ser vice and obesity, with some studies further detailing differences across 
race and gender.149 In alignment with this research, currently and formerly 
incarcerated folks we spoke with described gaining weight due in part to 
consuming highly processed, low quality, starch-heavy, and nutritionally 
deficient meals—both through commissar y and those ser ved by the 
institution. A s Leanne put it: “ Whenever you go to [prison] you gain weight. 
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Most people when they go to prison, they come home, they're big. Because 
they eat a lot of starch. You're eating bread. If you're eating bread, you're 
going to blow up. Bread and oatmeal, bread and oatmeal… That's why I say 
I'm fortunate that I never got diabetes.”

In addition to relying heavily on starches to compensate for grossly 
insufficient portions of fruits, vegetables, and protein, the prison eating 
environment also contributes to weight gain during incarceration. A s 
discussed earlier, rushed meal times cause people to vomit after eating. 
Furthermore, currently incarcerated individuals described how eating 
quickly also forces one to overeat and, in conjunction with consuming 
“empty” calories, not actually feel “full.” “That's why I think we overeat also 
because we're eating so fast," one imprisoned participant described. “ We're 
just eating ever ything. We don't know our body's full, because it's not even 
caught up yet. So by the time we feel full, we done ate this much food, and 
now we look like this. So it's not really... it's not good for our health. It's not 

good for our mental state.” 
And as another participant 
added in response, “I feel… 
bloated. I feel like I’m full 
and after a while I just felt 
like I haven’t ate anything.” 

Today, nutritionists 
recognize that chronic 
obesity is a complex issue 
influenced by behavioral, 
genetic, and environmental 
factors, and by no means 
simply a matter of self-
control, miseducation, 
or a lack of willpower.15 0 
We found, however, 
that correctional staff 
predominantly subscribe 
to fatphobic, anti-Black, 
and archaic views of weight 
gain that equate obesity 
with personal choice, 
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SOME ADVOCATES WORKING TO 

IMPROVE FOOD CONDITIONS IN PRISON 

POINT TO THE BENEFITS OF SERVING 

HE A LTHIER FOOD TO INCARCER ATED 

FOLK S FOR CORRECTIONAL STAFF. 

THE Y LINK IMPROVED NUTRITION TO 

DECRE A SED AGGRES SION —AND THUS 

PROPOSE THE NOTION OF AN "E A SIER 

TO CONTROL" PRISONER. SUCH LOGIC, 

WHILE ENACTED UNDER THE GUISE OF 

"HUMANIZ ATION," DIRECTLY SUPPORTS 

THE STATE ITSELF BY USING FOOD A S A 

MECHANISM OF CONTROL TO MANAGE 

A ND DISCIPLINE " VIOLENT" OR "UNRULY " 

IMPRISONED PERSONS —ITSELF A DEEPLY 

DEHUM ANIZING AND MISGUIDED FR AME.
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moral failures, and an overconsumption of calories in general.151 Such an 
analysis completely misinterprets not just the role of institutional food 
ser vice—and limited opportunities for physical activity—in inducing chronic 
disease, but the overall conditions and purpose of prison itself. Prison is a 
space of control, alienation, and sur veillance—given the extremely violent, 
trauma-inducing, hyper-stressful, emotionally and physically abusive, and 
deadly nature of incarceration, folks turn to food for comfort, a means to 
exercise agency, and/or to escape their surroundings. A s discussed later 
in this section, the act of eating and nutritional value is linked closely to an 
individual’s mental health.  

By placing the blame for the development of chronic illness on incarcerated 
individuals, prisons obfuscate the root causes of negative health outcomes 
and absolve themselves of their role in creating and reproducing the 
conditions for premature death. For example, even though some prisons in 
Mar yland do recognize the role of correctional food ser vice in producing and 
exacerbating chronic disease, their solutions are to reduce the amount of 
overall calories in institutional meals and make adjustments to the quality of 
starches consumed—as opposed to viewing how correctional food provision, 
and prison itself, is a driver of illness.15 2 And furthermore, oftentimes these 
measures come from a desire to reduce costs—typically for healthcare, 
one of the biggest areas for spending—instead of actual concern for the 
individuals in their custody.15 3 Framing the need for “healthier ” food options 
in prisons in this way thus reifies and extends the ver y structures of violence 
enacted through extracting profit from the bodies of those in bondage.   

Long-term Impacts on Health.  
“You have people in here who didn't have diabetes when they came in. 
But, they got it now. It's increasing. [Diabetes], high blood pressure, 
cholesterol—it's because of the food.”

— A., currently imprisoned in Jessup

In addition to worsening individuals’ health through inducing conditions such 
as acid reflux, weight gain, and irregular bowel movements, food provision 
in Mar yland’s prisons also both creates long-term chronic illnesses that 
incarcerated folks did not have prior to incarceration and exacerbates pre-
existing health conditions—including diabetes, heart disease, hypertension, 
and high cholesterol. A s such, many formerly incarcerated folks we spoke 
with detailed how they still face the consequences of incarceration years 
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after their release, both in their own lives as well as in the lives of their 
families and communities. For example, as J. explained, “[Correctional 
staff] will allow you to have all this bread, and they give us a lot of noodles, 
which is starch. That just turns into sugar. So, I can see why the [people] 
here are increasing diabetics. They came in, they didn't have these things at 
first. It's because of the food we're eating.”

Furthermore, some 
participants described 
the impacts of prison food 
specifically on younger folks 
and individuals who have 
been incarcerated from a 
young age. For example, D. 
has been incarcerated in a 
Jessup institution for over 
25 years and has suffered 
from, in their words, “a 
stroke and two major heart 
attacks” since being in 
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WE REMIND RE ADERS AGAIN THAT, 

UNDER AN ABOLITIONIST FR AMEWORK , 

THE QUESTION OF LEGAL INNOCENCE 

IS A CONSTRUCT USED TO REIF Y FORMS 

OF R ACIAL, GENDER, AND ECONOMIC 

OPPRE S SION. FOR FURTHER RE ADING, 

WE RECOMMEND JACKIE WANG'S ES S AY 

"AGA INST INNOCENCE: R ACE, GENDER, 

AND THE POLITICS OF S AFE T Y."
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HIGH-CHOL E S T EROL
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prison. “I had my stroke young, in my 30s,” they told us. “I shouldn't have to 
keep going to medical now because my energy level is low, and my iron is 
low. That's what I had the stroke from, lack of iron. So I know coming here, 
food is important… Because you start young, and then if you been here as 
long as I have, the older you get, [the food] wears and tears on your body. 
I'm not getting the necessar y nutrition that I need.” And as K., another 
incarcerated person, added: “There are a lot of diabetics that weren't 
diabetic before they got here. Especially young people. There's a lot of 
young diabetics now.” 

We thus see how the aforementioned “hidden public health crisis” of prison 
food extends beyond the formal walls of confinement to exert physical, 
emotional, and mental control over formerly incarcerated individuals. 
Furthermore, as food conditions in holding facilities such as Baltimore 
Central Booking and Intake Center are, by many accounts, worse than in the 

Food Provision and Healthcare Services. 

In thinking of how to improve food conditions in prisons given the 
limited budgets allocated for food costs, some advocates point to just 
how much the state spends on healthcare ser vices for incarcerated 
individuals juxtaposed to how little is spent on food provision. In 
highlighting the clear connections between the effects of poor nutrition 
on increased health problems, advocates argue that the state may in 
fact save money by redistributing funds from healthcare to improve 
correctional food ser vice. By feeding incarcerated individuals better, 
the logic goes, the state could ultimately cut down on healthcare 
spending by providing individuals with nutritious and wholesome meals.

While well-intentioned, we maintain such efforts fundamentally 
mischaracterize both the nature of food and healthcare in prison as 
well as the larger function of prison as a means to control, manage, 
and reproduce larger social crises. Technical attempts to reform or 
improve the prison-industrial complex, in addition to being historically 
ineffective, oftentimes reify and extend its life—especially when 
solutions call for rearranging and reconfiguring different aspects of an 
inherently violent and inhumane system.
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institutions where people are transferred post-sentencing, such long-term 
impacts on health are induced regardless of whether a person has been 
formally deemed “innocent” or “guilty." 

In this way, the food the state of Mar yland ser ves to imprisoned individuals 
constitutes one pathway by which incarceration shortens life itself—for, as 
research shows, “for each year lived behind bars, a person can expect to 
lose two years off their life expectancy.”15 4 Given that (1) increased time in 
prison directly correlates to the number of years of life lost; (2) research 
shows that just four weeks of eating unhealthily can lead to negative long-
term impacts on health; and (3) the average length of time ser ved in a 
Mar yland prison is just under 7 years, food provision in confinement ser ves 
as nothing less than another form of state-sanctioned violence. In addition, 
the impacts of such violence further affect the communities from where 
individuals are extracted and returned through adding additional pressures 
on healthcare systems that, as abolitionists maintain, often themselves 
operate on and reproduce carceral logics.15 5
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In the opening pages of her book Decarcerating Disability: 
Deinstitutionalization and Prison Abolition, scholar and abolitionist Liat 
Ben-Moshe writes how “disability is central to mass incarceration and 
decarceration in the United States… in terms of both the disabling nature 
of incarceration in prisons and the per vasiveness of incarceration (whether 
in so-called therapeutic facilities like psych hospitals or punitive ones 
like jails) characterizing the lives of many disabled people (whether they 
identify or are politicized as such or not).”15 6 In short, she explains, analyzing 
incarceration without centering disability/madness precludes the formation 
of a liberator y society where we re-evaluate and create new, non-carceral 
responses to “harm and difference.”157 

Much has been written about the ways in which prisons both produce 
and exacerbate mental health conditions such as depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder, and schizophrenia. According to a 2015 study 
by the Sentencing Project, more than half of all incarcerated folks in 
the United States live with a mental illness.15 8 A s the World Health 
Organization describes, such illnesses develop “as a consequence of 
prevailing conditions [of imprisonment] and also possibly due to torture 
or other human rights violations.”159 In explaining the specific conditions 
of confinement that lead to the development of mental illnesses, the WHO 
points to “overcrowding, various forms of violence, enforced solitude or 
conversely, lack of privacy, lack of meaningful activity, isolation from 
social networks… and inadequate health ser vices, especially mental health 
ser vices."16 0 In other words, the ver y logics of carcerality are, at their 
core, designed to enact violence through the systematic deterioration of a 

PRISONS, FOOD, AND 
MENTAL HE ALTH AND 

EMOTION AL WELL-BEING
“I ME AN, I'VE BEEN DEPRESSED THE WHOLE TIME 

I'VE BEEN HERE. MY MENTAL HE ALTH'S ALRE ADY 

MESSED UP BUT [THE FOOD] MADE IT E VEN WORSE.”

— K., CURRENTLY IMPRISONED IN BALTIMORE CIT Y
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person’s mental health—further compounded by the state’s criminalization, 
imprisonment, institutionalization, and murder of individuals living with a 
mental illness in general. 

Though analyzing the intersections between “disability, ableism, 
prisons, and policing”—as expressed by abolitionist and disability justice 
advocate Talila Lewis—are beyond the scope of this report, this section 
demonstrates how correctional food ser vice constitutes another means by 
which prisons create and exacerbate mental health disorders.161 In recent 
decades, a growing body of scientific research has emerged detailing the 
relationship between nutrition 
and mental health and emotional 
well-being—a relationship that 
Black, brown, and Indigenous 
communities have recognized for 
centuries. Sometimes referred to 
as “nutritional neuroscience," the 
field details the effects of nutrition 
on human cognition, behavior, and 
emotion: for example, as one 2015 
study concluded, poor nutrition 
is rapidly being identified “as a 
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“[CORREC TION A L S TA FF] 
CONS TA NTLY TOLD ME NOBODY 

C A RED. I H A D TO CONS TA NTLY 
TELL M YSELF, BE GR ATEFUL . AT 

LE A S T YOU PUT TING SOME THING 
ON YOUR S TOM ACH, BE GR ATEFUL 

A ND IT COULD BE WORSE. IT COULD 
BE WORSE… IT COULD BE NOTHING. 

[WHILE] OTHER PEOPLE H AVE, I 
NE VER FOUND A N Y RODENT S IN M Y 

ME A L S, BUT IT K IND OF M A DE ME 
FEEL LIK E YOU WA S E ATING THE 

RODENT S A N Y WAY.”

— MARK , FORMERLY INCARCER ATED 
IN PRISONS IN BALTIMORE
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crucial factor in the high prevalence and 
incidence of mental disorders," and that 
“evidence is steadily growing for the 
relation between dietar y quality (and 
potential nutritional deficiencies) and 
mental health."16 2 

Given what we’ve covered thus far in 
this report about the nutritional quality 
of food in Mar yland’s prisons, it would 
be more surprising if correctional food 
provision did not induce or worsen 
mental health conditions in individuals 
in confinement. Indeed, people we 
spoke with across the state pointed to 
how the experience of eating in prison—
and of course prison itself—caused or 
contributed to their depression. A s L., a 
person formerly imprisoned in Jessup, 

described: “Did [the food] induce my depression? Absolutely... You get 
up, you sleep, and then you get up for breakfast. Then if you got a shitty 
breakfast then you pick through it, then you go to sleep and wake up at 
lunch. And then you wake up at lunch, and it's even worse, you're really 
going to go back to 
sleep." L. continued: “I 
slept all the time because 
I was always depressed. I 
slept. Then you've got to 
realize that the portions 
are so small… so a lot 
of times I'd just pick 
through it and I would 
just sleep. Literally. I 
slept. Whenever I went to 
jail, I just slept. Because 
of the depression, I just 
slept from one meal to 
the next.”
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K., a person we spoke with who is currently incarcerated, similarly 
expressed: “I get depressed just looking at the food. I'm like, "This is what 
I got to eat when I'm here." Or, "This is what I got to deal with. I actually got 
to look at this." And I'm looking around like, "What is going on?" So I get so 
depressed. I'm looking at ever ybody else and I'm looking like, "Why does it 
look like this? Why does it look so sad?" And the canned foods... the canned, 
the bland, the bad. We got to smell the milk first. It's little things because I 
get milk ever y meal too. I give my milk away more than anything because I'm 
like, "Who's going to keep drinking milk all day?" And I'm partially lactose 
intolerant. So I can only have so much milk and dair y or I'm going to be sick. 
Like I said, it's depression.”

In addition to depression, some currently and formerly incarcerated folks 
detailed the impact of food on their emotional well-being and their levels 
of energy. “I was hungr y," one formerly incarcerated participant recounted. 
“Some days I couldn't sleep. You'd be irritable. You're hungr y, you know. 
It affected me pretty bad… I had to get a job so I could eat.” And as J., a 
currently incarcerated person, expressed: “I will say that if they give us a 
lunch that's not sufficient, like the day they have just celer y sticks and just 
carrots, I got to go back to school and I'm still hungr y—it affects my ability 
to learn and retain information.” In terms of energy, another participant 
detailed: “I feel like my energy is slowing down. I'm ver y energetic, but it's 
slowing down because I don't eat properly… they give you all that starch, 
and you don't have energy… it's just go to bed and sleep. That's it." Prisons’ 
use of starch in this way—a type of “tranquilizing” biotechnology deployed 
to deplete energy, and thus hinder the potential for resistance—may further 
ser ve as a form of nutritional control to manage imprisoned persons and 
maintain order. 

J.'s comments above point toward the myth of “rehabilitation” as a purported 
goal of incarceration. In order to legitimize its role in inducing premature 
death, the state touts the “rehabilitative” logics of imprisonment—and of the 
criminal justice system as a whole—as a means to extend and perpetuate 
its expanding reach into almost all aspects of daily life. While always a 
fictitious endeavor, individuals we spoke with commented on how the 
purely punitive nature of incarceration has been laid bare over the past 
few decades—and the effects of such normalized state violence on mental 
health. “I think the whole system is designed to make you think like that,” 
a currently incarcerated participant explained. “Rehabilitation is no longer 
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the goal. It's no longer the goal, it's like just treat them like shit. We don't 
care about them. They don't have the power to complain. They don't have 
the power to change nothing. So we don't care… and you feel that, so 
[incarcerated folks] have to fight to stay mentally sane."

 
Conclusion and Part 4

Part 3 of this report has illustrated how prison food is not only a tool of 
control and dehumanization, but a form of premature death that can shorten 
a person’s life even long after they are released from confinement.

Next, we uncover differences in correctional food in prisons throughout 
Mar yland—with food ser vice in Baltimore institutions being by far the worst. 
We also walk through changes in correctional food over time, demonstrating 
how the experience of eating in prison is in fact getting worse and worse 
each day.
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In Parts 1 to 3 of this report, we refer to food provision in the 21 adult 
state-run prisons spread across Mar yland's five regions in a more or less 
homogeneous manner. However, although the general logics, structures, 
and material conditions shaping correctional food ser vice extend throughout 
the state, a multitude of factors—including a facility ’s physical location, 
the security level and purpose of the facility itself (i.e. pretrial, prelease, 
long-term confinement, etc.), institutional budgets, staff attitudes, and a 
facility ’s age and kitchen capabilities—significantly impact the experience of 
eating in a particular prison. Part 4 of this report thus explores differences 
in correctional food ser vice on an institutional and state-wide level, as 
well as changes in food ser vice over time. In particular, we concentrate on 
the differences between food conditions in Baltimore prisons—given the 
particular severity of food provision in the city ’s correctional facilities—and 
prisons located in the other four regions of the state.

A s of 2018, the state of Mar yland incarcerates over 18,000 adults across its 
21 state-run correctional facilities.16 3 The map below displays the number 
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of prisons per region—Baltimore, Hagerstown, Eastern Shore, Cumberland, 
and Jessup—with 6 prisons concentrated in a 1-mile complex in the heart 
of Baltimore City itself. Although some institutions in Baltimore confine 
individuals for longer periods of time, most of the city ’s prisons generally 
function for purportedly short-term purposes such as intake, pretrial, 
“inmate diagnosis,” or pre-release. People are thus usually transferred out 
of their community post-sentencing to prisons located in oftentimes remote 
regions of the state—the implications of which are discussed further in this 
section. 

In her book Golden Gulag: Prisons, Surplus, 
Crisis, and Opposition in Globalizing 
California, Ruth Wilson Gilmore describes 
prisons as an “partial geographical 
solutions to political economic crises, 
organized by the state”—crises which 
produced surpluses of “finance capital, 
land, labor, and state capacity.”16 4 She 
uncovers the forces behind California’s 
massive prison-building project from 
1982 onwards—the largest such project 
in the histor y of the world—and points, 
in part, to rural economic collapse and 
deindustrialization as two factors leading 
to the 500% growth in the California state 
prisoner population between 1982 to 

2000.16 5

While conducting an analysis of 
Mar yland’s state prison system from a 
geographical lens remains far beyond 
the scope of this report, there are 
a number of parallels between the 
expansion and character of prisons 
in California and the correctional 
landscape in Mar yland. In providing a 
brief over view of the histor y, character, 
and spatialization of prisons in the 
state, we aim to provide further context 
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for how and why correctional 
food provision has assumed its 
current form—and how the city of 
Baltimore was and is instrumental in 
shaping the state’s current carceral 
environment, reflected partly in the 
horrendous quality of food ser vice in 
the city ’s facilities. 

A s was the pattern throughout the countr y, incarceration rates in Mar yland 
skyrocketed in the late 20th centur y. The state’s prison population 
increased by 44% from 1983 to 2015, and the number of individuals in jail 
exploded by 258% from 1970 to 2015. While the state of Mar yland built and 
operated 12 prisons in total from 1811 to 1970, an additional 13 prisons were 
constructed between 1971 to 1995 as a result of the growing numbers of 
people sentenced to confinement. More prisons were thus opened in a 24-
year time period than were built in the entire 159 years from when the state’s 
first penitentiar y was erected—with 10 prisons opened in the single decade 
between 1981 to 1991. While Mar yland’s prison-building boom abated in the 
late 1990s, three additional prisons were constructed and populated from 
1996 to 2017—one of which was a highly-protested $35 million dollar, 60-bed 
detention center constructed specifically for youth.

While the physical locations of the 13 prisons constructed between 1971 to 
1995 were spread geographically throughout the state, Baltimore became—
and remains to this day—the epicenter of the expansion of Mar yland’s 
carceral project. A s Prison Policy Initiative writes, “while one out of 10 
Mar yland residents is from Baltimore, one out of three Mar yland residents 
in state prison is from the city.”16 6 Furthermore, hyperincarceration in 
Baltimore is further concentrated within a handful of neighborhoods: 
five communities in particular experience the city ’s highest rates of 
incarceration, and in these communities, individuals’ life expectancies are a 
full 13 years shorter than in communities with the city ’s lowest incarceration 
rates.167 The racialized nature of these neighborhoods—all are predominantly 
Black—and the reproduction of such patterns in state prison systems 
throughout the countr y demonstrates, as has been extensively documented, 
the anti-Black core of mass incarceration and the criminalization of 
Blackness itself.
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Though one-third of the individuals incarcerated in Mar yland are from 
Baltimore, the vast majority of long-term adult correctional institutions 
in the state are situated outside the city—oftentimes in rural areas one or 
more hours away. The spatial arrangement of the state’s institutions are 
an example of how, as Gilmore describes, prisons were sold to rural white 
America as a means to revive failing economies, in part by providing means 
for employment through construction and staffing.16 8 For instance, the 
largest prison in Mar yland—Eastern Correctional Institution—has a capacity 
of 3,380 and is situated in a town with a population of approximately 2,000; 

the majority of incarcerated 
individuals at ECI are Black 
(around 70%) while the town of 
Westover is majority white (also 
around 70%).169 Somerset County, 
the county that Westover is 
located in, also ranks 24th out of 
all 24 Mar yland counties in terms 
of income per capita.170 

The rural location of many 
Mar yland prisons has further 

implications on both food provision and the specific types of labor 
imprisoned people are forced to perform. A number of Mar yland prisons 
have gardens and gardening programs, where incarcerated individuals can 
receive a horticultural classroom education and physically grow fruits and 
vegetables on a sectioned-off portion of land. While the state touts such 
programs as “rehabilitative”—in that they supposedly teach individuals 
useful skills for employment post-confinement, mitigate “aggression,” 
and provide an outlet from the day-to-day routine of incarceration—the 
act of farming within prison cannot be separated from the logics of prison 
itself as well as historical and contemporar y forms of prison agriculture. 
While growing food certainly does have remedial benefits, what are the 
implications of doing so in an environment designed to strip individuals of 
agency and their ver y humanity? Although Mar yland does not utilize the 
same plantation-style agricultural system as other prisons throughout 
countr y—where majority Black prisoners are forced to work under conditions 
deeply reminiscent of slaver y—the Department of Public Safety and 
Correctional Ser vices does operate programs that are extensions of such 
systems under the guise of “community ser vice.”171 At ECI, for example, 
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imprisoned individuals are sent out to nearby farms for gleaning—defined 
as “the collection of crops either from farmers’ fields that have already 
been mechanically har vested, or from fields where it is not economically 
profitable to har vest.”172 After gleaning—as well as with all produce grown 
within prison gardens—incarcerated folks are not actually allowed to eat any 
of the food they pick: produce is either given to correctional staff or donated 
to local or regional government agencies, nonprofits, or food banks. In F Y 
2019, ECI donated “over 10,054 pounds of vegetables” to the county health 
department and a food bank, and the Mar yland Correctional Training Center, 
another institution in Hagerstown, donated 11,000 pounds of vegetables to 
similar organizations.173

We raise these examples not to advocate for a regression to a type of 
“self-sustaining” prison farm—where the food necessar y to sustain the 
incarcerated population comes from internal agricultural production—but 
to illustrate two points. First, the rural location of some Mar yland prisons 
has enabled the State to repackage clear extensions of historical forms of 
oppression into a means to reduce recidivism and even “benefit” imprisoned 
people. Second, prison labor is increasingly used to provide “hunger relief ” 
for people in nearby communities—a troubling practice due to the almost 
constant hunger faced by currently incarcerated individuals as well as the 
high rates of “food insecurity” experienced by individuals after release 
from captivity. Such practices also further expose the wider intersections 
between prisons’ dependencies on large food ser vice corporations, 
themselves a driver of hunger, and more broadly the logics of racial 
capitalism that give rise, in part, to both global hunger and the US prison 
regime itself.174 
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A s horrendous as food conditions are in all Mar yland correctional 
institutions, the experience of eating in a Baltimore facility is by far 
the worst. A number of Baltimore carceral institutions ser ve as pretrial 
detention centers, where individuals are confined and released at a 
much higher rate than in prisons across the state. For example, as 
Prison Policy Initiative reports, “at least 83,000 different people are 
booked into local jails in Mar yland”—with Baltimore’s incarceration rate 
at over three times the state average.175 In our conversations, almost 
ever y single person imprisoned at a carceral institution both inside and 
outside of Baltimore spoke to the singularly dehumanizing state of food 
provision in the city. Due to factors such as the limited infrastructural 
capabilities of Baltimore kitchens; the “short-term” nature of the 
facilities; and differences in quality, quantity, and commissar y, food 
conditions are so poor that—as one person put it—”a lot of people that's 
in the city wish they get to the bigger institution… just for the food 
alone.”

Food Service Operations.  
For the most part, correctional institutions outside of Baltimore prepare 
their meals from “scratch” within the facility itself. In Baltimore, 
however, meals for the thousands of people confined across the city ’s 
carceral complex are usually prepared in a central kitchen located in one 
institution. For example, the Metropolitan Transition Center, or MTC—
formerly known as the Mar yland Penitentiar y—mass produces meals 
for not just the 1000+ individuals held within the facility, but for five 
other nearby institutions as well. A s of early 2020, MTC produced more 
than 3,000 food trays per meal for deliver y to facilities including the 
Youth Detention Center; Baltimore City Correctional Center; Mar yland 
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THE CIT Y. BALTIMORE CIT Y JAIL IS THE WORST.”

— ANDREW, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE
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Reception, Diagnostic and Classification Center; and Baltimore Central 
Booking and Intake Center. While some of these institutions do have limited 
kitchen capabilities and supplement partially-formed delivered meals 
with their own foods, others merely prepare and ser ve trays as they are 
received—sometimes after reheating, and oftentimes without. 

Regardless if trays are reheated or not, meals in Baltimore’s prisons 
are almost always cold by the time they are actually ser ved. In some 
institutions, people are tossed food trays through a slot in their cell door as 
opposed to eating in a dining hall. Alongside the incredibly dehumanizing 
aspect of eating in this manner, the long gaps in time from when food is 
reheated to “delivered” to individuals’ cells make meals even more inedible. 
A s A., who was held in Central Booking for a year, described, “Ever ything is 
cold. You will not get a hot meal. I mean they might start out hot, but by the 
time you get [it], it gets cold… And then, a lot of it is not cooked. So, if you 
eating something that is half done, then it's not going taste the way it would 
taste if it was fully done.” The scarcity of hot food is also in direct violation 
of DPSCS’s own Food Ser vices Manual, where it claims that “dietar y staff 
shall provide three meals — including two hot meals, provided at regular 
meal times during each 24-hour period.”176 

Due to the limitations of kitchen 
capabilities, a number of Baltimore 
prisons rely on bagged lunches in 
addition to ser ving half- or fully-
prepared “hot” meals from MTC. The 
contents of these bags are generally 
the same as in other facilities across 
the state—their frequency, however, 
is much greater in the city. For many 
people, bagged meals are the first and 
sometimes only food they are ser ved 
for weeks after entering prison. D., who 
was incarcerated in a few Baltimore 
institutions, told us: “All you was getting 
was bagged lunch. Soon as you coming 
in, the whole first week or two in there, 
you getting bagged lunches. Soon as you 
get incarcerated.” And in describing the 
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actual contents of the bag, A. recounted: “ When you get your bag, your bag 
is wet—the juices from the lunch meat is soaking its way through the bag, 
so yeah, the bag's all wet. And then, it's smashed, so it's like they put them 
together real quick and put them all in one pile, and when it's time for you to 
get it, they just throwing it off their cart.”

“ You got a piece of fruit in that bag,” A. continued. “ You have a carton of 
juice, and a pack of cookies. The cookies is in a plastic bag, but ever ything in 
that bag tastes like that lunch meat, and something is not right… Ever ything 
you get in that bag, believe me, it taste like that lunch meat, down to the 
juice.” Consuming these meals for days and weeks on end inevitably has 
impacts on individuals’ health—discussed later on in this section. 

In addition to cold trays and bagged, unpalatable meals, the external 
preparation and deliver y of meals also impacts people’s ability to replace 
poor-quality foods and receive extra portions. A s described in Parts 2 and 
3 of this report, the state often ser ves spoiled, contaminated, or expired 
food items during meals. In Baltimore, people we spoke with expressed 
how meals in the city tend to be both smaller in size than in other regions 
as well as more likely to be spoiled. However, as meals are prepared off-
site, individuals aren’t able to receive replacement for spoiled foods or ask 
for more or less of certain items. People are thus left with no choice but to 
consume the food on their tray or in their bag—especially for individuals with 
no access to commissar y—even if that means eating or drinking items that 
have clearly gone bad.

In speaking to this, Lawrence, a person incarcerated in institutions inside 
and outside the city, detailed: “Baltimore City… wasn't doing it. Your food 
was cold. It was cold. If it was mold and stuff on the bread and all that, that's 
what you got. Or you got cereal with milk in the carton that was the day 
before expiration or the expiration date was on it. You wasn't getting nothing 
extra or nothing... not even extra, what you deser ve to have or what you was 
entitled—not deser ved—entitled to have. [Other prisons] at least made sure 
your food was, not hot, but warm.”

Short-term vs. Long-term Facilities.  
The transient nature of incarceration in Baltimore’s correctional institutions 
compared to those across Mar yland also significantly impact the experience 
of eating in confinement. A s mentioned earlier in this section, Baltimore’s 
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incarceration rate is three times that of Mar yland—an unsurprising statistic 
given that the anti-Black violence is fundamental to the foundation and 
perpetuation of prisons and other carceral institutions.177 A s a report from 
Justice Policy Institute highlights, “Mar yland is the worst state in the nation 
when it comes to incarcerating people who are Black,” with incarceration 
rates “easily eclipsing the next closest states—Mississippi, South Carolina 
and Georgia.”178

While most jails and detention centers are controlled by local governments, 
Baltimore’s carceral institutions have been operated by the state of 
Mar yland since 1991. Of the six prisons run by the Department of Public 
Safety and Correctional Ser vices in Baltimore, two operate as pretrial 
facilities; one is a youth detention center; one doubles as both an “intake 
and classification” center and a space to confine “pretrial detainees 
charged with notices of infractions”; one is designated for pre-release 
and work release; and one is a pretrial institution for individuals who have 
been charged with federal-level “crimes.”179 In short, the majority of the 
correctional facilities in Baltimore are constructed to cage people for 
shorter-term purposes such as pre-trial detention, “classification," or pre-
release. Following sentencing, individuals are shipped off to longer-term 
institutions outside of the city. 

The short-term functions of Baltimore’s prisons present a unique set of 
challenges regarding food provision. Though all Mar yland correctional 
institutions are chronically understaffed, staff turnover remains especially 
high in Baltimore—partly because staff may not be as dependent on jobs 
in corrections as they are in more rural areas.18 0 A s is to be expected, staff 
shortages have a major impact on ever y aspect of food ser vice from storage 
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and preparation to distribution.

Issues with staff retention also stem from the transfer of food provision 
from private control to public in 2015. A s described in the introduction of 
this report, food ser vices in Baltimore correctional facilities were managed 
by a private vendor—Trinity Ser vices Group—until the State terminated 
their contract due to gross mismanagement. A s revealed during a state 
investigation, Baltimore prison kitchens under Trinity were purportedly 
filled with “rodents, insects, and birds.”181 Such atrocious conditions are not 
unique to Trinity: throughout the countr y, private food ser vice contractors 
such as Aramark have come under fire for their parasitic practices of 
exacerbating and profiting off of human suffering.18 2 A s detailed by a 
correctional staff person in Baltimore, switching from a private vendor to 
a public system was a laborious process that, as of early 2020, was still 
not fully complete. Given the difficulties with such a transition, a number 
of correctional staff chose to transfer to another position within the prison 
system or leave their jobs altogether. 

The lower quality of food in Baltimore’s correctional facilities is also 
reflective of the overall worsened conditions in detention centers as 
opposed to prisons. Partially due to the higher rates of people entering 
and leaving confinement, detention centers are more likely to be chaotic, 
violent, overcrowded, as in MTC and the Baltimore Central Booking and 
Intake Center, and deplete of any “rehabilitative” programming prisons may 
offer—as rare as such programs may be.18 3 Worsened physical conditions—
especially in older facilities such as MTC, which was constructed in 
1811—also mean that Baltimore facilities are more likely to be overrun by 
rats, mice, and other vermin. Rat infestations, according to correctional 
staff, are one reason 
why institutions in the 
city ser ve even less 
fresh produce than in 
institutions around the 
state: fresh produce has 
the potential to attract 
more pests, especially 
given facilities’ poor 
storage conditions. 
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A s individuals are oftentimes awaiting sentencing in jails and transferred to 
other institutions if convicted, detention centers espouse a larger climate 
of disposability as compared to prisons. Such a mentality is reflected, 
for instance, in both the lack of care in bagged meals as well as the 
dehumanizing act of ser ving meals to people through a slot in their cell door. 
In addition, given the relationship between food provision and maintaining 
“order,” Baltimore detention centers—due in part to their transient nature—
ser ve even smaller portion sizes as compared to institutions across 
Mar yland. A s H., who was formerly imprisoned in a number of state prisons, 
told us: “The bigger institutions, you get a little more than you get at the 
Baltimore City jails. So, I would say, okay, on spaghetti night, you would get, 
okay, say a ser ving spoon and a half. The city only give you one. That's it or 
you might just get a half in the city. But, in the bigger institutions, they going 
to make sure you get a larger portion because of the amount of people that 
they have to deal with… to keep them quiet, they have to give them the right 
amount of food.” 

A glimpse into the now-closed Baltimore 
City Detention Center (or BCDC) offers 
an example of how incredibly violent, 
corrupt, and dehumanizing conditions 
in city carceral institutions actually 
were—and, despite the closure of 
BCDC, still are. In 2015, the Governor of 
Mar yland chose to shut down BCDC due 
to its “disgraceful” and “horrendous” 
conditions.18 4 According to a 2015 lawsuit 
against the State of Mar yland filed by 
the American Civil Liberties Union, the 
jail operated as a “dank and dangerous 
place, where detainees are confined 
in dirty cells infested with vermin.”18 5 
Furthermore, as the Guardian writes, 
the “appalling sanitation, vermin, dirt 
and mold combined with a lack of basic 
medical care… possibly caused at least 

seven deaths in the last two years and continues to put thousands of 
detainees, mostly African American, at risk of serious danger."18 6
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While providing a deeper histor y of 
the case against BCDC is outside of 
the scope of this report, we note that 
the historical origins leading to the 
closure of the institution began in a 
lawsuit first filed in 1976—almost 40 
years before the facility was finally 
shut down.187 And beyond the fact 
that closing one facility does not 
change the core logics of violence and 
dehumanization equally intrinsic to 
ever y other prison, an ACLU lawyer 
in 2015 pointed to how shutting down BCDC could actually make things even 
worse. A s Elizabeth Alexander described, “Since I have no reason to suspect 
that medical care is better in any other local correctional facility, I am 
greatly concerned that the short-term effects of closure, absent the most 
careful planning and reform, will exacerbate the medical and mental health 
failures to which detainees are subjected.”18 8

Commissary.  
While Baltimore state-run correctional facilities no longer outsource 
institutional food provision to private corporations, commissar y ser vices 
are still managed by Keefe Group—the same private vendor responsible 
for commissar y in all Mar yland prisons. Ironically, the parent company of 
Trinity Ser vices Group—H.I.G. Capital—announced a year after Mar yland 
rescinded Trinity ’s contract that they would be acquiring Keefe Group: a 
merger that was estimated to bring in $875 million per year for the company. 
A s demonstrated in similar cases throughout the countr y, the increasing 
consolidation of correctional food ser vice corporations means that when 
faced with clear evidence of overt harm and corruption, state administrators 
tend to merely substitute one profit-hungr y vendor with another.18 9 

A s detailed in Part 1 of this report, incarcerated folks depend heavily 
on commissar y for respite from the grossly dehumanizing and generally 
abhorrent state of institutional food provision in Mar yland’s prisons. At the 
same time, commissar y is a site of deep exploitation: private commissar y 
vendors both contribute to and profit off of the death-inducing nature of 
eating in confinement. Furthermore, private food ser vice providers such 
as Aramark oftentimes control both institutional food provision as well as 
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commissar y ser vices in a single facility—thus, as described by an imprisoned 
person named Kevin ‘Rashid’ Johnson, simultaneously star ving and 
exploiting incarcerated individuals.19 0 

In Baltimore, commissar y ser vices are more limited compared to institutions 
in other Mar yland regions. Although Keefe sets prices and standardizes 
commissar y offerings uniformly on a state level, individual institutions 
still have the power to restrict or limit people’s ability to purchase certain 
goods. Furthermore, Baltimore facilities don’t have the same infrastructural 
capabilities as longer-term institutions for individuals to actually prepare 
commissar y foods. A., who was incarcerated in two prisons in the city, 
elaborated: “The best meal in the jail... the ver y best meal is when you go 

to commissar y and you get your 
noodles, and your tuna fish, and 
your sardines, and your pickles, 
and you make your own little hook 
up. That's the best meal in the jail. 
That's any jail. The big jail, the jail 
in the city. But the jail in the city 
is the worst because you can't get 
the hot water like you need, so you 
eating half done noodles.”

Impacts on Health. 
In addition to the creation and exacerbation of health conditions and chronic 
illnesses outlined in Part 3 of this report—such as diabetes, heart disease, 
and hypertension—individuals imprisoned in Baltimore face an additional set 
of health-related consequences due to the shock of first being placed into 
bondage. For example, many people find the food in Baltimore’s facilities 
to be so unpalatable that they simply stop eating. Other times, the food 
causes such a strong physical reaction that people are unable to eat, even 
if they wanted to. A s A. put it, “ When I was first in there, that [food] had my 
stomach folded up... I wouldn't eat that [food] because ever y time I ate it, it 
would make my stomach lock up, ball up, and be hurting. So I stop eating. I 
wasn’t used to that [food].” 

While individuals confined in both Baltimore institutions and prisons 
throughout the state may share a constant sense of hunger, food provision 
in the two spaces can have different effects on weight. A s detailed earlier 
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in this report, the state’s overreliance on starch and other highly processed, 
nutritionally bankrupt foods leads many imprisoned individuals throughout 
Mar yland to gain weight while incarcerated. In our conversations with 
folks formerly incarcerated in Baltimore, however, a number of people we 
spoke with initially lost significant amounts of weight during their time held 
captive in the city. “I went from 135 to 127 — and that was just the first week,” 
A. recounted. “ When I first went in, the only things I was eating... I was 
drinking the juices and probably eat the cookies, but the meals I would give 
away. I wouldn't eat that. I lost weight immediately. My stomach shrank. And 
this is not the environment for anybody to be losing any weight…  you don't 
have no room to be losing weight or losing strength.”

Another person we spoke with, J., shared a similar experience. “I ate 
because I was hungr y,” he said. “If I had a choice, I wouldn't have eaten. I 
lost weight there. I think the worst thing was what we called sweaty meat 
sandwich, which is baloney. A lot of times we just didn't eat it. When you 
first get there, you're hungr y, you're star ving, you might be withdrawing 
from something. So you've got put something in your stomach and you'll eat. 
I ate maybe the first week, the baloney sandwiches, after that we would go 
hungr y before we eat it, because it comes in a ... it's been there too long.”

A s is the case in all Mar yland prisons, food ser vice in Baltimore’s 
carceral institutions ultimately comprises a form of premature death. Yet 
unlike state-run institutions in other parts of Mar yland, this “collateral 
consequence” of confinement in Baltimore impacts individuals who have 
not even been formally convicted of a “crime.” Due to the nature of the 
city ’s institutions, the majority of people held in Baltimore are “pretrial 
detainees”—or those who have been arrested but have not yet had a trial—
and are thus legally classified as “innocent.” A s the Prison Policy Initiative 
writes, “many [people] are jailed pretrial simply because they can't afford 
money bail, others because a probation, parole, or ICE office has placed a 
"hold" on their release.” Nationally, “the number of people in jail pretrial has 
nearly quadrupled since the 1980s.”191

While breaking down the profoundly oppressive and anti-Black roots 
of pretrial detention and bail; the criminalization of poverty; and the 
relationship between carceral capitalism, the bail bond industr y, and 
predator y lending are outside the scope of this report, we highlight that as 
of mid-2020, roughly 33% of people in Baltimore detention centers were 
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confined without the possibility to post bail at all.19 2 In 2017, Mar yland 
passed legislation to reform the use of cash bail to—as The Appeal reports—
purportedly “make the state’s criminal legal system less harsh on poor 
defendants.”19 3 By eliminating excessive cash bail, the logic went, less 
people would be sentenced to pretrial detention merely as a consequence of 
being unable to afford the fees needed for their freedom. However, studies 
have shown that these reforms have actually backfired. Instead of keeping 
people out of jail, “judges have opted to hold more people without bond 
instead of releasing them on their own recognizance.”194 

We highlight the intersections between pretrial detention and financial 
exploitation to further demonstrate how blatantly fictitious the notion of 
“innocent until proven guilty” truly remains. A s noted earlier in this report, 
research shows that a person can experience long-term negative health 
outcomes after just four weeks of eating unhealthfully. In Baltimore, 
people can officially be confined in a carceral institution for up to three 
years—translating to over 3,000 meals ser ved before a person is released or 
transferred to a different institution. Consequently, the violence of prison 
food—and the traumatizing nature of captivity in general—is enacted upon 
any individual caught up in the criminal punishment system, regardless 
of whether the state has classified them as “guilty.”195 Thus, simply being 
marked as a target for exploitation and a subject for disposability by the 
state—no matter what the legal outcome—can be enough to induce death.
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One part of the logics of criminal justice reform assumes that over 
time, as greater attention is brought to the violent, dehumanizing, and 
exploitative reality of imprisonment—and incarceration itself as a system 
of racial control—correctional institutions can transform into “benevolent” 
spaces that center rehabilitation and provide "care" for the people in their 
custody. In our conversations with currently and formerly imprisoned 
folks, individuals laid bare the fallacy of such logics: instead of improving, 
food conditions in correctional facilities have gotten significantly worse 
over the past few decades. Campaigns to “tweak armageddon”—as Rachel 
Herzing puts it—are accordingly not only generally ineffective in improving 
conditions on the inside, but can in fact “limit possibilities for change.”196 
She writes: “A focus on conditions of confinement… can lend support to 
a liberal-reformist agenda proposing that if specific violations or abuses 
are addressed, prisons have the potential to function as positive, useful 
institutions.”197 Analyzing food conditions in confinement from a longer 
historical trajector y thus allows us to situate food provision as a reflection, 
extension, and continuation of the inherent violence of systems of 
carcerality.

A s discussed in the introduction to this report, the growth of the U.S prison 
regime occurred in tandem with the dismantling of the welfare state and 
a transformation of the role of the state itself. A s Jackie Wang writes in 
Carceral Capitalism, the “legitimate function” of government changed in 
the 1960s onward from a “provider of social ser vices to [a] provider of 
security”—contributing to the racialized mass criminalization of hundreds 
of thousands of people.19 8 Prisons were thus faced with a crisis of scale as 
they attempted to feed the record numbers of individuals entering state 
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control on decreasing or stagnant budgets. At the same time, local, state, 
and national food systems were undergoing a larger transformation in the 
ways in which food was produced and distributed. The second half of the 
20th centur y saw the increasing centralization and consolidation of food 
production in the hands of large agribusiness corporations. In order to 
address their crises of scale, prisons across the countr y either turned food 
ser vice over to such corporations or centralized and industrialized food 
provision in-house to feed the millions of people held in captivity. 

The transformation of the function of 
the state into a provider of security, 
on the one hand, and reduced 
state spending for prison food 
provision, on the other, may seem 
like a contradiction. If more public 
spending is going toward carceral 
institutions, shouldn’t correctional 
dietar y costs also increase? However, 
this contradiction can be resolved by 
examining where state funding for 
prisons is actually spent. In Mar yland, 
instead of providing “welfare” for the 
incarcerated population, funds are 
deployed for costs such as prison 
construction, jobs, custodial care, 
and privatized healthcare through 
Corizon. On average, Mar yland state-run correctional institutions spend 
barely 7% of their annual budget on dietar y ser vices—including salaries 
for dietar y staff as well as raw food costs.19 9 For example, the Baltimore 
City Correctional Center spent just over $1 million on dietar y ser vices in F Y 
2019, while the total annual budget for the facility was about $16 million.20 0 
And looking at total spending outside of physical prisons themselves, as 
Prison Policy Initiative explains, Mar yland’s corrections system consumes 
almost $1 billion dollars in public taxpayer funds ever y year.201 Given the 
consistent—if not rising—levels of “food insecurity” in the United States from 
the 1970s onward, state spending thus simultaneously produces hunger both 
inside and outside of correctional institutions, with Black and low-income 
communities impacted the most.20 2
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A s prisons in the state of Mar yland centralized and industrialized their 
food ser vice operations, the quality of meals inevitably decreased. While 
providing a comparative analysis of food provision before and after the 
explosion of Mar yland’s prison population is outside of the scope of 
this report, researchers and advocates across the countr y point to the 
deteriorating effects of industrialization on food in prisons. For example, 
Impact Justice’s report 'Eating Behind Bars' describes how prior to the 
1970s, “individual prisons [had] near complete control over what to buy, 
cook, and ser ve, with quality ranging from meals that [were] relatively 
good… to those that [were] inedible.”20 3 Post-1970s, prison food—whether 
privatized or self-operated—became increasingly characterized by its highly 
or ultra-processed nature, nearly non-existent nutritional value, lack of 
fresh produce, and general unpalatability. 

On a larger scale, the effects of the industrialization of prison food are 
closely linked to the hyper-industrialization of our global food regime as a 
whole. A s described by scholar Anthony Hatch in 'Billions Ser ved: Prison 
Food Regimes, Nutritional Punishment, and Gastronomical Resistance,' 
modern food production and distribution is structured under a ”a grossly 
bifurcated food system that provides abundant animal proteins, fresh 
fruits, and vegetables to the world’s wealthy populations while perpetual 
food crises and high prices recur in the lives of billions of global working 
and poor populations.”20 4 It is under this backdrop that state correctional 
departments adapted their food systems in the era of mass incarceration—
and paved the way for corporations like Aramark and Trinity to seize 
opportunities to profit from bondage. 

K., a person we spoke with who has been confined in a Mar yland prison for 
over 30 years, detailed their first-hand obser vations with changes in the 
state’s correctional food system over time. “Did there used to be more fresh 
foods back in the day compared to now? It used to be a lot of food, period,” 
they told us. “Not just fresh fruit. It was a lot more food and the portions 
were bigger. We used to have these real big ladles to get ever ything out with 
and now the ladle... the little thing is... I'm like, 'What is this?' They say, 'Oh 
you get four ounces this. Or you get eight ounces this.' And I'm looking like, 
'That don't even look like eight ounces.' And they don't even fill it to the top. 
They just do it half way and then they say it's eight ounces. I'm like, 'Wait a 
minute. That's not eight ounces. That's not even full.'"
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The majority of the people we talked to to learn about the experience of 
eating in confinement were formerly or currently incarcerated in a Mar yland 
state prison from the late-1970s to early 2020. Ever y individual who had 
either been incarcerated in one facility for dozens of years—such as K.—or 
who were imprisoned at different facilities over different periods of time 
detailed the consistent decline of food quality throughout their time behind 
bars. In general, people highlighted three points in time that marked more 
significant changes in food provision: the late 1980s and early 1990s; 2007 
and 2008; and 2020. 

Mid-1980 to early 1990s.  
While incarceration rates in Mar yland started rising in the 1970s, the state’s 
prison and population grew exponentially from the mid-1980s onward.20 5 
The increasing numbers of people entering the criminal justice system—
combined with low budgets for food provision and a general mindset 
embracing punishment and suffering for incarcerated people—caused the 
already-poor food quality to plummet. In 1991, Mar yland took control over 
the now-demolished Baltimore City Jail, due in part to staff corruption and 
its especially dehumanizing conditions.

Early 2000s and the Great Recession.  
The exponential growth of incarceration in Mar yland hit its peak around 
the middle of the first decade of the centur y.20 6 Food provision continued to 
decline during this time: as one person told us, “ When I went back in 2000, 
the food was different. The portions was different, but the quality was 
pretty much the same. When I left and came back in 2008, it got even worse. 
That's when they started saying, "It's budget cuts. Budget cuts." 

The financial crisis of 2007-2008 also contributed to changes in food ser vice 
in Mar yland. States across the countr y responded differently to the crisis in 
terms of state correctional spending, with some states cutting correctional 
budgets, reducing staff, and/or closing prisons altogether.207 In Mar yland, 
the percentage of the state budget allocated for corrections decreased 
from 2007 to 2011—partly as a result of increasing fiscal pressure due to the 
recession.20 8 A number of currently and formerly incarcerated people we 
spoke with described how portion sizes were reduced drastically around this 
time, leading to increased hunger. A s one currently incarcerated person put 
it: “They cut back. They call themselves making changes, and they made the 
change, but the change is for the worse because they cut back.”
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2012 and Keefe Group.  
Until 2012, commissar y ser vices in Mar yland’s prisons were publicly 
operated. The actual commissar y was oftentimes located within the prison 
itself, and a number of correctional staff were in charge of managing 
fulfillment and distribution of purchased goods. In 2012, however, 
commissar y was privatized and outsourced to the Keefe Group, partly due 
to corruption and increased instances of “contraband.” The decision to 
privatize also occurred due to staffing shortages—prisons in Mar yland are 
chronically understaffed, and commissar y workers were shifted to other 
functions post-outsourcing.

When Keefe took over commissar y for all Mar yland state-run prisons, prices 
for goods immediately shot up. L., who was incarcerated during the switch, 
recounted: “2012 or 2013. That was when they changed out the commissar y 
supplier, and things was totally different. Prices literally tripled... It used 
to be that you could go to commissar y, spend $50, and look like Santa Claus 
coming down. Now you go spent $50, you think somebody just was holding 
their shoulder. They've got a bag, $150 bag, because the prices went up.” 
For example, L., described how a pack of noodles “went from 21 cents to 60 
cents”—and for goods that remained the same price, the actual quantity of 
food went down. 

In 2015, Mar yland state auditors conducted an investigation into the 
Department of Public Safety and Correctional Ser vices’ multi-million dollar 
contract with Keefe.20 9 After the investigation, the auditors concluded that 
the agency constructed the procurement process in a way that “stifled 
competition and limited the bidding to a single company.”210 Due to the 
multiple ser vices required from vendors (commissar y, the provision of 
“inmate welfare kits,” and the development of an “information technology 
system”), the state only received one bid—from Keefe.211 A s stated by the 
president of AFSCME Mar yland, a labor union advocating for state workers, 
the deal reeked of “cronyism and doling out favors to the private prison 
industr y."212 

The relationship between private commissar y providers—an integral 
component of the prison-industrial complex—and the State is one predicated 
on control, exploitation, and the extraction of time and capital from an 
imprisoned population and their loved ones. A s demonstrated in Mar yland, 
the profit and/or revenue-driven dimensions of carcerality are by no means 
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limited to the private parasites leeching off of captivity. A s a neoliberal 
formation, the State itself facilitates the accumulation of capital for multi-
million or billion dollar entities—all the while generating its own revenue 
in the process. For example, in the case of Keefe Group in 2012, the state 
of Mar yland was estimated to generate $16 million in revenue from the 
contract over a period of five years. And while the data is not readily 
available in Mar yland, a study of commissar y spending in three other 
states—Illinois, Massachusetts, and Washington—shows that food purchases 
are, by far, commissar y providers’ number one source of profit.213

2020 and COVID-19.  
A s dehumanizing as prison food conditions were prior to 2020, the COVID-19 
pandemic has made things significantly worse. While the majority of our 
conversations with formerly and currently incarcerated persons occurred 
before the pandemic, reports from states across the countr y detail the 
horrendous toll COVID has taken on correctional food provision. 

In general, prisons have become ground zero for COVID-19: the Marshall 
Project asserts that as of December 2020, 1 out of ever y 5 incarcerated 
individuals had contracted the virus at some point.214 In response to the 
pandemic, prisons across the countr y have placed incarcerated individuals 
on lockdown, where individuals are trapped in their cells for at least 23 
hours a day for months on end. Prisons have also increasingly turned 
to solitar y confinement as a means to combat the spread of the virus—a 
tortuous and inhumane practice that may actually worsen COVID-19 
transmission.215 

Examples of prisons in Texas and Virginia demonstrate the impact of 
lockdown procedures on correctional food provision. In Texas, incarcerated 
individuals were (and may continue to be) ser ved meals unfit for an animal—
much less a human being—while simultaneously not receiving enough 
food to sur vive. A s one person told the Marshall Project, “” We will not die 
by COVID19 but we die by hunger!! TRUTH!”216 Institutional meals were 
replaced by “johnny sacks,” or bagged meals typically consisting of “two 
sandwiches each—some combination of a chicken or beef patty, myster y 
meat or peanut butter which prisoners report is sometimes watered down 
with cooking oil.”217 And in Virginia, incarcerated individuals were ser ved 
foods antithetical to their medical needs—while medical care was reported 
to be “worse than ever.”218 A s the loved one of an incarcerated person 
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expressed: “They’re killing my husband! That’s the way I feel.”219

Prison food conditions in Mar yland during COVID-19 have deteriorated 
significantly as well. Earlier in 2021, we set out to learn how correctional 
food provision in the state changed as a result of the pandemic. People 
currently or formerly incarcerated in prisons across Mar yland detailed 
how eating in confinement exacerbated the impacts of being trapped in a 
cell during COVID-19—from experiencing drastic weight loss or weight gain 
due to even smaller portion sizes and starch-heavy meals; to eating meals 
sitting on toilets in crowded cells; to being ser ved bagged meals for weeks 
at a time or cold, tasteless slop on dirty meal trays; to prisons stopping the 
ser vice of health-specific or religious diets all together; to the development 
of even harsher health conditions such as ulcerative colitis or Hepatitis B; to 
an increased dependency on commissar y for sur vival, leading commissar y 
providers to engage in price-gouging; to using food to mentally dissociate 
or escape from the lived reality of being locked up in a space designed for 
coronavirus to spread freely. Our findings are documented in a zine titled 
‘ Violence, Hunger, and Premature Death: How Prison Food in Mar yland 
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SHIT, YOUR IMMUNE S YS TEM IS DOWN, YOUR MOR A LE IS DOWN. YOU'RE 
GE T TING FED SLOP. E VEN DOGS LOOK FORWA RD TO THEIR ME A L S. YOU'RE 
LOCK ED IN A C AGE A ND C A N ONLY COME OUT FOR 15 MINUTE S A DAY. A ND 

YOU C A N EITHER SHOWER OR C A LL YOUR FA MILY... YOU'RE BEING TRE ATED 
LIK E A N A NIM A L . A ND I AC TUA LLY GOT COV ID THIS PA S T OCTOBER. A LL 
THE Y DID WA S LOCK YOU DOWN, PUT YOU IN A CELL BY YOURSELF, A ND 

CHECK YOUR TEMPER ATURE. THE Y WOULDN' T E VEN GIVE YOU A T Y LENOL 
OR A N Y THING. I K NOW A COUPLE OF PEOPLE TH AT DIED IN THERE BEC AUSE 

THE Y WEREN' T GE T TING A N Y T Y PE OF MEDIC A L TRE ATMENT. THE Y S A ID 
THE Y WA NTED TO MONITOR M Y S Y MP TOMS. THE Y WOULDN' T GIVE YOU 

A N Y THING TO A LLE V I ATE THE PA IN OR M A K E YOU FEEL A N Y BE T TER.... BUT 
TRY ING TO SUE THE S TATE IS PRE T T Y MUCH IMPOS SIBLE." 

 — JACKIE Y., INCARCER ATED DURING THE PANDEMIC IN HAGERSTOWN
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Became Even 
Worse During 
Covid-19.’2 20

John, who was 
incarcerated 
in a Mar yland 
jail during the 
pandemic, 
described 
“willingly” 
going to 
solitar y 
confinement in 
order to avoid 
folks who may 

have Covid. He told us: “The state went on emergency lockdown. We were 
locked in for 23 hours a day. Sometimes you didn't even get the one hour 
out… It was just like being in a maximum security prison.” John continued: 
“Thank God I never [caught Covid]. But at the same time, when my housing 
unit started getting it, I got myself in a little bit of trouble on purpose, so I 
could go to a single-man cell. 

In February 2021, incarcerated folks at Chesapeake Detention 
Facility—a state-run jail in Baltimore City that confines “federal pretrial 
detainees”—filed a class-action lawsuit against the facility ’s warden 
and the Secretar y of the Mar yland Department of Public Safety and 
Correctional Ser vices. A s the Baltimore Sun reported, the lawsuit 
alleged that “corrections officials have mishandled an outbreak of the 
coronavirus… leading to one-third of its inmates and staff members 
contracting the virus in less than one month.”2 21 The lawsuit further 
described how the facility, “which is best described as a broken-down, 
pest-plagued warehouse, would be an inhumane detention space for 
healthy inmates. For individuals who have already tested positive for 
a potentially deadly virus, it is nothing short of horrifying.”2 2 2 Folks 
we spoke with who were currently and formerly imprisoned during the 
pandemic described similar experiences in institutions all across the 
state.

PART 4: CHANGES IN FOOD PROVISION OVER TIME AND SPACE

A photograph of a peanut butter sandwich and hamburger ser ved to people 
incarcerated in Texas prisons during COVID-19 (The Mar shall Projec t, 2020)
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Because I was a little afraid of people coming in… I didn't want that to be my 
last memor y of life, man. People were dying from that shit. I didn't want that 
to be my last memor y. I got six kids out here. I just didn't want to take the 
chance. I made myself miserable to save my life.” 

 
Conclusion and Part 5

While food conditions in all Mar yland correctional facilities are horrendous, 
Part 4 of this report has brought to light the singularly dehumanizing 
experience of eating in a Baltimore prison. Part 4 has also shown how the 
misleading logic of reform falls apart upon closer examination—instead of 
improving over time, correctional food ser vice has in reality gotten more 
deadly. 

In the next part of this report, we dive deeper into prisons’ use of food as an 
overt form of control, violence, and punishment. 
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FOOD AS A TOOL OF VIOLENCE, 
PUNISHMENT, AND DEHUMANIZATION 

PART

In Parts 1 through 4 of this report, we cover the ways in which Maryland 

prisons transform the role of food from one of nourishment into one 

of dehumanization and violence—especially given the relationship 

between correctional food provision and premature death. We also detail 

the connections between correctional food service and conditions in 

communities under food apartheid, and how both phenomena serve as 

different formations of oppression and domination stemming from the 

shared roots of anti-Blackness and racial capitalism. 

In analyzing the historical and contemporary experiences of eating in 

confinement, it becomes clear that prison food cannot be separated from 

the core logics of violence, exploitation, and dehumanization governing 

prisons themselves. Or, to put it another way: we cannot talk about 

prison food without also contextualizing the larger role of prison as a 

means to disappear a racialized population deemed disposable. In her 

book The New Abolitionists: (Neo)Slave Narratives and Contemporary 

Prison Writings, scholar Joy James describes prison as the “modern 

“PRISON IS THE ONLY PL ACE WHERE POWER IS 
MANIFESTED IN ITS NAKED STATE, IN ITS MOST 
E XCESSIVE FORM, AND WHERE IT IS JUSTIFIED A S 
MOR AL FORCE.” 

— MICHEL FOUCAULT223 
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day manifestation of the plantation.”2 24 The routine forms of violence 

practiced in the antebellum period, James writes—including “sexual 

terror and domination, beatings, regimentation of bodies, exploited 

labor, substandard food, healthcare, and housing”—are “practiced and 

reinscribed in contemporary penal sites.”2 25 In Part 5 of the report, we 

thus speak to the use of prison food as a direct mechanism of violence, 

control, and punishment. For example, we cover how correctional 

officers “police” incarcerated folks under the guise of food safety; how 

the state-induced artificial scarcity of food increases violence between 

incarcerated individuals; and the visible and invisible ways prison staff 

use food to punish specific people as well as the entire prison population. 

Food in prison is not a source of nutrition and nourishment, but a 

relation of power. While the scope of this report is focused on prisons 

operated by the state of Maryland, we note that the structural uses of 

food as a form of oppression vary in correctional settings throughout the 

country. As mentioned in the introduction to this report, contemporary 

intersections between prison agriculture and our broader food systems 

are direct products of slavery and convict leasing. A number of states 

today—such as Texas, Mississippi, and Louisiana—operate prison farms, 

where majority-Black folks work on the soil of former plantations.2 26 For 

example, as Ashanté Reese and Randolph Carr write, in 2017 imprisoned 

individuals in Texas “raised 30 crops that produced more than 11.7 million 

pounds of food; harvested 123.7 million pounds of cotton, grains, and 

grasses; tended chickens that produced just under 5 million eggs; canned 

297,143 cases of vegetables; and processed more than 22.7 million 

pounds of meat.”2 27 In effect, Texas operates its “own miniature food 

system” to feed those ensnared in the state correctional department, 

state employees in other agencies, and the public at large.2 28  

We further note that the inhumane nature of food provision in Maryland’s 

prisons is emblematic of the general state of food conditions in prisons 
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both throughout the country and across the world. Reports such as 

Impact Justice’s 'Eating Behind Bars: Ending the Hidden Punishment of 

Food in Prison'—covering prison food on a national level—and articles 

detailing food conditions in Australian-run detention centers and a 

now-closed U.S-run prison in Abu Ghraib demonstrate how the violence 

of prison food is endemic to prison itself.2 29 For example, in 2015 an 

individual found actual human teeth in their meal at the Manus Island 

Regional Processing Centre—marking the second time such an incident 

occurred at the facility.2 3 0 And as we touch on later in this section, prisons’ 

backlash against hunger strikes can surpass their usual methods of 

brutality to reach heightened levels of torture and sadism. 

In transforming individuals’ relationship with food to one of control, at 

best, to trauma and premature death, at worst, prisons sever a core part 

of a person’s very identity. The foods we consume, as Rebecca Godderis 

writes in 'Dining in: The Symbolic Power of Food in Prison,' as well as 

“how and where we eat them, and under what circumstances… are based 

on a political, cultural and familial heritage that extends far beyond our 

biological need for fuel.”2 31 In prison, the dehumanizing nature of meals 

are normalized as part and parcel of a person’s sentence—indicative of a 

larger ideology where incarcerated individuals are seen as deserving of 

the suffering that comes with the inhumane conditions of confinement. 

Whether through a lack of care, disregard, or active weaponization, food 

provision behind bars is, by design, accepted as a necessary form of 

punishment. “The [meals] shouldn’t be good,” a correctional officer told 

us. “We don't want to attract more people from the public to the prison. 

Should we give them better [food] than the people outside, we’ll have 

more people coming in. That's not a good option… Sometimes if people 

are starving outside, or if the prison food is better than outside, we can 

attract them to the inside.”

Other wardens and prison staff across the country are more explicit with 
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their views. In 2017, a group of people held in a Maricopa County, Arizona 

jail went on a three-day hunger strike to protest against the quality of 

the jail’s food.2 3 2 The county’s sheriff, Paul Penzone—the successor to 

the notoriously cruel Joe Arpaio—quickly shut down strikers’ demands. 

“Meeting the needs of this county as it relates to public safety and 

attention is 1A for me,” Penzone said in response to the strikes.2 3 3 “Down 

at the very bottom is whether or not the detainees are happy with the 

taste of the food they receive.”2 3 4 He continued: “Quite frankly, if the 

issue is the taste of the food, my recommendation for you is don’t commit 

crimes and come to jail because this is what we will be serving.”2 3 5 
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Public attention on the deeply violent reality of prison is generally 
concentrated on a handful of practices such as the state’s power to kill 
through the death penalty; the torturous practice of solitar y confinement; 
and the physical brutality and sexual abuse enacted on incarcerated 
individuals by correctional staff. In addition to these gratuitous forms of 
violence, however, carceral institutions also weaponize food as another 
technology of power to control and discipline individuals caged under their 
custody. For instance, correctional staff and researchers alike point to 
nutrition as a means to “placate” incarcerated individuals and reduce overt 
instances of violence. Prisons thus attempt to strike a balance between 
meeting the absolute minimum legal requirements for food provision, on the 
one hand, and keeping folks from protesting or striking, on the other.

A s described in Part 1 of this report, institutional meals are simultaneously 
insufficient in quantity while incredibly high in starch. This combination also 
allows prisons to exercise food-based control while still providing meals on 
paltr y dietar y budgets. By inducing lethargy and fatigue through cheap and 
abundant starches, prison food is a way to “sedate” or “pacify” incarcerated 
individuals—in order, for instance, to counter resistance or ensure 
compliance. A s explained by Angela Davis in her book Abolition Democracy, 
food provision constitutes an example of “routine, quotidian violence that 
is justified as the ever yday means of controlling prison populations in the 
United States.”2 3 6

A s Davis continues, it is precisely such invisible, daily forms of violence 
that form the basis of overtly “barbaric and awful” practices such as torture 
and sexual abuse both within the U.S and in U.S-run prisons abroad.2 37 The 
widespread forms of food-based dehumanization detailed throughout this 

PRISON FOOD AND VIOLENCE
“ YOU TA STE YOUR MOTHER OR YOUR GR ANDMA'S 

COOKING YOU LIKE, YOU BE WANTING TO KISS 

THEM. YOU TA STE THAT SHIT IN PRISON YOU WANT 

TO FIGHT SOMEBODY. T WO DIFFERENT FEELINGS.”

 — SHIROME, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN  

SIX PRISONS ACROSS MARYL AND 
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report are thus one example of how the conditions of violence in prison 
are created by the institutions themselves. And given how correctional 
institutions, as Michel Foucault describes in Discipline and Punish: The Birth 
of the Prison, use the ver y bodies of incarcerated individuals as a site of 
control and punishment, food provision becomes a means for the violence of 
prison to reproduce itself on a constant basis.2 3 8  

Correctional food provision—or, as scholar Anthony Hatch puts it, a 
system of “well-defined hunger ”—also contributes to an environment 
where individuals are pushed toward causing harm toward each other.2 39 
Institutional food ser vice leaves many imprisoned people with continuous 
underlying feelings of hunger, due in part to a lack of nutritional value, 
tiny portion sizes, unpalatable and poorly prepared meals, hostile dining 
halls, and sporadic meal times. Hunger, in turn, leads to aggression—as 
demonstrated in a study in a Scottish prison linking poor nutrition and 
violence—further destabilizing an already-brutal environment designed to 
punish and torture the body and mind.24 0

L., a person we spoke with who had been formerly imprisoned in institutions 
in Baltimore and Hagerstown, broke down the relationship between food 
ser vice and violence explicitly. “A s far as the food,” he expressed, “the first 
thing that comes to my mind is how guys fought over the amount. [They] say 
that there was a certain amount of ser vings that they were supposed to get 
ser ved. In the beginning, most of them guys come there off of drug usage 
or opiate usage, whereas, though, of course they haven't been eating. The 
majority of the inmates were drug users. Like 90 percent of the people that's 
incarcerated have been incarcerated because of drug use or opiate use. And 
the ser vings amount is ridiculous. You have the actual inmates fighting over 
food themselves, with each other or they get in fights or people stabbing 
each other because there's not enough food in there. Or they're not given 
enough food.” 

In speaking to the relationship between opiate usage, hunger, and violence, 
Antoin brought up the particular violence faced in Baltimore institutions as 
a result of Baltimore’s correctional food system. He described: “City Jail... 
[the conditions] over there are literally crazy. From the beginning time when 
you first come in [for processing], to the time when you make it upstairs [to 
the housing units]. It ’s crazy. You might wind up being downstairs anywhere 
from 24 to 72 hours. If you make it upstairs between 24 and 48 hours, it's a 
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blessing. Normally, you down there from 24 to 70, 80 hours. So, they give 
you bad food down there, but once you get upstairs... you got dudes who 
have come in from using. Dudes was out here running the streets, ain't had 
no appetite, so then their appetite coming back. And they bring these trays 
up there, and dudes go crazy. Dude might get in line, then turn around and 
jump right back in line, because he want another tray. Or he might see the 
tray stacked up and he might take one. So, him and another dude might 
actually get to fighting about that [meal].”

Unequal access to commissar y also 
contributes to acts of violence in prison. 
While commissar y can act as a site of 
solidarity and care, prisons’ creation 
and maintenance of hunger can sever 
such bonds. For example, folks without 
access to commissar y sometimes steal 
commissar y foods in order to sur vive—
for as almost ever y single person told 
us, sur viving life in prison without 
commissar y is nearly impossible. G., 
who was incarcerated for eight years, 
explained: “ You get to start thinking 
about stealing stuff, taking other people commissar y. Some people had to 
do it… Some people, when they hungr y, they're going to take what they can. 
They would put the commissar y out on the tier and some guys would get out, 
snatch the commissar y, and all that. You don't know who did it because it's 
in front of your cell and if somebody snatched it and run, if you're not fast 
enough to go out there and you know, you don't know who that person is. 
[The prison] creates that environment of tension.”

In these ways, prison food is one 
example of how prisons in fact 
create or exacerbate harm as 
opposed to enacting “justice.” A s 
the Prison Policy Initiative writes, 
“Rather than providing treatment 
or rehabilitation to disrupt the 
ongoing trauma that justice-
involved people often face, our 
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PRISON FOOD IS ONE E X AMPLE OF 

HOW PRISONS IN FACT CRE ATE OR 

E X ACERBATE HARM A S OPPOSED 

TO ENACTING “JUSTICE.”

"ONE QUE S TION TH AT 
WE A BOLITIONIS T S A SK 

OURSELVE S IS: WH AT A RE 
THE CONDITIONS UNDER 

WHICH IT IS MORE LIK ELY 
TH AT PEOPLE WILL RE SOR T 

TO USING V IOLENCE A ND 
H A RM TO SOLV E PROBLEMS? ”

— RUTH WIL SON GILMORE
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criminal justice system functions in a way that only perpetuates a cycle 
of violence.”241 The cycle regarding correctional food is clear: prison food 
provision deliberately causes hunger, which leads to acts of violence—either 
as a way for folks’ to feed themselves or as a consequence of hunger in an 
already-violent environment. Acts of violence, then, lead to retribution. For 
example, correctional staff may retaliate against a specific individual or 
punish the entire housing unit or institution itself. This, as we discuss later 
in the section, leads to even worsened access to food. The question Ruth 
Wilson Gilmore asks on violence thus rings especially true in relation to 
food provision in prison: “One question that we abolitionists ask ourselves 
is: What are the conditions under which it is more likely that people will 
resort to using violence and harm to solve problems?”24 2

Violence, Dehumanization, and 
the Prison Kitchen.  
The central role that food plays in 
prison means that the people in charge 
of preparing and ser ving meals—
correctional officers and incarcerated 
dietar y workers—are able to use their 
proximity to food to exercise power. 
This power is sometimes used to enact 
violence: for example, through the 
use of the meal preparation process 
as a form of retribution against both 
incarcerated individuals and correctional 
staff. In addition, the site of the eating 
experience—the prison chow hall—
becomes a place where struggles 
between people are played out. In either 

case, it is crucial to re-emphasize that such instances of violence cannot be 
separated from the structural violence of prison itself.  

“ You’re able to work in the kitchen... and you may have no cooking 
experience,” A. told us regarding his time in a Western Mar yland prison. “No 
ser ving experience. No dish washing [experience], no experience running 
machines and using chemicals and all that stuff... You might have none of 
that experience. And a dude could actually do shit to your food and say, ‘This 
dude did this to me in the streets, and I'm going to get him back.’ A dude 
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“ YOU M AY GE T A N OFFICER'S 
TR AY IF THE Y DON' T WA NT 

THEIR FOOD,” LORE T TA TOLD 
US. “ THE Y WOULD H AVE 

THEIR PICK A ND WOULD SLIDE 
ONE OF THE INM ATE S THEIR 

TR AY. OR IF THE Y BRING 
SOME THING IN FROM THE 

OUT SIDE, LIK E OLIVE GA RDEN 
THE Y WOULD SLIDE THE 

INM ATE S THEIR LEF TOVERS. 
BUT I NE VER ATE FROM THEIR 

TR AY. I DIDN' T FEEL LIK E I 
WA S LOWER TH A N A N Y BODY.”
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could do a lot of things. You ain't going to be able to know, because he can 
separate your trays... He could have all the trays over here, and have this 
one sitting right here for you. When you come to the window, like, ‘Here you 
go.’ You don't know what he did with that tray.”

The same forms of retribution can also be enacted against staff. A. 
continued: “I've seen people do shit to police’s food, because they don't 
like the police. They like, ‘ Yo, we got to take him down... Give me that 
motherfucking tray.’ Dig all in their crotch and put bread all over... I've seen 
a lot of shit, man. No one will never know, because when they're food come 
out there, it's all the same.”

A. and others we spoke with made it clear that forms of retribution against 
staff are a result of hunger that prisons induce, as well as all forms of abuse 
enacted against people in prison in the first place. He explained: “All the 
tension of [being in prison], all the build up, it explodes. An elder said this 
to me one time. He said, ‘[A.], you know, there's a lot of things that you can 
do to a person that they'll let slide. But if you bother a man about his hunger, 
he'll do anything. He might take your life.' I’ve seen it. To hell with authority, 
because we get no respect as prisoners. Police officers feel that they got to 
run [prison] one type of way. ‘This our house. This how we run it.’ While guys 
might be saying, ‘Man, I'm hungr y,’ and then tr y and get something extra to 
eat. They got a homeboy behind the line who might give them something 
extra. The police might grab your tray and say ‘Give me that back.’ I've seen 
a dude get four or six eggs instead of two, and I've seen the police pick all 

that shit up and then count how 
many he’s supposed to have. And he 
was like, ‘ Yo, put your hands off my 
plate,' and just hit [police] with that 
shit. So now you’re going to lock-
up… and that shit might cause you 
not to get fed.”

There are many ways that prisons 
use food directly and indirectly as 
a form of punishment, retribution, 
and dehumanization. One way this 
happens is by putting the jail or 
prison on lockdown in response to 
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INCARCER ATED DIE TARY 

WORKERS ARE OF TEN FORCED 

TO WATCH A S PRISON STAFF 

CONSUME FOOD ITEMS IN FRONT 

OF THEM THAT THE Y WOULD 

NE VER BE SERVED —FRESH 

VEGE TABLES, FRUITS, SHRIMP, 

RE A L CHICKEN AND FISH, AND 

OTHER HIGH-QUALIT Y FOODS.
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or in anticipation of a “violent” incident. Abdul spoke to his experience in a 
facility in Eastern Mar yland: “[Officially] food can't be used for punishment. 
But what [correctional staff] will say is, ‘ Y'all want to act up, we’ll put you on 
the bagged lunches. It ’s a safety issue. Security issue. We have speculation 
or information there's going to be a gang fight, so we're locking y'all down 
for the whole week. And we're going to go through all the lockers, and all 
the extra sugar, and all your oranges. You're going to get sandwiches. And 
ain't no diet sandwiches this time, either. You're getting what we ser ve you.’ 
In the penitentiar y one time, there was a major altercation… for a whole 
year, [incarcerated people] were locked in their cells 24/7.”

A more covert manner in which prisons use food to exert power is through 
the Officer ’s Dining Room (ODR). In a number of Mar yland correctional 
institutions, incarcerated dietar y workers cook meals for officers—meals 
that are generally much better than what imprisoned people receive—and 
are not allowed to actually eat the food they prepare. Instead, dietar y 
workers are forced to watch as staff consume food items in front of them 
that they would never be ser ved—fresh vegetables, fruits, shrimp, real 
chicken and fish, and other high-quality foods. Furthermore, sometimes 
officers request specific incarcerated individuals to cook for them or bring 
in food from the outside—and let incarcerated folks eat their leftovers. “ODR 
eats differently than us,” L., who is currently an incarcerated dietar y worker 
in Jessup, explained. “A lot of times we don't see a lot of fresh vegetables... 
We do get celer y and carrots, but that's ver y, ver y rarely. A lot of that's used 
in the ODR. So we see it out there and it looks really good, it looks fresh, but 
we don’t get any of it. We smell it, we see it. Ever ybody in the kitchen can 
see it. And it teases us because we really want it… There’s like certain fresh 
fruits that come in that are only for the ODR. They get strawberries, they 
might get plums, they might get ice-cream. I haven't eaten a strawberr y in 
two years. We have to cut it up but we don't get none of it. We can prepare 
the food but we can't get none. It's really supposed to be for us I think, but 
then they use it for other things.”
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Officially, the Code of Mar yland Regulations explicitly bans “the use of 
food as punishment or reward” in a correctional environment.24 4 However—
despite the formal prohibition of food as a punitive measure—food is still a 
disciplinar y apparatus in discreet and not-so-discreet ways. A s formerly 
and currently incarcerated individuals described in our conversations, there 
are two primar y ways that correctional officers use food as a tool to punish. 
The first is through enforcing the rules and policies established by the State; 
the second is by operating decisively outside the bounds of their official 
duties. 

A brief note on power, abuse, and intent: across the state of Mar yland, 
lawsuits and reports detail the physical, mental, and sexual abuse that 
incarcerated individuals face at the hands of correctional staff. In December 
2019, 25 correctional officers and staff were indicted on 236 criminal 
charges including “excessive force, intimidation, evidence tampering and 
other criminal measures to ensure their special tactical unit maintained 

FOOD A S PUNISHMENT
“ THE MANAGING OFFICIAL SHALL HAVE A WRIT TEN POLICY WHICH 

PROHIBITS THE USE OF FOOD A S PUNISHMENT OR REWARD.” 

— MARYL AND COMMISSION ON CORRECTIONAL STANDARDS; ADULT 

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS24 3

“ THE FOOD SUCK S, RE ALLY. IT'S INCREDIBLE THAT, I GUESS 

BECAUSE THE Y FEEL LIKE WE'RE INMATES, THAT THE Y CAN GIVE 

YOU WHATE VER AND YOU JUST HAVE TO ACCEPT IT. WE DON'T 

HAVE A CHOICE.”

— M., CURRENTLY IMPRISONED IN JESSUP

“ TO ME, ALL THE FOOD IS PUNISHMENT.”

— L.G, FORMERLY INCARCERATED IN BALTIMORE AND JESSUP
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'dominance of its operational territor y' within state-run jails.”24 5 A s the 
Baltimore Sun reported, the tactical unit used “illegal and excessive force 
through assaults of inmates, use of threats against inmates, and various 
retaliator y tactics to assure complete compliance with [the tactical team’s] 
authority, which… suppresses any dissension and discord among the overall 
prison population.”24 6 And such charges were not an anomaly—lawsuits and 
criminal charges over the past decade speak to how “state’s corrections 
officers instituted a culture of violence in many of Baltimore’s jails and 
prisons.”247

We raise these incidents of brutality not to differentiate between a “good” 
correctional officer and a “bad” correctional officer. Instead, we point to how 
the criminal justice system itself enables such forms of harm, violence, and 
trauma to occur. There are certainly individuals employed as correctional 
officers that abuse their power to a greater or lesser extent than others. 
However, the ver y role of a correctional officer is to control the bodies and 
minds of those in their custody and ensure that individuals’ actions are in 
compliance with the order of prison. Such control is more or less enforced 
by any means necessar y; especially as prisons operate as paramilitar y 
organizations with a strict hierarchy and chain of command. Similarly to how 
we understand the fallacy of “good” and “bad” police officers, correctional 
officers—often explicitly referred to as “police” by incarcerated individuals—
constitute one form of the “states’ organs of repression.”24 8 To put it another 
way, there can be no “good” correctional officer because there can never be 
a “good” prison.

Food, Movement, and Policing.  
In Mar yland state-run prisons, incarcerated people are not allowed to 
transport food outside of the kitchen or chow hall back to their cells. 
Prison administrators offer a number of explanations for this policy: some 
correctional staff say that transporting food causes a public health risk, 
as folks may get sick from improperly stored food. Others point to safety 
concerns regarding the use of fresh produce to make prison wine—an 
argument that is also used to justify why prisons rarely ser ve fresh produce 
in general.

We briefly note that the logics of either explanation are easily disproved. If 
prisons were truly concerned about the health of the people in their custody, 
correctional food ser vice would not shorten the ver y lives of incarcerated 
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folks—as detailed in Part 3 of this report. And if security was the issue, 
prison administration would address how food provision itself is a cause 
of violence due to hunger and poor nutrition. In either case, prison officials 
thinly disguise their role in creating the conditions for premature death 
under a facade of “care” or “concern” for the ver y individuals they hold 
captive.

In prison, people take food back to their housing unit for a number of 
reasons: for example, to combine poorly prepared foods with commissar y 
items and create a more palatable meal, to have an extra portion to eat later, 
or to sell or trade with people for other goods. A s a currently imprisoned 
person explained, “The broccoli and cauliflower and carrots and celer y we 
rarely get is raw. It's not washed, and there's no dressing or nothing to dip 
it… They give us nothing.” Another person continued: “It's good to cook with, 
but you gotta steal it. I’ll take the broccoli or cauliflower back and make like 
a fried rice or start something. I won't eat it. I'm going to actually cook it and 
wash it myself and steam it and all that. But doing so we have to sneak out 
past the officers.” 

The policy of not allowing food 
to be taken out of the dining area 
presents another opportunity 
for correctional staff to control, 
sur veil, and dehumanize 
individuals who are imprisoned. 
A s Amy Smoyer writes in her piece 
'Dealing Food: Female Drug Users' 
Narratives about Food in a Prison 
Place and Implications for their 
Health,' “the movement of food 
through prison… [reproduces] the 
street dynamics of policing and 
drug trafficking on the inside.”249 In 
other words, the same racialized 
realities of over-policing and 
criminalization many folks 

experience outside of prison—especially in hyper-segregated and hyper-
incarcerated neighborhoods in Baltimore—translate to the way incarcerated 
people are treated within prison itself. “They'll strip you,” one imprisoned 
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person told us. “ When they know that there's things that we want to take 
back, they're going to basically pat you down out here until they can find it. 
You'll see they'll have a whole desk full of stuff. Milk, a yogurt… we can't 
take anything back with us. So if you're hungr y and you're not lucky enough 
to have commissar y, you can't take a fruit, you can't take a piece of bread, 
nothing… They'll pat you down. If it's a good dinner or they got something 
like the broccoli, oh yeah, they definitely will pat you down up here.”

The punishment for 
“stealing” foods can also 
be much worse than a 
strip search. Mar yland 
prisons still use the 
practice of solitar y 
confinement—also 
coded as “restrictive 
housing” or “disciplinar y 
segregation”—as a 
management tool to 
punish individuals who 
break “prison rules.” 
Though uncovering the 

human rights abuses and the fight against ending this practice is beyond the 
scope of this report, solitar y confinement is almost universally recognized 
as a deeply inhumane form of torture that can permanently tear apart one’s 
mental health. While state officials often defend solitar y as necessar y in 
order to control “violent and dangerous inmates,” people we spoke with 
described how “stealing” food can also send someone to ”lock up.”25 0 

A s G., who was imprisoned in Baltimore and Jessup, described: “Even 
though I was working in the kitchen, I couldn’t bring food out. Even if you 
sneak it out… and you get caught with it, you're going on lock up. You’re then 
going to lose your job. It's not even worth doing that. But some people had to 
do it because they were hungr y. You have to understand, when your stomach 
is touching your back, you're just real irritable.” 

A s G. touched on, being sent to solitar y also means that a person loses 
their job—a key source of income for many people. This cycle demonstrates 
yet another way that the state’s logics of “security” are nonsensical. A 
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A slice of nutraloaf ser ved to incarcerated people in Mar yl and  
Source: ‘ I Taste-Tested Various Nutraloafs at a Historical 
Prison Site in Phil adelphia’ (Vice, 2014)
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person experiencing hunger may “steal” food from the kitchen, leading to 
punishment through being strip searched or sent to solitar y. In either case, 
a person continues to feel hunger—and as described later in this section, 
the food ser ved in solitar y is itself a form of punishment. When a person is 
released from lock up, they may lose their job and thus their means to feed 
themselves with purchased foods from commissar y. In this way, the cycle of 
hunger and punishment inevitably continues.

Making things even worse, some 
correctional staff themselves steal 
food from the prison to take back 
home. “Because they have the keys 
to the refrigerators, they have the 
locks,” H. explained. “They take 
that stuff home. That's a lot of the 
officers' mentality in there. "I work 
here, they're not paying me enough. 
Hey, I'm going to take this home. This is mine. I'll take it home.” The same 
action thus leads to two extreme opposites: correctional staff may or may 
not receive a slap on the wrist for “stealing” food, while an incarcerated 
person may experience trauma or develop a psychiatric condition that stays 
with them for the rest of their life. 

Food and Solitary Confinement.  
In late 2016, Stephen Moyer, the former secretar y of Mar yland’s Department 
of Public Safety and Correctional Ser vices, formally disallowed the use of 
nutraloaf in the state’s prisons.251 Nutraloaf, also known as “disciplinar y 
loaf ” or simply “the loaf,” is prison food taken to its logical conclusion. 
Described as a “concoction of mashed-together ingredients that are baked 
into a brick-like loaf designed to meet basic nutritional guidelines,” loaf is 
widely known as a form of cruel and unusual punishment.25 2 Some states 
bake loaf from scratch by combining ingredients from all the basic food 
groups into one loaf; others simply dump the previous days’ leftover food 
together, blend, bake, and ser ve. 

No matter how it ’s prepared, nutraloaf is considered to be so inedible that 
it constitutes a form of torture.25 3 And deterrence is ver y much the point—
the entire purpose of ser ving nutraloaf is to punish people for certain 
infractions. While supposedly no longer the case in Mar yland, many prisons 
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throughout the countr y still formally use loaf as the primar y meal ser ved 
to people in solitar y confinement. And while prison staff defend loaf as 
“nutritious as safe,” the tasteless and horrific concoction has been the 
subject of countless lawsuits on the grounds of violating the constitution’s 
Eighth Amendment. 

A few formerly incarcerated 
people we spoke with described 
being ser ved nutraloaf in a 
Mar yland prison as recently as 
2018. “I received it on the Eastern 
shore,” L. told us. “ When you're on 
segregation, that's what you eat. 
The loaf. Three times a day. This 
is still happening… This is what 
they're eating on segregation.” 
Describing the experience of 
eating nutraloaf, L. continued: 
“For the first two days, I didn't 
touch it. What's the name of 
that meat with all them little — 
pumpernickel or something? It's 

like that. It's just all meat or whatever. Ground up beef. Ever ything is mixed 
together… Say if we had veal, string beans and maybe some pudding for 
dessert, all of that is just pushed together. It's inhumane. A dog would have 
to be seriously hungr y to eat that. My dog wouldn't eat that.”

L. also spoke to how incarcerated dietar y workers—despite their reluctance 
to do so—are coerced to prepare nutraloaf by prison staff. “They made it in 
house,” he said. “The kitchen officers. Because an inmate—they didn't want 
to make it under duress. They know we ain't supposed to be feeding no one 
by this. But if I don't make it, I'm going to lose my job, and I'm going to be 
right down there on segregation with these guys, and I’ll be eating the same 
thing... I was given this three times a day for 30 days. But I wouldn't eat it on 
three meals. I would eat it one time throughout that day. This, just, is enough 
to keep me alive. I'll know I have 30 days, so I can tough it up. I'll eat it once 
a day. Woof it down real fast so I don't taste it. But just looking at it ... They 
got little chunks of stuff in it. I don't know what the chunks is, really. I lost 
weight because I wasn’t eating. The nutrition value of it is just nothing.”
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While Mar yland may have slowed or discontinued the use of nutraloaf, 
prisons still use the experience of eating in solitar y confinement as a form 
of punishment. In some instances, folks in solitar y are given bagged meals a 
few times a day instead of what the rest of the institution is ser ved. Bagged 
meals are especially atrocious—usually consisting of a few slices of bread, 
“sweaty meat,” fruit or cookies, and spoiled milk. Adding to this, access 
to commissar y is not allowed in solitar y and food items cannot be saved. 
People have no choice but to sur vive off of what they’re given by the prison—
leading, predictably, to significant weight loss and other negative health 
conditions. 

In speaking to what it ’s like to eat in solitar y, Antoin Quarles-El broke down 
the physical conditions of lock up. “They put me behind a door, fed me 
through a metal box that's in the door,” he said. “Food comes through it with 
no cover on it. If ants, roaches or whatever is hanging on that food, or lead 
chips is hanging on that food, on that door... When it come through and they 
hit it, of course it's dropping in it.” In addition, sometimes correctional staff 
explicitly withhold meals for people in solitar y. Antoin continued: “If [staff] 
don’t like you, you won’t even get fed on lock-up. The police might say they 
fed you, and they didn't.”
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When prisons are on lockdown and folks are fed in their 
cells as opposed to in the prison chow hall, one form of individual 
and collective resistance people engage in is to either hold shut or 
put their arm through the slot in their cell door so food cannot be 
delivered. A 2017 investigation by Disability Rights Mar yland found that 
prisons’ responses to such forms of resistance are “overly harsh, lack 
alternatives and permit subjectivity.” For example, they detail the case 
of Nathaniel—a person grappling with mental illness who was sentenced 
to 180 days of disciplinar y segregation for “sticking his arm through the 
cell security slot and refusing to remove it during breakfast.” His actual 
time spent in segregation spanned several years.
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It is difficult to describe the experience of being locked in a windowless, 6 
feet by 9 feet room for 22 hours or more a day for months at a time. In 2018, 
75% of incarcerated folks in Mar yland were placed in solitar y confinement 
at some point, with an average “length of stay” ranging between 45 to 51 
days.25 4 This percentage especially reveals the absurdity of the State’s logic 
of using solitar y confinement “as a means to keep inmates and prison staff 
safe.”25 5 Solitar y, then, is a prime example of prison’s totalizing physical and 
mental brutalization of the people in its custody, with food provision ser ving 
as yet another form of torture.  

Retribution Against Protests and Hunger Strikes.  
“The ones that protested, they sent them out the jail. Like you're going 
from a pre-release camp to a maximum security prison. They send you far 
away. They'll send you... Like Dorsey Run's in Jessup. They'll send you to 
Cumberland, or they'd send you to ECI, across the bridge... They moved 
them for protesting. There was eight to 12 of them. And Dorsey Run is pre-
release. They send you… until your time is up. Then when you'd get a ticket, 
it's going to add more time to your date. They added more time, and made 
you finish the rest of the sentence at supermax.”

— Reggie, describing prisons’ response to protests at Dorsey Run 
Correctional Facility

In November of 2008, 
political prisoner Lakhdar 
Boumediene learned that after 
nearly seven years of being 
detained without charges at 
Guantánamo Bay, a Supreme 
Court judge had granted his 
release.25 6 Boumediene and 
five others—known as the 
Algerian Six—were captured in 
2002 by the U.S government 
and imprisoned indefinitely. 
To fight back against his 
imprisonment, Boumediene 
began a two-year hunger 
strike in 2006 in order to raise 
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awareness about his case 
and subsequent torture at 
the prison. “On November 
20, 2008,” Boumediene 
wrote, “sitting in my cell in 
Guantánamo, I swallowed 
food for the first time 
since 2006.”257

In an environment 
designed to brutalize a 
person and strip them of 
their agency, a hunger 
strike ser ves as a political 
tool that allows a person 
to wield their own body 
as a mode of resistance. 
“I stopped eating not 
because I wanted to die, 
but because I could not 
keep living without doing 
something to protest the 
injustice of my treatment,” 
Boumediene explained 
after his release.25 8 “They 
could lock me up for no 
reason and with no chance 
to argue my innocence. 

They could torture me, deprive me of sleep, put me in an isolation cell, 
control ever y single aspect of my life. But they couldn’t make me swallow 
their food. And I knew they wouldn’t let a detainee star ve to death.”259

Prisons, as well as the larger political bodies implicated in a hunger strike—
in Boumediene’s case, for example, the U.S. government—are well-aware 
of the backlash a hunger strike can pose. A s such, prisons work hard to 
suppress the voices of those protesting as well as punish them for resisting 
in the first place—oftentimes through the use of food itself. To keep people 
from dying in their custody, prisons violently force-feed individuals through 
jamming a tube into their nose and throat—widely considered a form of 
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torture. A s Boumediene writes, “ You feel as though you are choking, being 
strangled, and yet somehow still able to breathe. It ’s an excruciating, 
impossible-to-describe feeling that I wouldn’t wish on anyone.”26 0

Prisons can take the act of force-feeding to another level. Instead of acting 
to keep a person alive, they feed a person in a manner that keeps them on 
the perpetual brink of death. A s reported by the human rights organization 
Reprieve, “instead of force feeding them in the painful way previously done, 
Guantánamo medical staff have adopted a strategy of allowing the men to 
star ve; denying them basic medical checks until their organs begin to fail 
and they become seriously ill; whereupon, when they are half dead, they will 
be kept half alive in forever-detention without trial.”261 Such an incredibly 
violent and sadistic act cannot be viewed as an anomaly—but as a logical 
escalation given the overall purpose of food in confinement.    

Force-feeding a person on a hunger 
strike is by no means an irregular 
occurrence, or one only limited to 
prisons known for their horrific 
human rights abuses such as 
Guantánamo Bay. A more recent 
example from 2019 pertains to 30 
immigrant detainees from Cuba 
and India held in an Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement 
detention facility in Texas. A s the 
A ssociated Press reported, the 
men were refusing food to “protest 
prolonged detentions, as well as 

rampant verbal abuse and threats of deportation from guards.”26 2 In early 
2019, a judge authorized force-feeding for six of the detainees. The process 
proceeded as it did in Guantánamo: individuals were “strapped down on 
a bed and force-fed by a group of people while other detainees looked 
on.”26 3 A s the lawyers of one of the men stated, “[The United States] is now 
torturing him, and as far as he is concerned, he is still paying the price 
because he still wants to live here.”26 4
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Food and Lockdown.  
“The CO is always going to win. They control the narrative. It's just, it's 
almost like an adult with a child.”

— Mr. Chambers, formerly incarcerated in a Maryland prison 

While food conditions in solitar y confinement are generally designed to 
punish a single individual, food provision on lockdown can impact the entire 
prison population. When a prison initiates lockdown, movement is restricted 
and incarcerated individuals are not allowed to leave their cells for 22 hours 
or more in a day. A prison can go on lockdown for a number of reasons—
all of which are purportedly centered around “maintaining security.” And 
as currently and formerly incarcerated people we spoke with described, 
correctional facilities across Mar yland regularly initiate lockdown 
procedures for days, weeks, or even months at a time. 

While we detail the effects of COVID-19 on prison food in a separate 
publication, we note here that as a response to the pandemic, prisons 
throughout the countr y have been on lockdown indefinitely as a means 
to “contain” the spread of the virus behind the wall. In many Mar yland 
facilities, people have been locked in their cells or housing units for 23 
hours or more a day since April of 2020—with barely 45 minutes a day to 
choose between activities such as taking a shower, calling their loved ones, 
or doing laundr y. Given that prisons are the “perfect breeding ground” for 
disease, COVID-19 has unsurprisingly spread “like wildfire” in Mar yland’s 
correctional facilities.26 5 For example, as the Baltimore Sun reports, about 
23% of the state’s entire incarcerated population had tested positive for 
the virus as of March 2021.26 6 And although the Sun speculates that this 
number may be “somewhat likely lower ” due to “inmate turnover,” formerly 
incarcerated folks who were imprisoned during the pandemic indicate that 
this number is likely higher due to a lack of proper testing.267 

Lockdown procedures in prison significantly impact food provision as a 
consequence of restricted movement. A s institutional meals are primarily 
prepared by incarcerated dietar y workers—and workers are not allowed to 
leave their cells during lockdown—many Mar yland prisons switch to bagged 
meals in the absence of regular meal ser vice. “ Whenever you're on lock 
down, they just give you bag food all day,” G. recounted. “I once stayed 
locked down for a whole two months. 60 days of bagged lunch. Shower once 
a week. The food was miserable… It was cold. For breakfast, all they'd do is 
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like two boiled eggs and a cup of cereal like Rice Krispies. [The food] was 
nasty, and it wasn't enough. Two pieces of bread and a cup ... They say it's 
coffee, but it ain't coffee. I don't know what the hell they ser ve.”

In addition to ser ving bagged food, correctional staff also openly withhold 
institutional meals and commissar y as punishment for incidents that 
lead to prisons being placed on lockdown in the first place. Instead of 

interrogating their own role in 
creating and perpetuating an 
inherently violent environment, 
correctional staff stay true to 
their mandate of maintaining 
control by turning to retribution. 
H. explained one such incident 
that took place in a prison in 
Cumberland: “Somebody got hit 
in the head with a weight in a 
housing unit. Then they started 
a big gang fight in the yard… 
So breakfast time, when the 
officers would come around for 

the count, people would complain, 'Man, we ain't get breakfast. We ain't get 
our bagged lunches.' They said, 'No, the next shift. A s soon as they switch 
over, they're going to feed you.' A s soon as the next shift come over, 'No, 
they were supposed to feed you breakfast time.'” 

H. continued: “So that's two meals we’ve missed now. And the calories were 
greatly reduced, because now they're giving bagged lunches. They're not 
going to take the care to prepare all of these hot meals on these trays to 
come and dispense around the compound, but they make bags. You get two 
boiled eggs, and a cereal, and an orange, and maybe two or four slices of 
bread. Boom. Lunch time, two or four slices of bread, one slice of turkey 
ham, or one slice of bologna, and a milk and a piece of fruit, or two cookies. 
And after a certain period, I believe 72 hours they're supposed to provide a 
hot meal. Wasn't doing it. Wasn't doing it. We could be locked down for two 
weeks, three weeks. And they would always say... Sometimes the warden 
or the lieutenant would come and speak to the building, say, 'Man, it's all 
on y'all. No commissar y… that ain't on me. Y'all supposed to be out here in 
population, but you don't know how to behave.' And so, clearly that was an 
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indication that they're punishing us with the food.”

Sometimes, as H. described, correctional staff are brazen with their use 
of food to punish; other times, staff are more discrete. For example, Mr. 
Chambers explained how officers sometimes lock down an institution in 
retribution for a grievance filed against them or their peers. “ You've got 
to pay attention to ever ything—the attitudes of these COs and ever ything,” 
he said. “Sometimes it ’s not direct. One time, I complained about some 
spoiled milk we received. Well the [correctional officer] that came on the 
next shift… he fussed about this, and that, and all this, and locked down 
ever ybody. He locked us down and took away yard time because nobody's 
bathrooms were clean. Well, he wouldn't give anybody the materials to 
clean up, because he was mad that the spoiled milk got corrected. And he 
didn't even have to go get it himself. He just felt like, 'Who the hell is this? 
Who the hell are you to make changes? I ain't got to do [anything] for y'all.' 
And then the next day when he came in and I got my tray, he said, 'And don't 
complain about the milk, because the milk good today.'

And I said, 'It shouldn't be just good for today.' And he said, 'Well, if you keep 
going down to the sergeant and stopping in the lieutenant's office, you're 
going in lockdown.' And I said, 'Oh, so because I put the grievance in...  I'm 
telling on you, and now you're going to tr y to shut me up and lock me down?' 
No. We don't deser ve that. All he had to do was get on the radio and say, 
'The milk is spoiled.' Report it to the cafeteria, and they send somebody up, 
an inmate that's working in the cafeteria, with more milk. That's all he's got 
to do. But he took offense because it's like, 'Who the hell are you?' They 
look down like you're a peasant, like, 'You just get what we give you.' The CO 
is always going to win. They control the narrative. It's just, it's almost like an 
adult with a child.”

The Prison Litigation Reform Act. 
In 1996, the federal government adopted a piece of legislation known as 
the Prisoner Litigation Reform Act. The sole intent of this legislation—also 
referred to as the PLRA—was to make it even more difficult for incarcerated 
people to file or win a lawsuit in federal court. In theor y, the PLRA’s political 
sponsors claimed that the act would reduce the amount of “frivolous” 
lawsuits filed by incarcerated individuals.26 8 In practice, however—according 
to the research and advocacy nonprofit Human Rights Watch—the PLRA 
made it so that people “seeking the protection of the courts against 
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unhealthy or dangerous conditions of confinement, or… seeking a remedy 
for injuries inflicted by prison staff and others” would have their cases 
dismissed.269 The outcome of the PLRA worked as expected. Ten years after 
the passage of the Act, the number of lawsuits filed per thousand people 
fell by 60 percent.270 In short, the hurdles set in place by the PLRA make 
it almost impossible for individuals in prison to find legal recourse from 
ever yday forms of abuse—including inhumane food conditions and the use of 
food to punish.

After the passage of the PLRA on the federal level, states across the 
countr y adopted similar legislation to hinder incarcerated people from filing 
lawsuits in state courts. In 1997, Mar yland passed the Mar yland Prisoner 
Litigation Act with a parallel set of restrictions as the federal PLRA. An 
incarcerated person in a Mar yland prison, for example, must file a grievance 
and exhaust all administrative remedies before filing a lawsuit, as well 
as pay “all or a portion” of the action’s filing fees—both provisions lifted 
straight from the federal PLRA.  

We raise the issue of prisoner litigation to demonstrate just how prison staff 
can maintain “cruel and unusual prison conditions” and physically brutalize 
incarcerated people with few consequences.271 A 2007 case at the Mar yland 
Reception Diagnostic and Classification Center proves the efficacy of the 
PLRA well. In June of 2007, two correctional officers at the facility pinned 
an incarcerated person named Shaidon Blake against a concrete wall and 
“punched him in the face five times” while he was handcuffed.272 A s the New 
Yorker covered, the injuries left Blake with “migraines and permanent ner ve 
damage in his face.”273 A year or so later, Blake filed a lawsuit against the 
guard who held him down—Michael Ross—after an internal investigation unit 
absolved Ross from any wrongdoing.   

Ross pushed back against the suit with the PLRA forming the basis of his 
claims. A s Oyez—a free law project making Supreme Court cases more 
accessible to the public—documents: “Nearly two years after Blake initially 
filed the suit, Ross filed an amended answer to the complaint that alleged 
that Blake had failed to exhaust his administrative remedies as the Prison 
Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) required.”274 The case was finally heard by 
the U.S Supreme Court in 2016. After deliberations, the Court ultimately 
ruled that Blake did not, in fact, “exhaust administrative remedies under the 
PLRA” before filing the suit—and thus remanded the case to a lower court.275    
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Base 
“The base ... If you spilled it, it stained the floor. You couldn't get it out. 
Scrub, you put the death brusher on it, it's not coming out. And that’s what 
they gave us to drink.”

— Roderick, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland state-run prisons

Prisons in Mar yland turn to a specific type of fortified beverage—referred to 
as “base”—to compensate for the lack of actual nutrition in the meals they 
ser ve. In general, nutritionists caution against using fortified drinks as a 
substitute for whole, unprocessed foods. A s Healthline describes, “many 
fortified or enriched foods are heavily processed and packaged… [and] 
often come with high sodium, fat, and sugar content.”276

The type of fortified drink that prisons use as a stopgap to fulfill their legal 
nutritional requirements goes far beyond poor nutritional value. In our 
conversations, almost ever y single person expressed disgust and horror 
when describing base. Mar yland prisons used to order the drink in its 
powdered form, where the powder had to be mixed with water before being 
ser ved. At one point, the container holding the powder was known to have a 
skull and crossbones on it—a universal symbol for a hazardous product. “I've 
actually worked in the kitchen where I could see the cans,” one person told 
us. “They literally had those warning signs, the skull and bone warning signs 
on there. We wasn't even supposed to be consuming these things. But it's 
cheap for them. It's less money that they have to spend on us, while making 
money off of us.”

The base that prisons ser ve today comes in liquid form but is just as 
dehumanizing. “If you drop the base on the table, within four seconds that 
the table is stained,” a person currently imprisoned in a Jessup institution 
said. “If it does that to the tables, imagine what it does to your insides.” 
And instead of drinking base, people have found a different purpose for 
the drink: as a creative—yet per verse—form of hair dye. “The majority of 
people in here would never drink it,” another incarcerated person explained, 
“but we actually dye our hair or clothes in it. This stuff turns the floor to 
a different type of color. What do you think it ’s doing to our body on the 
inside?... But [correctional staff] tell us, 'There's nothing wrong with it.'"  

A s has been made clear throughout this report, prisons will meet their legal 
requirements to ser ve food to the people they hold captive however they 
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can. Meals are not seen as sources of nourishment or joy—prisons are more 
or less tasked with providing food that meets a vague set of nutritional and 
caloric requirements on cents or dollars per meal. Correctional dietar y 
staff will point to how base technically contributes to a nutritionally 
and calorically well-balanced meal as written on a prison menu, while 
simultaneously ignoring how it changes the ver y color of the floors if spilled.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion and Part 6

Part 5 of this report has made clear the ways in which prisons weaponize 

the act of eating in overt and invisible ways—all to better control, punish, 

and dehumanize the people they hold captive.

In Part 6, we discuss what can be done to dismantle the prison food 

industrial complex. Our recommendations are divided into two sections. 

First, we propose changes that can be taken within Maryland prisons 

to mitigate the violent experience of eating in confinement; second, 

we outline a set of “non-reformist reforms” to address the broader 

intersections between correctional food systems and structural forms of 

oppression.
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Prisons are, have always been, and will continue to be—for as long 

as they are in existence—institutions that generate death. Campaigns 

interrogating the conditions of confinement oftentimes advocate 

for changes that extend the life of these institutions: a vision for a 

“humane” prison where, if we just enact the right pieces of legislation, 

or deprivatize correctional services, or—in the case of prison food—

implement more robust nutritional guidelines, or regulate prison meals 

in the same way we do with schools, or increase trainings for correctional 

staff, or replace white bread with wheat bread, or even educate 

incarcerated people on what it means to eat healthy, we can reform our 

way out of an institution created, simply, to kill. The conclusion of this 

report offers no such solutions. It only takes a cursory look at the history 

and evolution of correctional food and incarceration in the United States 

for the fantasy of reform to fall apart—and to understand how and why 

prisons have not, in any sense, materialized into institutions of care and 
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DISMANTLING THE PRISON FOOD
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

PART

“PRISON IS A SECOND-BY-SECOND A SSAULT ON THE SOUL, A 
DAY-TO-DAY DEGR ADATION OF THE SELF, AN OPPRESSIVE 
STEEL AND BRICK UMBRELL A THAT TR ANSFORMS SECONDS 
INTO HOURS AND HOURS INTO DAYS.”

— MUMIA ABU-JAMAL, AUTHOR, JOURNALIST, FORMER MEMBER 
OF THE BL ACK PANTHER PART Y, AND POLITICAL PRISONER277 
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rehabilitation. As Rachel Herzing writes in ‘Tweaking Armageddon,’ “The 

last two centuries of imprisonment provide clear evidence that claims for 

a 'healthy prison' are untenable. No change to the discrete workings of 

the system can create health and well-being for those in its crosshairs.”278 

How can food ever resemble anything close to “nourishment” in an 

institution whose purpose is to punish, dehumanize, and eliminate? 

Ultimately, fantasies of reform 

remain just that—illusions 

of progress that substitute 

visions of liberation with 

continuous and prolonged 

oppression, all justified under 

the guise of “practicality.” 

Instead of improving, for 

example, food conditions in Maryland’s prisons have gotten significantly 

worse from the 1980s to date. Rather than advocating for even more 

resources, time, labor, power, and energy to be diverted to the state or to 

carceral institutions themselves, we thus place our hope elsewhere. Any 

meaningful “solution” cannot lie in appealing to the moral consciousness 

of wardens or correctional dietary staff. Instead, we look to people, 

communities, and movements that center food as a means to reclaim 

agency and build power; to those who use food as a tool for resistance 

both inside and outside of prison. We look to the subversive agency and 

gratuitous self-sacrifice of individuals on hunger strikes or death-fasts 

protesting their unjust bondage, abuse, and torture at the hands of the 

state; to people who engage in everyday forms of refusal in prison; to 

those who use food to practice solidarity and care in the face of brutality 

on the inside; to communities and movements under the Black Radical 

Tradition fighting for Black food sovereignty in the United States; and to 

anti-imperial and anti-capitalist revolutionary struggles for control over 

our food system across the globe.279 
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HOW CAN FOOD E VER 

RE SEMBLE ANY THING CLOSE TO 

“NOURISHMENT ” IN AN INSTITUTION 

WHOSE PURPOSE IS TO PUNISH, 

DEHUMANIZE, AND ELIMINATE?
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This is not to say that there are no material changes that can—and must—

be made at this moment to mitigate the dehumanizing experience of 

eating in confinement. However, for such changes to contribute to the 

abolition of the prison-industrial complex—as opposed to prolonging 

its existence—any analyses on correctional food systems must at 

every step accurately represent the role of prison food as a tool of 

violence, profit, punishment, and premature death. Crucially, analyses 

must also uncover the broader intersections between carceral food 

provision and our food systems as a whole. In this way, conversations 

on prison food must simultaneously center lived experience and act as 

a catalyst toward understanding the larger role of prison—and spaces 

of carcerality more generally—as a tool of political repression and 

racial, social, and economic control. Failure to do so can in fact reify and 

legitimize such systems of oppression instead of working toward their 

obsolescence. As the Abolition Collective writes in their 'Manifesto for 

Abolition,' “Recognizing that the institutions we fight against are both 

interconnected and unique, we refuse to take an easy path of reveling 

in abstract ideals while accepting mere reforms in practice. Instead, we 

seek to understand the specific power dynamics within and between 

these systems so we can make the impossible possible; so we can bring 

the entire monstrosity down.”28 0 

Viewed in another way: a dialectical analysis of prison food reveals a 

contradiction regarding the primary role of correctional food service 

itself. The heart of this contradiction rests on the function of prison to kill 

those it holds captive versus its function to keep people alive in order to 

extract value. On the one hand, prisons are driven by logics of racialized 

and gratuitous violence, dehumanization, and disposability. As Jackie 

Wang explains in Carceral Capitalism, prisons are the outcome of larger 

processes of racialized violence that serve to “confine and kill to maintain 

the current racial order.”281 Prisons, then, are inevitably rooted in the civil, 

social, and physical death of those they hold captive—and the food that 
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prisons serve are both reflective of and a means toward achieving such 

forms of death.  

On the other hand, prisons are sites of exploitation and extraction. 

Revisiting Ruth Wilson Gilmore and ‘Abolition Geography and the 

Problem of Innocence’: “Today’s prisons are extractive… It means 

prisons enable money to move because of the enforced inactivity of 

people locked in them. It means people extracted from communities, and 

people returned to communities but not entitled to be of them, enable 

the circulation of money on rapid cycles."28 2 In other words, prisons must 

maintain a certain sense of life in order to feed the processes of racial 

capitalism that extract value from captivity—for example, through wages 

paid to correctional staff, through profits extracted by parasitic private 

contractors for food and healthcare, or through mechanisms of debt 

used for prison financing. In addition, correctional food also becomes a 

means for Maryland prisons to reproduce themselves by extracting value 

from the stolen labor of incarcerated dietary workers—workers who are 

responsible for feeding the hundreds or thousands of people confined in 

the institution.  

If prisons exist to facilitate death, on the one hand, and to extract and 

exploit, on the other, prison food becomes one way for institutions to 

realize both objectives. To an extent, the violence comprising every 

aspect of contemporary prison life must be masked for these institutions 

to justify their existence. As such, correctional staff maintain some 

degree of responsibility to provide food for incarcerated individuals—if 

not from a legal standpoint, then to either “maintain order,” cover their 

own backs in the case of death by starvation, or provide a source of 

capital accumulation and circulation for food service corporations. The 

end result—as we’ve detailed throughout this report—is a mandate for 

prisons to more or less keep people from dying on as low of a budget as 

possible.
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Beyond this mandate, however, prison food constitutes a way for 

correctional institutions to strike a balance between death and the 

necessary labor and productivity for prison to function. As described in 

Part 2 of this report, the labor extracted from incarcerated individuals 

is predominantly directed toward the maintenance of the prison itself. 

Out of the 18,244 individuals incarcerated in a Maryland state-run 

prison in FY 2019, 11,726 individuals—or roughly 64% of the entire 

incarcerated population—were “assigned to paying assignments” such 

as sanitation, dietary, or maintenance work.28 3 And out of the 11,726 

individuals employed by the State, about 2,000 people worked in food 

service—or 17% of the in carcerated workforce.28 4 Prisons thus depend on 

incarcerated workers—and especially incarcerated dietary workers—for 

prison to operate. Without a captive and hyper-exploited workforce, the 

State simply would not have the necessary funds for prisons to continue 

to exist—at least not without, as James Kilgore explains, “large-scale 

decarceration… [or] a huge reduction in employment.”28 5

Correctional food thus serves as one vehicle to create the necessary 

“in-between'' state between life and death—with the continuation of 

prison operations lying at the center of this process. From the standpoint 

of correctional staff, the challenge becomes: how do we feed people 

nutritionally bankrupt food, on pennies or dollars per meal, in a way that 

both maintains order, eradicates the physical and mental energy needed 

for resistance, and allows for incarcerated labor to be extracted in order 

to keep the prison in operation? Through a daily, slow, repetitive, and 

comparatively invisible process of violence, prison food changes the 

physical and mental composition of those who consume it in order to 

kill, extract, and exploit. Failing to recognize this true role of prison food 

ultimately leads to proposed changes that further reinforce and mystify 

its core contradiction—in short, perpetuating oppression and justifying 

the existence of prison itself. 
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A brief note on scope: 

as mentioned in the 

introduction of this report, 

prison abolition goes 

far beyond the material 

dismantling of prisons and 

the police—or abolition 

merely in it’s destructive or 

negative sense. In addition, 

carceral institutions and 

“spaces of unfreedom” 

are by no means limited to 

their most visible form—

prisons—but include all systems and institutions (for example, schools, 

hospitals, the use of home detention, spaces of food apartheid, and 

mandatory drug rehabilitation centers) that produce harm and surveil, 

control, and confine those in their custody.28 6 Crucially, prison abolition 

also necessarily encompasses the dismantling of structures that form 

the basis of inequality and oppression—and the inevitable harm resulting 

from a deeply divided society—in the first place. Shemon, in 'The Rise 

of Black Counterinsurgency,' writes: “revolutionary abolitionism 

stands in alliance with 

revolutionary anti-

capitalism, since it 

grasps that abolition is 

only possible when tied 

to anti-capitalism, anti-

statism, anti-imperialism, 

anti-homophobia, and 

anti-patriarchy.”287 In 

its positive or “world-

building” sense, abolition 
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IN ITS POSITIVE OR “ WORLD-BUILDING” 

SENSE, ABOLITION IS ABOUT CARE—

ABOUT ADDRE S SING HARM IN WAYS THAT 

ARE RESTOR ATIVE, ABOUT CRE ATING A 

WORLD THAT CENTERS COMMUNAL SELF-

DE TERMINATION AND THE FORMATION OF NEW 

SOCIAL REL ATIONS FOUNDED ON PHYSICAL, 

EMOTIONAL, AND SPIRITUAL NOURISHMENT.

“ WH AT IS, SO TO SPE A K , THE OB JECT OF 
A BOLITION? NOT SO MUCH THE A BOLITION 

OF PRISONS BUT THE A BOLITION OF A 
SOCIE T Y TH AT COULD H AVE PRISONS, 

TH AT COULD H AVE SL AVERY, TH AT COULD 
H AVE THE WAGE, A ND THEREFORE 

NOT A BOLITION A S THE ELIMIN ATION 
OF A N Y THING BUT A BOLITION A S THE 

FOUNDING OF A NE W SOCIE T Y.” 

— FRED MOTEN AND STEFANO HARVE Y, 'THE 
UNIVERSIT Y AND THE UNDERCOMMONS'
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is thus about care—about addressing harm in ways that are restorative, 

about creating a world that centers communal self-determination and 

the formation of new social relations founded on physical, emotional, 

and spiritual nourishment. As Fred Moten and Stefano Harvey describe in 

'The University and the Undercommons,' “What is, so to speak, the object 

of abolition? Not so much the abolition of prisons but the abolition of a 

society that could have prisons, that could have slavery, that could have 

the wage, and therefore not abolition as the elimination of anything but 

abolition as the founding of a new society.”28 8   

With the “horizon of abolition” in mind, the struggle to mitigate the death-

inducing nature of prison food cannot be divorced from the struggles to 

tear down a racialized and capitalist food system that has stolen wealth, 

nourishment, and life itself from billions of people around the globe.28 9 

Our modern-day food system is structured by and a direct product of 

Indigenous genocide, slavery, imperialism, and capitalism. As Ashanté 

Reese and Hannah Garth explain in Black Food Matters, “Our food system 

and the inequities it produces… are the afterlife of slavery—the ways the 

“past” extends beyond a fixed position or time period to extend into the 

present day. In this afterlife, one in which the racial calculus devalues 

Black life, inequities and injustices are not accidental but the result of 

deeply entrenched systemic processes: the fruit that is produced from a 

capitalist economic system for which the expendability of Black life is not 

tertiary but central.”29 0 On a global scale, in 2019 821 million people—or 1 

out of every 9 people in the world—were categorized as “undernourished” 

according to the United Nations’ World Food Programme.291 

Unsurprisingly, the vast majority of countries where people experience 

hunger or undernourishment are in the Global South—an inevitable 

outcome of the historic and continuous exploitation, oppression, and 

dispossession of land and labor from non-white communities; the 

commodification of food under racial capitalism and imperialism; and the 

increasing centralization and consolidation of the world’s food system in 
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just a handful of transnational corporations. 

In thinking of abolition in the positive sense, the struggle to tear down 

prisons must at the same time be a struggle for food sovereignty and 

Black self-determination. Food sovereignty, according to the 2007 

global forum on food sovereignty in Mali, can be broadly defined as “the 

right of peoples to healthy and culturally appropriate food produced 

through ecologically sound and sustainable methods, and their right to 

define their own food and agriculture systems. It puts the aspirations 

and needs of those who produce, distribute and consume food at the 

heart of food systems and policies rather than the demands of markets 

and corporations.”29 2 Recognizing the centrality of anti-Blackness in our 

modern food system—and that, as the authors of Hungry for Profit: The 

Agribusiness Threat to Farmers, Food, and the Environment explain, 

under capitalism “the immediate object of food production is not human 

sustenance and well-being but the growth of profit”—we cannot achieve 

food sovereignty while prisons and the root conditions which give rise to 

prisons still stand.29 3 

The questions to answer when interrogating correctional food systems 

are thus not merely limited to how prison food can be made more 

humane and palatable in the short-term. Instead,  we ask—what are 

the limitations and potentialities of improving prison food in the short-

term while working toward the obsolescence of prisons themselves? 

What can prison food reveal about broader systems of harm that work in 

tandem to deprive people of self-determination through the exploitation, 

oppression, and dispossession of land and labor? How are the logics 

of slavery and colonization reproduced today through the labor of 

incarcerated people on prison farms? What are the intersections between 

our food systems and state or federal correctional departments? In 

what ways is eating on the inside inextricably linked to the use of food 

as oppression on the outside—and how can food be used as a tool 
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to build power? What common ground can be found across various 

sites of struggle—for example, between those organizing against food 

apartheid, against the increasing corporate control of food production 

and distribution on a local and global scale, against the continuous 

exploitation and violence against migrant farmworkers, and against a 

food system that oppresses billions of poor communities in the Global 

South to ensure access to fresh and nutritious foods for a minority of 

the world’s population? What explicit alliances and bridges can be built 

between activists and organizers fighting for food sovereignty and those 

working toward abolition? The scope of this work, then, necessarily 

goes far beyond tweaking at the margins of policy reform to “improve” 

correctional food systems on a state or federal level. Our collective 

challenge again remains—as Ruth Wilson Gilmore describes—“to keep the 

entirety of carceral geographies—rather than only their prison or even 

law-enforcement aspects—connected, without collapsing or reducing 

various aspects into each other.”294 It is with this framework in mind that 

we offer recommendations with the intent to tear down all interrelated 

structures of oppression rather than extending their power and influence.
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Recommendations.  
The recommendations offered in the rest of this section do not serve 

as a set of fixtures or policy demands intended to create a “humane” 

correctional food system. Instead, our recommendations are divided into 

two overlapping sections: actions and changes proposed by currently 

and formerly incarcerated people that can be taken within Maryland 

prisons to mitigate the experience of eating in confinement, and a set of 

“non-reformist reforms” that address the broader intersections between 

correctional food systems and structural forms of oppression. To borrow 

from 8toAbolition, we define non-reformist reforms as “measures that 

reduce the scale, scope, power, authority, and legitimacy of criminalizing 

institutions.”295 However, we also recognize the limits of such reforms as 

inherently counter to the true scope of revolutionary abolition described 

above. As a loose play on the Black Panther Party’s framework of 

“surviving pending revolution,” these recommendations could perhaps be 

seen as a form of “survival pending abolition.”296 

“A MA JOR CHALLENGE OF THIS MOVEMENT IS TO DO THE WORK 

THAT WILL CRE ATE MORE HUMANE, HABITABLE ENVIRONMENTS 

FOR PEOPLE IN PRISON WITHOUT BOL STERING THE PERMANENCE 

OF THE PRISON SYSTEM. HOW, THEN, DO WE ACCOMPLISH THIS 

BAL ANCING ACT OF PA S SIONATELY AT TENDING TO THE NEEDS OF 

PRISONERS — CALLING FOR LES S VIOLENT CONDITIONS, AN END TO 

STATE SE XUAL A S S AULT, IMPROVED PHYSICAL AND MENTA L HE ALTH 

CARE.... MORE CONNECTIONS WITH FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES, 

SHORTER OR ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING —AND AT THE S AME TIME 

CALL FOR ALTERNATIVES TO SENTENCING ALTOGE THER, NO MORE 

PRISON CONSTRUCTION, AND ABOLITIONIST STR ATEGIES THAT 

QUESTION THE PL ACE OF THE PRISON IN OUR FUTURE?”

— ANGEL A Y. DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE?297 
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A s part of our inter views and dialogue circles, people we spoke with shared 
their recommendations for change in the short-term to make the day-to-
day experience of eating behind bars more bearable. This section provides 
an over view of those recommendations. While proposed changes address 
both minute practices and larger infrastructural issues and practices 
shaping correctional food, the overarching theme woven through people’s 
recommendations was one of humanization—the desire to be ser ved foods 
that are physically, emotionally, and spiritually nourishing and that affirm 
one’s existence as a human being. People’s explicit naming of humanization 
brings to light the active dehumanization imprisoned individuals experience 
ever y day through correctional food—and through all forms of violence 
permeating the fabric of prison at large—exemplified most clearly through 
comparisons of correctional meals to food one “would not even ser ve 
to their dog.” In another sense, correctional food ser vice is by design 
oriented around feeding people standardized meals regardless of individual 
preferences and cultural and dietar y needs. A “humanized” correctional food 
system is, then, a paradox.  

A s Ruth Wilson Gilmore explains, “Dehumanization is… a necessar y factor 
in the acceptance that millions of people… should spend part or all of their 
lives in cages.”29 8 In this way, the struggle to improve correctional food is 
not limited to its most visible goal of bettering people’s physical and mental 
health; addressing correctional food is instrumental in working against the 
logics of dehumanization that allow prisons to entrap such large numbers of 
people in the first place. Prison food is a form of slow and premature death, 
designed in part to negate forms of resistance by deteriorating the body 
and mind through the daily and repetitive process of eating. The struggle 
to better the experience of eating on the inside, framed in opposition 
to the counterinsurgent role of correctional food ser vice, is crucial—as 
Rachel Herzing describes—in allowing “people to resist… inhumanity more 
effectively and vigorously, challenging the systems and regimes in which 
they are confined. [Improved conditions] also make it possible to stay alive 
while living in a cage.”29 9 

THE PRISON E ATING E XPERIENCE
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Real and High Quality Foods. 
“I feel as though no matter what a person has done in their life, I feel as 
though the food that [prisons] serve should be… more considerate to a 
person's health and to a person's body. The food they serve in here… it ’s 
unreal. It ’s not real.” 

— Kenneth, formerly imprisoned in Western Maryland

“I'm pretty sure [prisons] are getting the bottom of the barrel. The food 
that they're serving, it's not going to be grade-A food. It's going to be 

F-grade... just the worst. They're serving the worst. But they could at least, 
at the very least, serve actual food.”

— L., formerly incarcerated in a Jessup prison

“Food plays a big part in your life. So, I'd rather see [prisons] invest in food. 
Right now, you can get stabbed over a case of noodles. A case of noodles. 
That's hard to fathom if you're out here.”

— Abdul, formerly incarcerated at Eastern Correctional Institution

“There needs to be better quality food. The food isn’t real… they need to get 
real food. We human beings. I don't even think animals want this stuff, to be 

honest. We need some quality, good food.”

— Donte, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore City 

“I feel that everybody should have the right to eat some quality type food... 
Because you took my freedom. You separated me away from society without 
me even knowing what is going on. Does this punishment also have to deal 
with the way you eat?” 

— Antoin Quarles-El

With pennies or dollars to spend per person per meal, Mar yland prisons 
turn to ultra-processed and poor quality food items in order to construct 
“nutritionally adequate” meals for thousands of people on paltr y budgets. 
Nutritional adequacy in this case, as described throughout this report, is 
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capacious enough for toxic substances such as base—a drink that people 
use to quite literally dye their hair—to be counted as part of a nutritionally 
balanced meal. 

In looking at prison budgets, there are a number of spaces where funding 
can be redistributed to correctional food in a way that does not deplete 
resources from necessar y ser vices—such as healthcare or educational 
opportunities—or reify the logics of prison itself. Of the 16 Mar yland 
state-run prisons with data publicly available, food costs amounted to an 
average of 7.02% of an institution’s budget as of 2019.3 0 0 The institution 
with the lowest proportional cost—the Mar yland Reception, Diagnostic, and 
Classification Center—spent just $1,426,764 on dietar y ser vices, or 3.59% 
of the facility ’s total budget of $40,058,701.3 01 In the same year, overtime 
spending for correctional officers across all Mar yland prisons ballooned to 
$129 million.3 0 2 While merely a stop-gap measure, redirecting funding from 
staff overtime, security measures, and other carceral technologies used to 
control, confine, and sur veil people is one way for prisons to provide real, 
high-quality food to the people they hold captive. 
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Prison Food and Healthcare. 

While we name healthcare as an essential ser vice provided to people 
in prison, we note that healthcare ser vices in Mar yland’s correctional 
facilities are managed by a private corporation—Corizon Correctional 
Healthcare—as of 2019. Corizon is a deeply predator y company that 
profits from the suffering of incarcerated persons; for example, Corizon 
has been “sued for malpractice 660 times within five years” according 
to the American Civil Liberties Union.310 Prior to Corizon, healthcare in 
the state’s prisons was managed by Wexford Health—another private 
company with a track record of abuse. In general, private healthcare in 
prisons has “almost always been a disaster,” according to David Fathi, 
director of the ACLU’s National Prison Project.311 A s he explains, “Having 
any private, for-profit company responsible for inmate health care can 
lead to a desire to cut corners to make more profits.”312 In this sense, 
the struggle to improve prison food—whether as a means to make life 
in captivity more bearable or to tear down prisons themselves—must be 
undertaken alongside efforts to dismantle the prison-industrial complex 
by way of privatized healthcare.  167
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Nutritional Value.  
“They need to serve more nutritious food. Less starch. They do feed a 
horrible amount of starch. So, I would say get more of a nutritionally 
balanced tray… And fresher. If things are fresh, they're not canned. 
Because all of the nutrients come out of it when it's been canned... And 
more nutrients. You wouldn't starve because you'd be full of nutrients. 
You wouldn't have to eat a whole bunch of bread because bread has no 
nutrients. That's why you're eating so much, because there's no nutrients. 
So, if you give more vegetables, more fresh fruit. You won't be as hungry as 
much because those nutrients are holding your body.”

— L., formerly incarcerated in prisons in Jessup and Baltimore

The miserable state of nutrition in Mar yland’s correctional institutions is 
a product of a slew of infrastructural, legal, and ideological intentions, 
limitations, and challenges. For one, prison menus and nutritional 
guidelines themselves are deliberately weak compared to school lunches, 
and leave ample room for prisons to meet caloric requirements using any 
means necessar y on dollars or cents per meal. In the instances where 
guidelines or menus appear proficient on paper, guidelines are simply 
discarded—for example, during COVID-19 institutional procedures—or factors 
such as the quality of food; insufficient quantity; poor preparation practices 
leading to over- or undercooked foods; inedible meats processed through 
Mar yland Correctional Enterprises; improper storage practices leading to 
expired or spoiled food products; and prisons’ use of empty calories to fill 
people up combine to create meals that are, by all accounts, nutritionally 
bankrupt. Ideologically, elected officials, correctional staff, and the public 
at large oftentimes see incarcerated people as deser ving of inhumane food 
as part and parcel of their punishment. 

Poor nutrition has expected devastating effects on imprisoned people’s 
mental, emotional, and physical health both during incarceration and after 
release. Truly improving the nutritional value of correctional food ser vice, 
then, cannot be reduced to a set of quick fixes but an overhaul of food 
ser vice itself—encompassed by the various recommendations presented 
in this section such as increases in fresh produce, more robust nutritional 
guidelines, reductions of starch, greater meal portions, better preparation 
and storage practices, and proper oversight procedures.  
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Fresh Produce.  
“Better vegetables, more vegetables rather, because a lot of times they 
wouldn't give us vegetables… definitely fresh vegetables, fresh fruit.”

— Harold, formerly imprisoned in multiple Maryland prisons

“The vegetables don’t taste like actual food, because it's more like a 
rubbery taste. If a person ever tastes rubber, basically that's what the 

vegetables taste like. We need actual, real fresh vegetables.”

— Kenneth, formerly imprisoned in Western Maryland

“Fresh food. Not food that looks like it's been sitting for weeks. Like I said, 
even before we make the trays up, the food looks like it's just been sitting. 
You've got to realize, they're sitting in metal containers. Some of those 
containers are like, they're not plastic, I don't now what they are. But it's 
horrible.”

— J., formerly incarcerated in a Jessup prison

“More juices. More juices definitely instead of the base. I think desserts and 
fruit. Fruit, well, fruit, a lot more food because sometimes you can eat the 

fruit instead, it will fill you up. That's a good snack also, fruits.”

— Mark, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore

“Fresh greens. Fresh collared greens. Broccoli. Not canned. Fresh. 
Because I don't think you get no benefits on canned vegetables like fresh 
vegetables. The nutrients are degraded in the can.”

— Hernandez, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland prisons

A s part of our workshops in certain Mar yland correctional institutions, 
participants outlined the specific fresh fruits and vegetables they would like 
to have the option to eat on the inside. The graph below details individuals’ 
most popular food choices—while emphasizing that in addition to being 
fresh, all foods must be stored and prepared in ways that are palatable and 
do not deplete nutritional value.
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Greater Quantity.  
“They most definitely need to put more food on there—on the trays—because 
it's unacceptable. People are starving.”

— Jaylien, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore

“All the food, from the breakfast to the lunch to the dinner, I feel as though 
all the food should be seasoned. It should be able to allow a person… to 

go at least be able to go six to seven hours without eating, instead of going 
one, maybe two hours without eating. If it was enough food in those trays 

to fill a person up, it would basically cause less problems. Because if a 
person's hunger is fed, then it's less likely they'll be able to get up and 

cause any trouble. If you don't have a person eating enough, a person will 
do anything and they'll cause more problems for not only the COs, they'll 

cause more problems for the inmates.”

— K., currently incarcerated in Jessup
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“People should definitely be able to go for seconds. Make seconds 
available... especially for people who don't have commissary. Everybody 
don't have money. So some people need two trays because they don't have 
some snacks in between meals.”

—M., formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland prisons

“The plate should be balanced. Some [portions] are the size that my 
nephew can eat, and he ain't nothing but 15. These people 25, 30 and 40. 
Grown up people, eating the same as the 15 and the nine and the 10 year 
old.” 

— Antoin Quarles-El

Despite a vast majority of people we spoke with castigating the “child-like” 
and undeniably inadequate meal portions received in prison, correctional 
institutions intentionally withhold extra portions and throw out leftovers 
instead of allowing people to have seconds. This—in conjunction with the 
“rancid” quality of the meals themselves—forces people to load up on starch 
or commissar y foods in order to sur vive. While providing extra portions is by 
no means a “fix” to the dehumanizing nature of prison food, allowing people 
to have more than one ser ving can mitigate a small portion of the per vasive 
hunger many incarcerated people experience on an almost constant basis.

Longer Meal Times  
“A lot of people here end up having digestive issues because we've got 
to hurry up and eat our food. Prilosec, Nexium, Tums… that’s what we 
take. Because they only give you so long. You have to scarf it down. You 
don't even get to taste it. We need more time to eat. At least give us the 15 
minutes, if not more.”

— R., currently incarcerated in a Jessup prison

Prior to COVID-19—when incarcerated people were allowed to eat in 
the chow hall as opposed to in isolation in their cells—individuals were 
purportedly allowed 20 minutes to consume their meal. In reality, people 
can have their trays thrown away by correctional staff at any given moment 
and thus are forced to scarf down their food. Having a full 20 minutes (at 
the ver y minimum) to eat a meal is one way for short-term health conditions 
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such as indigestion and acid reflux caused by rushed eating times to be 
mitigated. In addition, more time allows for folks to sit with their meal and 
actually taste the food they are consuming. 

Socialization and Open Seating.  
“We should be able to sit where we want. Eating meals… It ’s one of the only 
times we can socialize. But they try to take that away from us too.”

— K., currently incarcerated in a Maryland state-run prison

Eating meals together is one of the most fundamental aspects of the human 
experience. In addition to its relational and social significance, research 
also demonstrates the positive impacts of eating collectively from a 
nutritional and psychological perspective.3 0 3 In many Mar yland prisons, 
this experience is outright denied as the act of eating becomes a means for 
prisons to fulfill their legal obligations to provide food for those in their 
custody. Prisons thus approach the eating experience from the standpoint 
of compliance, efficiency, “security,” and logistical optimization—especially 
so when meals are delivered to people’s housing units on lockdown. By 
removing the blind feed, extending meal times, and allowing folks to sit 
where and with whom they want, prisons can address one part of the nearly 
ubiquitous forms of dehumanization that constitutes the experience of 
incarceration. 

Meal Timings.  
“Change the times. Who gets up at 4:30am to eat breakfast? Serve 
breakfast at 7 at the earliest. Then lunch like 12, and dinner like 6. And keep 
those times consistent.” 

— Dennis Williams, currently incarcerated in Eastern Maryland

The origins of meal timings in prison can be traced to the origins of the 
penitentiar y itself. Early penitentiaries in the U.S—such as the Auburn 
Correctional Facility in New York, which became the standard for prisons 
throughout the countr y—borrowed parts of their model from European 
facilities and oriented a prisoner ’s day around hard labor. A s Michel Foucault 
writes in Discipline and Punish, describing the time-table of a prison in 
Paris: 
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“Art 20. Work. At a quarter to six in the summer, a quarter to seven in winter, 
the prisoners go down into the courtyard where they must wash their hands 
and faces, and receive their first ration of bread.

Art. 21. Meal. At ten o'clock the prisoners leave their work and go to the 
refector y; they wash their hands in their courtyards and assemble in 
divisions.

Art. 26. Supper and the recreation that follows it last until five o'clock: the 
prisoners then return to the workshops.”3 0 4

Modern-day prisons have not strayed far from the schedule of the countr y’s 
earliest correctional institutions. Breakfast in many Mar yland facilities is 
ser ved between 3:30 to 5:00 in the morning—even earlier than in the Paris 
prison described above—and rationalized by correctional staff as mandator y 
in order to leave time for all necessar y morning occurrences, such as shift 
changes, “inmate count,” and the start of the workday. In reality, ser ving 
breakfast at such an early hour means that many incarcerated individuals 
simply do not wake up for breakfast, further exacerbating hunger.    

Proper Storage and Preparation Practices.  
“I believe if the food is thoroughly cooked, even with what you're getting... 
It would definitely be better. Even if it's just cooked properly. Like the 
vegetables… if they're not overcooked, it would be better. It doesn't have to 
be different, just properly cooked. And don’t undercook the meat. We're not 
getting those nutrients like we're supposed to.”

— Roderick, formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland state-run prisons

“Bring in the right people [to give] the care that it ’s [supposed] to get. 
Season that food the way that food is supposed to be seasoned, and you will 

have a whole lot of different attitudes up in there. But, right now, it's like 
they don't care. If you threw something on a plate and say, here, you got 
to eat this for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, then you going to be attitude 

because you're stomach is not right. And, if your stomach ain't right, then 
you ain't going to be right.”

— Andrew, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore
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“Real beef and gravy and rice that's not stuck together… Like somebody 
just threw it on there, to hell with it. That's how it seemed. Just feeding a 
person to keep them alive. You know what I mean? That has to change.”

— G., formerly incarcerated in multiple Maryland prisons

“Once you recruit these officers to come into these kitchens and work, kind 
of prep them and train them first to see what type of training they have. 

Because you're cooking the institution's food, you're even cooking for other 
officers… when [prisons] hire these people, come in the kitchen, train 
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In addition to the poor quality of raw or procured food items, 
institutional storage, preparation, and sanitation practices play a major 
role in ensuring prison meals are inedible, nutritionally deficient, and 
hazardous to people’s health. Recommendations to improve such 
practices include:

• Prisons must conduct frequent and comprehensive trainings 
for correctional dietar y staff and incarcerated dietar y workers 
regarding proper food storage, sanitation, and handling 
procedures. 

• Prisons must conduct robust trainings for correctional 
dietar y staff and incarcerated workers on proper cooking and 
preparation procedures. 

• Prisons must update institutional kitchen equipment, including 
cooking equipment and equipment needed to ensure meal s 
remain hot during transpor t and the ser ving process. 

• Ideological changes must occur regarding dietar y staff ’s 
perception and attitude toward incarcerated people and the 
quality of food folks in their custody are deser ving of. 

• Prisons must prohibit the ser ving of expired and spoiled foods 
such as milk, breads, and fruits, as well as foods contaminated 
by feces, insects, and rodents.
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them, see what they can cook. Taste what they can cook. Just don't put them 
in there on the blind and think the institution’s going to be okay.”

— A.J., formerly incarcerated in a Jessup prison

“[Correctional staff] could put more TLC into the cooking… just to say, 
we're trying to make y'all feel better. You're human. We going to make you 
feel like you're human.”

— M., formerly incarcerated in Baltimore City

Real Meats.  
“Stop with the mystery meat. I mean they have enough workers to prepare 
good meals. Healthy. They got enough workers that will prepare meals, 
make a real burger, chop up some onions… make it from scratch. Don’t just 
warm up some processed stuff.”

— Shirome, formerly incarcerated in multiple prisons across Maryland 

“They have to put more food on the trays. Improve the amount and get rid of 
that sweaty meat. That's the lunch meat. The carrots [in the bagged lunch] 
is just as sweaty as the lunch meat.”

— Andrew, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore

“I would get rid of the biscuits and gravy, what they call a shit on a shingle. 
And that cod fish patty. I would get rid of the bagged lunches too… replace 
that with hot food.” 

— H., formerly incarcerated in prisons in Baltimore and Jessup

The quality of meat in Mar yland’s prisons—for example, turkey, lunch meat, 
chicken, beef, fish, and liver—is atrocious. This is, in large part, due to 
prisons’ reliance on meats sourced from Mar yland Correctional Enterprises. 
Mar yland public agencies and certain non-profit organizations are legally 
mandated to procure goods from MCE as opposed to private vendors. A s 
such, Mar yland prisons have no choice but to purchase meats that MCE 
processes and sells—regardless of how poor their quality may be. In addition 
to processed foods for state correctional institutions, MCE’s use of prison 
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labor to provide goods and ser vices for state agencies, universities, and 
nonprofits will be discussed in greater detail later on in this section.   

Commissary.   
“I feel as though some prices should be lowered, because some of that stuff 
is outrageous.”

— J.W, formerly incarcerated in a Baltimore City prison

“Keefe! Keefe, here we go, Since they've taken over… I believe that the way 
they had it where the jail ran the commissary was better. When we went to 

the store and you could pick your items out of the commissary, like you were 
in the grocery store. Keefe got to go.”

— Jo Jo, formerly incarcerated in Western Maryland

“More healthy eating in general, and especially with the commissary, more 
healthy food options. Have apples, even with the commissary, more healthy. 
Stay away from candy and junk… less candy, more healthier foods.”

— L.V., formerly incarcerated in a Jessup prison

Commissar y ser vices in Mar yland are structured to allow private 
corporations—specifically, Keefe Group—to exploit incarcerated individuals 
and extract profit from the failures of correctional food ser vice. Commissar y 
in prison is both a source of sur vival and a predator y mechanism that 
mediates the paltr y raw food costs that are a key feature of the neoliberal 
prison. “Improvements” to commissar y ser vices must thus be analyzed 
comprehensively and in conjunction with correctional food ser vice as a 
whole. 

If commissar y must remain a feature of prison life in the short-term, ending 
the state’s contract with Keefe and deprivatizing commissar y is one way that 
the ser vice can better meet the needs of incarcerated folks. A s described in 
Part 1 of this report, food prices tripled in Mar yland prisons after Keefe took 
over in 2012. While one packet of ramen may cost 30 cents outside of prison, 
the same packet could be 40 cents on the inside. While a ten-cent price 
increase may not seem significant, costs must also be adjusted to reflect 
minimum wage. In 2019, the Mar yland minimum wage was $10.10/hour, while 
non-MCE prison workers received between $0.90 to $2.75 a day—or $0.11 to 
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$0.34 per hour—for their labor.3 0 5 On the outside, one packet of ramen thus 
costs about 3% of a person’s hourly wages; on the inside, this percentage 
skyrockets to about 115% to 360% of a person’s hourly wages depending on 
the type of job they hold.

Movement and Punishment. 
Mar yland prisons cite a variety of reasons as to why incarcerated folks 
are not allowed to transport food outside of the kitchen or chow hall. Each 
rationale—such as a “safety” concern for individuals in case they develop 
food poisoning; a “security” concern due to folks creating alcohol from 
fruits; or an “equity” concern as some people may not have equal access 
to foods compared to others—has been exposed throughout this report for 
its internal contradictions. In addition to using safety or security concerns 
to prevent movement, some prisons also cite such concerns as a reason 
to prohibit the procurement of fresh produce or improve food conditions 
in other ways. Allowing folks to transport food to their housing units—and 
ending all forms of movement-related punishment—is thus a necessar y 
change prisons must implement. 
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In addition to deprivatization, incarcerated folks’ additional 
recommendations to improve commissar y include:

• E xpand access to healthier food options.

• Allow individual s held captive in solitar y confinement to access 
commissar y. Of course, solitar y confinement itself must be 
abolished; allowing folks access to commissar y is one way to 
make it so folks in solitar y do not star ve. 

• Provide greater access to cooking equipment outside of the 
chow hall for folks to prepare commissar y foods.   
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Grievances, ARPs, and Punishment. 
Grievance processes in Mar yland’s prisons not only do little to nothing in 
terms of changing food conditions, but can be weaponized against the folks 
who file a grievance in the first place. In addition to the frivolousness of 
filing a grievance, formal internal review mechanisms—such as the ARP, or 
administrative remedy procedure—prove just as ineffective at addressing  
institutional abuse. For example, as Mann told us: “A guy who didn't eat 
who filed an administrative remedy procedure… And by him following the 
administrative remedy procedure for not getting his bag [of food], they 
actually put him on administrative segregation, because they said he was 
being non-compliant. That's the word they used — non-compliant. He told 
them, ‘ Y'all forgot to feed me, didn't give me a bag of food.’ And then they 
punished him for it.”

Forms of legal redress available to incarcerated folks have also been 
severely curtailed by the Prison Litigation Reform Act and its state-adopted 
counterparts. For Mar yland prisons to actually “address inmate complaints 
concerning conditions of confinement,” the entire grievance, ARP, and legal 
processes must be overhauled beyond their current function to disappear 
complaints, ensure the continuation of abuse, and protect the state.3 0 6 

Independent and Random Inspections. 
“I think more outside inspectors need to come into these institutions 
and check these kitchens off… People from the outside need to come in 
and really see what they're doing in these kitchens. Like I said, in spite 
of what we did, we’re still human, and we’re still entitled… to eat in that 
institution with no transgressions of being spoiled or being outdated and 
stuff like that. Stale bread… some people have to go on and eat these foods 
because they can't no better for themselves. They can't get no better for 
themselves.”

— Elvira, formerly imprisoned in a Jessup prison

“[Prisons] are always getting fined. They're getting fined for failing the 
inspection all the time. I don't think OSHA has ever been in there… Because 
OSHA would close the place down. That's how bad it is. That's how bad, 
disarray it is. Roaches and mice and other insects and stuff crawling all 
over the place. It's filthy, basically.”
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— J.G, formerly incarcerated in Hagerstown

In theor y, Mar yland prisons are meant to be regularly inspected by internal 
dietar y staff and state health departments in order to ensure that kitchen 
facilities are in compliance with applicable sanitar y standards, that 
dietar y and incarcerated staff are following written policy, and that overall 
food ser vice operations operate in a safe and non-hazardous manner. 
A s documented in the Mar yland Commission on Correctional Standards: 
“Documentation of inspections by the local health department is to be 
maintained on file… Regular sanitation inspections are necessar y to ensure 
that: food ser vice equipment is maintained and functioning properly; proper 
hygiene practices are followed… and all areas are free of vermin and pests. 
Inspections and corrective actions are to be recorded and maintained on file. 
These inspections may be performed by administrative, medical, or dietar y 
personnel, including the person super vising food ser vice operations.”3 07

In practice, inspections by correctional dietar y staff—the same staff 
responsible for maintaining prison food ser vice operations in the first 
place—are ineffective in ensuring that operations are up to standard. 
Expectedly, the practice of staff monitoring themselves for compliance will 
likely result in staff finding themselves cleared of any wrongdoing. 

Inspections by local or state health departments do little as well. For 
example, inspections are only required to occur “at least annually,” are 
announced weeks or months in advance, and thus allow prisons ample time 
to orchestrate a facade for the day of the inspection.3 0 8 In addition, as J.G 
explained, even if prisons do fail an inspection, the penalty comprises a fine 
and an empty mandate for a warden or designee to develop a “corrective 
action plan.”3 0 9 For inspections to truly shed light on the workings of 
correctional food ser vice, inspections must be as follows:
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Choice, Agency, and Alternative Forms of Cooking.  
“I think we should have a choice… Everybody should have their difference 
just like the [Officer’s Dining Room]. The officers gets to choose what 
they want, everybody eats different. We're all adults, we should be able to 
choose what we want. In here I have to eat bread in order to get full. That's 
what a lot of people are just doing because you don't get much, you have 
to eat bread with it in order to get full. We need better choices in here in 
general.”

— J.N, currently imprisoned in a Jessup prison

A small number of correctional institutions in the United States and Europe 
utilize alternative food preparation methods to counter the traditional 
standardization and mass-preparation of correctional food ser vice. 
Examples include self-cook facilities, salad bars, and communal kitchens 
in housing units. While we maintain that alternative cooking practices are 
certainly not a “solution” to the deplorable state of prison food, allowing 
folks to have freedom in how food is prepared is one way to mitigate the 
current dehumanizing experience of eating in confinement. This includes 

1. Conducted frequently (i.e. multiple times a month) and at random;

2. Conducted by independent investigators outside of the State;

3. Authorized such that independent investigators have the legal 
authority to enter any prison unannounced and at will;

4. Authorized such that the findings of all investigations are made 
public;

5. Authorized such that “corrective action” must actually ensure that 
findings from the inspection are comprehensively addressed. If 
actions are not taken in a certain time period, investigators must 
be able to exert power to enact meaningful change—including firing 
staff and closing down a prison. 
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taking foods off the menu that are widely despised—including liver, turkey 
tetrazzini, and sweaty meat, for example—as well as offering actual choice 
regarding what folks would like to eat. 

Base.  
“I don't want no base… You got people dyeing their clothes with the juice 
that you drink. That's not good at all. You can take a plain white t-shirt and 
turn it any color the juice is.”

— Andrew, formerly incarcerated in Baltimore

Mar yland prisons must immediately stop ser ving base as a nutritional filler 
in order to compensate for the failures of correctional food ser vice. The 
health impacts of base must be properly studied, and the State must provide 
adequate compensation for individuals experiencing short and long-term 
health impacts as a result of consuming this toxic substance. 

Close Prisons.  
“Burn them all down. Burn every institution. Seriously… they need to have 
more people come through and do inspections and whatnot. Somebody 
needs to be held accountable because nobody is being held accountable 
there. It's just going to keep on going downhill.”

— Doug Compton, formerly incarcerated in Western Maryland 

The best way to mitigate the experience of eating in prison is, as detailed 
next, to shut down the prisons themselves. 
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What are the possibilities of what Ruth Wilson Gilmore calls non-reformist 
reforms in relation to carceral food systems—or steps that can be taken to 
“shrink the carceral system” and move us, in the words of Mariame Kaba, 
“toward the horizon of abolition?"313 First, the most obvious way to not 
subject people to the horrendous nature of prison food is to reduce contact 
with the system—for example, by freeing people currently behind bars, 
not incarcerating more people, ending pre-trial detention, shutting down 
existing prisons, and terminating the construction of any new prison, jail, or 
detention center. A s abolitionists, we turn to practitioners of transformative 
and restorative justice to guide us in alternative visions of how we address 
harm in our society—as well as addressing and dismantling all structural 
forms of racial, gendered, and economic violence that entrap people in 
carceral warehouses in the first place. 

PRISONS, FOOD SYS TEMS, AND 
“NON-REFORMIS T REFORMS”

“IT IS TRUE THAT IF WE FOCUS MYOPICALLY ON THE E XISTING 

SYSTEM—AND PERHAPS THIS IS THE PROBLEM THAT LE ADS TO THE 

A SSUMPTION THAT IMPRISONMENT IS THE ONLY ALTERNATIVE TO 

DE ATH—IT IS VERY HARD TO IMAGINE A STRUCTUR ALLY SIMIL AR 

SYSTEM CAPABLE OF HANDLING SUCH A VA ST POPUL ATION OF 

L AWBRE AKERS. IF, HOWE VER, WE SHIF T OUR AT TENTION FROM 

THE PRISON, PERCEIVED A S AN ISOL ATED INSTITUTION, TO THE 

SET OF REL ATIONSHIPS THAT COMPRISE THE PRISON INDUSTRIAL 

COMPLE X, IT MAY BE E A SIER TO THINK ABOUT ALTERNATIVES. IN 

OTHER WORDS, A MORE COMPLICATED FR AMEWORK MAY YIELD 

MORE OPTIONS THAN IF WE SIMPLY AT TEMPT TO DISCOVER A 

SINGLE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PRISON SYSTEM. THE FIRST STEP, 

THEN, WOULD BE TO LET GO OF THE DESIRE TO DISCOVER ONE 

SINGLE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM OF PUNISHMENT THAT WOULD 

OCCUPY THE SAME FOOTPRINT A S THE PRISON SYSTEM.”

— ANGEL A Y. DAVIS, ARE PRISONS OBSOLETE?323 
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Second, the struggle for abolition must be positioned as inherently 
connected to the struggle for food sovereignty. From modern-day prison 
farms; to food ser vice corporations sourcing low-grade food items to 
correctional institutions; to private food and agricultural companies 
exploiting incarcerated labor to profit off a captive population; to the larger 
intersections between migrant farmworkers, deportations, and prison labor, 
the ways in which food is produced, distributed, and consumed across the 
United States are intimately tied to the logics driving millions of people 
into the over 7,000 prisons, jails, and detention centers in the countr y. 
Furthermore, as described throughout this report, the contemporar y 
economic, social, and political formations giving shape to food apartheid, 
formal and informal carceral institutions, and other food-based forms of 
oppression across the globe have shared a long historical trajector y of 
oppression rooted in anti-Black violence and capitalism. To abolish prisons 
means to simultaneously build food systems that are rooted in spiritual 
nourishment and the decommodification of food and land—a positionality 
that opens up alliances and common tactics and strategies in the struggle 
for self-determination.  

Alongside decarceration and the closure of prisons—what are specific 
actions and non-reformist reforms that can be taken to reduce the power 
of the state, prisons, food ser vice corporations, and other carceral 
configurations comprising the prison-industrial complex in the struggle 
toward food sovereignty? Oftentimes in conversations around correctional 
food, abolition is situated as a personal belief or distant ideal—a goal that 
may be agreed with in theor y but has no real implications on action in the 
present. Such an understanding is misguided, at best, and counterinsurgent 
at worst. A s Critical Resistance frames it, “abolition is both a practical 
organizing tool and a long-term goal… Because the PIC is not an isolated 
system, abolition is a broad strategy. An abolitionist vision means that 
we must build models today that can represent how we want to live in the 
future.”314 What follows is a non-exhaustive list detailing actions to weaken 
the carceral state and build communal power regarding food.

• Divest from all food ser vice corporations managing or providing food 
or commissar y ser vices to correctional institutions, including Aramark, 
TKC Holdings, Trinity Ser vices Group, Keefe Group, Dori Foods, Sysco, 
and Cr ystal Enterprise, Inc. This includes divestment from parent 
hedge funds and private equity firms such as H.I.G Capital that own 
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corporations such as Trinity. 

• Divest from all corporations—both food and non-food related—extracting 
profit from the proliferation of prisons and from incarcerated individuals 
through the use of captive labor. This includes, but is by no means limited 
to: private healthcare provided by corporations such as Wexford Health 
Sources and Corizon Correctional Healthcare; telecom providers such as 
Global Tel Link; for-profit prison corporations such as CoreCivic and GEO 
Group; predator y lending providers (such as “rent-to-own scams, payday 
loans, and commercial bail bonds”); and home detention and electronic 
monitoring providers such as ASAP home detention.315 

• Abolish Mar yland Correctional Enterprises and the use of prison 
labor to provide food, furniture, and other ser vices for state agencies, 
not-for-profit organizations, and universities in Mar yland such as 
Towson University and University of Mar yland. For decades, Mar yland 
Correctional Enterprises has been exploiting the labor of incarcerated 
individuals to provide goods and ser vices for public purposes—including 
uniforms for individuals employed by the state; printing and graphic 
design ser vices for state legislators; and license plates and traffic 
control signs for the Mar yland Department of Transportation. 

• Defund and work toward abolishing the Mar yland Department of Public 
Safety and Correctional Ser vices. Fully invest in and provide support to 
restorative and transformative justice initiatives utilizing non-carceral 
practices to address harm.    

• Fire wardens and correctional staff that use food as an overt tool of 
punishment—as well staff that commit all forms of physical, emotional, 
and mental abuse—and permanently prohibit individuals from being re-
employed by any correctional or police department. 

• End pretrial incarceration, probation, and all forms of bail in Mar yland—
including the use of risk assessment tools to determine bail and the 
granting of parole. A s of December 31, 2018, Mar yland community 
corrections population was 70,248 under probation and 10,338 parole.316

• End the use of prison labor as related to agricultural practices in 
Mar yland, including the deployment of incarcerated individuals for 
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gleaning; the donation of produce grown on prison farms to local 
food banks; and bay grass planting and oyster repopulation programs 
operated by DPSCS. 

• Abolish all legislation in the state that creates barriers for formerly 
incarcerated individuals to access employment and social ser vices 
upon release from prison—barriers that significantly exacerbate food 
insecurity for individuals and families. 

• Fully defund the Baltimore City Police Department—one of the most 
bloated police departments in the United States—and redistribute funds 
to community-controlled infrastructure capable of meeting peoples’ 
food, healthcare, and educational needs.317 

• End the corporate control of our global food system. Divest from 
agribusiness corporations and “philanthropic”/philanthrocapitalist 
organizations such as Nestle, Whole Foods, the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, Cargill, Adani Group, and Tyson that rely on the exploitation 
of farmers and farmworkers; the destruction of natural resources such 
as air, land, and water; the expropriation and brutal dispossession of 
people from their land; the centralization and consolidation of food and 
land into a smaller and smaller number of hands, the privatization and 
patenting of seeds, and the oppression of people in the Global South in 
order to generate profit.  

• End the dumping of cheap or subsidized foods from the Global North into 
countries in the Global South as a means to extract profit from surplus 
food production and/or undercut local economies. Relatedly, dismantle 
the U.S. empire in all of its manifestations and lift the trade embargo on 
Cuba.

• End the industrialization of agriculture and support local and sustainable 
agricultural practices. 

• Support all reparator y policies that work toward community control of 
land, as outlined in the “The People's Demand for Land Reparations in 
Baltimore City” prepared by Black Yield Institute and the Farm Alliance 
of Baltimore.318 
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• End the commodification of food and land and provide support to the 
development of community-controlled and cooperatively run grocer y 
and farming initiatives, Black-owned urban gardens and farms, and 
organizations working toward Black land and food sovereignty—such 
as Black Yield Institute and Black Church Food Security Network in 
Baltimore.

• Legalize protections for and end the exploitation of all undocumented 
farmworkers forming the backbone of the United States’ food system. 

• Support the demands for agrarian reform as outlined by La Via 
Campesina, based on the following principles:

"Those who work and live on the land have the right to land, water, 
forests and the resources required to live there with dignity and 
security.

Indigenous peoples have a right to their ancestral land and territories.

All people have a right to produce their own food that is ecologically 
and culturally appropriate, basic elements of food sovereignty.

The earth and its resources are for all humanity – not commodities 
owned by the few who own and control the capitalist market.  Land 
has a social function.

Land, seeds, water, maritime resources and biodiversity must be 
loved and protected, not exploited, degraded and destroyed. These 
are rightfully the resources of local communities."319

 
 
Prisons do not keep communities safe. Instead of addressing “crime,” 
Ruth Wilson Gilmore and other abolitionists explain how communities 
with more prisons or higher rates of incarceration actually experience 
increased instances of harm. For instance, in her book Golden Gulag: 
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Prisons, Surplus, Crisis, and Opposition in Globalizing California, 
Gilmore describes how carceral structures cause people to isolate—how 
relationships between individuals and communities become fractured, 
atomized, and rooted in fear.3 20 A s a result, she writes, “when something 
disruptive, confusing, or undesirable happens, people dial 911... Crime 
goes up, along with unhappiness, and those who are able to do so move 
away in search of a better environment, concentrating unhappiness in 
their wake. In other words, prisons wear out places by wearing out people, 
irrespective of whether they have done time.”3 21 Abolishing prisons and 
the conditions giving rise to incarceration is thus a project to rebuild and 
restore relationships between people, food, and land—while simultaneously 
abolishing a state and economic system that thrives on disconnection to 
sur vive and reproduce itself.  

We conclude with a reminder that while the specifics of correctional food 
systems across the countr y might not be widely known, the understanding 
that prison food is unpalatable, at best, and is killing people, at worst, is a 
generally accepted fact in the consciousness of the United States public. 
Prison food is often depicted in mainstream media, films, books, television 
shows, and other cultural products as the bottom of the barrel—the lowest 
of the low—by which all other food experiences are compared. In other 
words: prison food is, and has always been since the ver y inception of 
carceral institutions, wholly unable to meet people’s needs. Mitigating the 
experience of eating in confinement—much less abolishing prisons entirely—
is thus not as simple as merely “raising awareness” in order to convince 
the powers that be that action must be taken. The systems of domination, 
oppression, and exploitation giving rise to prisons, food apartheid, and all 
forms of racialized premature death are intentional. A s A ssata Shakur put 
it in her autobiography, “Nobody in the world, nobody in histor y, has ever 
gotten their freedom by appealing to the moral sense of the people who 
were oppressing them.”3 2 2 

The act of changing food conditions in prisons is not, by itself, an act of 
resistance nor an act of humanization or liberation. Instead, we ask again: 
in what ways can a dialectical analysis of prison food reveal the ideologies, 
material conditions, and logics driving prison itself, as well as the ways in 
which food is used to destabilize, dehumanize, and oppress both inside and 
outside of confinement? It is only through the act of struggle that we can 
build a world without prisons—a world where the food we grow, share, and 
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consume can be rooted in physical, emotional, and spiritual healing and 
nourishment. For it is not just the oppressed who are dehumanized at the 
hands of the oppressor, but the oppressors who are dehumanized as well. It 
is from this lens that analyses around prison food must be uncovered, and 
from this lens that struggle must be waged.
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